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STRIKING THE BALANCE: FINDING A PLACE FOR NEW URBANISM ON MAIN
STREET
Abstract
Preservation is a constantly evolving dialogue between past and future, new and old. Yet as the formal
and aesthetic precedents of traditional urbanism are adopted by New Urbanist practitioners to cloak new
construction with the guise of historic continuity, the draw of Main Street communities is quickly fading.
Where once downtown had the advantage of distinctive architecture and walkability as a competitive
edge over sprawling suburban retail centers, large cities and small towns alike now face the challenge of
competing with savvy Main Street imitators sprouting up on the urban fringe. This trend towards New
Urbanist style retail is hurting businesses on Main Street, but the increasing marketability of these
formats provides an opportunity for historic commercial corridors to take advantage of evolving
consumer preferences. Several communities are already adapting to this new set of challenges by
utilizing New Urbanist planning and design approaches to reposition their historic commercial corridors
through infill development and urban restructuring. These interventions do not always make the
headlines, yet they continue to gain strength. Some preservationists argue that there is little need for
“new” urbanism when a wealth of old urbanism already exists. Yet what is desperately needed is a new
way of thinking about urban places. Reasserting the historic role of Main Street communities as bastions
of progress and innovation will enable a future in which strong communities, sustainable growth patterns
and quality of life are rooted in the legacy of previous generations while providing for the demands of the
next.
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I 
Over the past three decades New Urbanism has evolved from a grassroots
movement led by a small group of planners and architects, to an organizaon with
thousands of members and a worldwide following. Now with the crical distance of
me, the academic and professional communies have had ample opportunity to assess
the merits and shortcomings of New Urbanist pracce. While projects undertaken by the
movement’s praconers clearly borrow from tradional Main Street precedents, and
somemes have a negave economic impact on nearby historic commercial corridors,
very lile professional or academic research has been conducted on the interacon
between New Urbanism and preservaon. Nor have any concrete suggesons been
provided to help historic communies cope with the new set of challenges presented
by these Main Street imitaons. As such, this research examines the interrelaonship
between historic preservaon and New Urbanism in academic discourse and
professional pracce in order to develop a set of recommendaons for strengthening
Main Street. The following quesons inform and guide the research on this subject:
1. What is the relaonship between historic preservaon and New Urbanism?
2. To what extent has historic preservaon been incorporated into New Urbanist
pracce?
-1-

3. In instances where historic preservaon is incorporated, how does it funcon
within the New Urbanist framework of the project? Has this relaonship been
ulmately beneﬁcial or detrimental for the historic built environment?
4. In what ways does New Urbanism support historic preservaon, or does pracce
of the former simply ignore the laer?
Preservaon and New Urbanism share core values and have the potenal to be
mutually reinforcing. Even the guiding document of the Congress for the New Urbanism
(CNU), the Charter of the New Urbanism, describes the importance of retaining historic
buildings and nave landscape features to reinforce place-based factors that enhance
quality of life. Examining the extent to which preservaon goals outlined on paper are
ulmately achieved on the ground is a key component to understanding the relaonship
between preservaon and New Urbanism in current pracce. The prevailing thinking is
that the New Urbanists oen fall short of striking the balance between new and old in
the execuon of their designs. However, many of the smaller and less well-known ﬁrms
operang in the movement today are having great success with incorporang exisng
buildings, street networks and infrastructure into their development schemes.
Exploring the relaonship between historic preservaon and New Urbanism in
current urban design pracce is relevant on both praccal and conceptual grounds. With
the increasing popularity and marketability of urban retail formats, the preservaon
community is recognizing the potenal to capitalize on emerging consumer preferences
for a Main Street shopping experience. Global concerns such as climate change and peak
oil are also reinforcing the need for greater energy eﬃciency of the built environment,
thus strengthening the argument for the reuse of exisng buildings and infrastructure
within New Urbanist developments. Sprawling development paerns consume valuable
open space, increase private automobile dependency and are socially, economically and
environmentally unsustainable. From a conceptual standpoint New Urbanist projects
-2-

such as imitaon Main Street developments provide inauthenc representaons
of community and historic progression. By imitang the styles and forms of historic
architecture, the New Urbanists add a new twist to the threat of urban sprawl. As
consumers are rediscovering the appeal of walkable urban formats, greenﬁeld New
Urbanism oﬀers this lifestyle yet without the beneﬁts of opmizing the infrastructure
and building stock that already exists. As the language of New Urbanism takes hold
of the market and professional pracce, incorporang preservaon as an integral
component of this equaon is essenal.
In order to gain a clear understanding of the extent to which current New
Urbanist pracce acvely engages historic urbanism, a series of three case studies are
invesgated in depth. Aer establishing the historical development of the Main Street
format in the United States and the emergence of the CNU as a response to modernist
planning pracces of the second half of the 20th century, three projects undertaken
within the past decade are examined to illustrate the range of scales at which New
Urbanism engages preservaon. The First & Main development in downtown Hudson,
Ohio is an interesng case in that it incorporates a standard New Urbanist format, the
lifestyle center, into the context of the historic North Main Street commercial district.
While this project succeeded in enhancing Hudson’s draw as a major retail desnaon
in the region, the center siphoned customers away from nearby historic Main Street
communies. By contrast, in the distressed urban neighborhood of Jonestown in East
Balmore, developers took a housing development approach to economic revitalizaon.
Redevelopment of the Flag House Courts public housing project brought the crical mass
of residents needed to spur commercial reinvestment on the East Lombard corridor, yet
the private development community has been slow to respond. The ﬁnal case examines
the interacon between New Urbanist and preservaon pracce within the context of
exisng urbanism in the revitalizaon strategy for Redwood City, California. This case
-3-

oﬀers the most promising indicaon of the powerful and transformave impact that
New Urbanism can have in a historic urban context. The project takes advantage of
New Urbanist design intervenons in the redevelopment of the Courthouse Square
public plaza, the introducon of new mixed-use development and adopon of a uniﬁed
streetscaping campaign. The result is a seamless integraon of new and old that
enhances the vitality of downtown without compromising the city’s rich architectural
legacy. With the lessons learned from these cases, a series of recommendaons have
been developed to allow Main Street to adapt and compete with the New Urbanist
phenomenon.
The lack of clear strategies for enhancing Main Street in the wake of the growing
prevalence and popularity of New Urbanist developments is the guiding force behind
this research. Noted preservaonists such as Richard Moe, president of the Naonal
Trust for Historic Preservaon, and Doug Loescher, director of the Naonal Trust Main
Street Center, recognize that Main Street communies must take a proacve approach
to the growing strength of New Urbanism. Yet the preservaon community has yet to
describe what these strategies should be. Ensuring the survival of America’s tradional
commercial corridors is essenal to combang the forces of urban sprawl, fostering
healthy communies and strengthening place-based quality of life. Ensuring that the
implementaon of new urbanism is not at the expense of the old is paramount to
creang places that respect the building stock inherited from previous generaons while
allowing for new architecture and infrastructure that accommodates modern lifestyles.
Achieving a balanced relaonship between preservaon and New Urbanism will beneﬁt
the naon’s cies and towns, and the people who call them home.

-4-

C
 1
Literature Review
When noted New York Times architecture cric Herbert Muschamp asked “Can
New Urbanism ﬁnd room for the old?” a month aer the penning of the Charter of
the New Urbanism in 1996, he was possibly the ﬁrst to pose the queson. Lacking the
luxury of hindsight however, Muschamp could only oﬀer a word of cauon. He warned
that if the New Urbanists failed to adequately address the role of exisng downtowns in
the scope of their work, then the movement would prove fatal for exisng urban places.
To develop a clear perspecve on the interrelaonship between historic preservaon
and New Urbanism, a contextual basis of town planning in the United States must ﬁrst
be established. From early colonial roots to the beginnings of the New Town Movement
in America, the relaonship between neo-tradional town planning and tradional
American selements is best exempliﬁed as the juxtaposion between organic and
planned growth. Although both approaches to American development evolved out of
a similar historical framework, they have had dissimilar consequences for the naon’s
built environment. Understanding the theorecal and historical underpinnings of these
urban typologies serves as the foundaon for an approach that marries the assets of
exisng urbanism with the beneﬁts of sensive new construcon that meets the needs
of modern lifestyles.
-5-

L    R  
The increasing prevalence of neo-tradional town planning within the past
several decades as codiﬁed by the CNU has generated an extensive body of literature
on New Urbanism. Historical and scholarly research on the evoluon of the Main Street
typology and the progression of planning approaches such as the Garden City, City
Beauful and New Town movements provides a useful framework for the analysis of
historic preservaon’s role within New Urbanist pracce.1 Due to the fact that a large
poron of the literature available on New Urbanist projects is self-published work from
some of the most proliﬁc ﬁrms praccing neo-tradional design today, incorporang
research from the planning, preservaon and development communies is essenal
to the formaon of a balanced analysis. By the same token, considering the crical
responses of academics well-versed on the subject of preservaon’s role within the New
Urbanist framework is equally important. The following literature sources address the
research topic from the perspecves of history, theory, praxis and recepon. Considered
collecvely, they enable a holisc understanding of the subject maer and provide the
contextual background necessary to adequately explore the research quesons.

M S

D



: H     M -M 

Developing a historical framework from which to contextualize the relaonship
between Main Street development and New Urbanism in the history of American
planning is crical and beneﬁts from the wealth of literature on the subject. Historic
selement paerns in the United States had an incredible impact on the formaon
of each of these movements, and Ervin Y. Galantay’s New Towns: Anquity to the
Present (1975) provides a clear yet thorough invesgaon of the cultural, ethnic
and geographical inﬂuences on these development trends. His work is useful for its
1

The term Main Street refers to the tradional urban commercial centers of the United States. Unless
noted otherwise, this term does not refer to the Naonal Trust Main Street Center.
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discussion of the formal and stylisc implicaons of cultural tradions such as the
Spanish Laws of the Indies approach to open space and street networks, for instance.2
Addional historical background provided by John Andrew Gallery in The Planning
of Center City Philadelphia: From William Penn to the Present (2007) and Gwendolyn
Wright’s Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing in America (1983) help to round
out the discussion of Anglo inﬂuences in town design on the eastern seaboard. Wright’s
synopsis of the document referred to as “The Ordering of Towns” further develops
the contextual basis surrounding the complex relaonship that developed between
organically developed Main Street communies and the master planned developments
of New Urbanism.3
This analysis of Main Street development in the United States beneﬁts from
well-established scholarly output on the subject. Richard V. Francaviglia’s Main Street
Revisited: Time, Space and Image Building in Small-Town America (1996), oﬀers a clearly
organized and comprehensive history of the development of American Main Streets as a
planning typology. He traces design and planning trends in the downtown development
of American villages and towns from early colonial roots through their heyday in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Francaviglia connues his discussion with an overview
of Main Street adaptaons aer the Second World War in response to the challenges
of decentralizaon and suburban retail compeon. The narrave then explores the
reinterpretaon, revitalizaon and rebirth of Main Street in the second half of the 20th
century, opening the discussion of Main Street as cultural image and replicable type. For
New Urbanists of the late 20th century, the stylisc and formal representaon of Main
Street as a collecon of historic commercial buildings joined end to end was applied to
new retail developments. By appropriang the image of Main Street as a signiﬁer for
2

Ervin Y. Galantay, New Towns: Anquity to the Present (New York: George Braziller, Inc., 1975), 31.
Gwendolyn Wright, Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing in America (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 1983), 8-9.

3
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American small town values and rugged individualism, the New Urbanists aempted
to transfer these associaons of historic connuity and cultural relevance to their new
construcon projects. While Francaviglia limits his discussion of Main Street iconography
in new retail formats to Walt Disney’s Main Street, USA, the complexity and depth of his
historical research remains a valuable resource.4

N  U    T     P  
A signiﬁcant poron of published literature on New Urbanist theory and pracce
originates from within the movement itself. This reporng includes monographs, books,
arcles, published interviews and other resources produced by New Urbanist ﬁrms and
their praconers. Some of the most proliﬁc ﬁrms praccing New Urbanism today are
equally producve in the publicaon of their work. Duany Plater-Zyberk and Company
(DPZ) principals Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk certainly fall within this
category, as do Peter Calthorpe of Calthorpe Associates in Berkeley, California, and Ray
Gindroz, principal at Urban Design Associates (UDA) in Pisburgh. The Chicago-based
CNU also publishes a variety of materials relevant to the professional culture of the
movement, including conference proceedings and monographs, the New Urban News
newsleer and an annual comprehensive report and best pracces guide containing
case study examples of New Urbanist principles applied in pracce. These resources
deﬁne and develop the state of knowledge in the ﬁeld and facilitate the discussion of
prevailing trends within the movement.
Since the beginning of Tradional Neighborhood Development (TND) in the
early 1980s, DPZ has been one of the most vocal and proliﬁc ﬁrms praccing New
Urbanism. In addion to the ﬁrm’s published work, which includes numerous arcles,
books, monographs and criques, Duany and Plater-Zyberk have also developed tools
4

Richard V. Francaviglia, Main Street Revisited: Time, Space, and Image Building in Small-Town America
(Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1996), 146.
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such as the SmartCode, now in its ninth version, which provides form-based zoning
standards readily adaptable to the formaon of Smart Growth plans. Duany and PlaterZyberk’s arcle in a 1992 issue of the Wilson Quarterly entled “The Second Coming of
the American Small Town” acts as a preamble to the manifesto that came years later
with the 1996 publicaon of the Charter of the New Urbanism. This arcle explores the
decline of American small towns as a funcon of U.S. transportaon policy’s facilitaon
of sprawling suburban development paerns. The authors argue that the small town is
vanishing from the naonal landscape and quickly becoming a sought-aer commodity,
laced with nostalgia and achievable only for those wealthy enough to buy in to one
of these desirable enclaves.5 These senments foreshadow the emergence of neotradional main street retail formats a decade later. By mimicking tradional Main
Streets, the New Urbanists appropriate these forms as symbolic of tradional American
values. Yet these imitaon main street style developments oen pull consumers
away from authenc downtowns by oﬀering the convenience and tenant mix of
suburban shopping malls in an open air urban format. While Duany and Plater-Zyberk’s
discussion falls short of promong historic preservaon in resuscitang small towns and
introducing post-suburbanites to the merits of real urbanity, the authors clearly express
their vision for New Urbanism as reform of suburban life by resurrecng tradional
iconography.
Other early works such as Peter Katz’s The New Urbanism: Toward an
Architecture of Community (1993) helped to formulate the New Urbanists’ hierarchy
of scale and formal approaches to city design. In this work Katz details the echelons
of intervenon from the street, block and building, to the neighborhood, district and
corridor, eventually touching on the regional implicaons of intervenons at each of
these levels. The relevance of these classiﬁcaon levels within the movement is revealed
5

Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, “The Second Coming of the American Small Town,” Wilson
Quarterly Vol. 16 Issue 1 (Winter 1992): 27.
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as they form the basic organizaonal structure of the 1996 Charter. Even at this early
stage in the development of the CNU, Katz recognizes the emergence of two diﬀerent
philosophical approaches to the pracce of New Urbanism.6 The ﬁrst is represented
by those who believe that no addional growth should occur in outlying areas of the
city unl exisng infrastructure, building stock and assets have been adequately taken
advantage of through inﬁll development and urban restructuring. This diﬀers from the
second approach, which recognizes that the exisng polical, regulatory and economic
framework in the U.S. favors suburban development, thus any new building that occurs
on the fringe should be as environmentally, socially and economically sustainable as
possible. Katz gives equal treatment to each of these approaches through a series
of case studies, including examples of greenﬁeld development at Seaside and the
Kentlands, as well as urban restructuring and inﬁll projects undertaken in Los Angeles
and downtown Providence, Rhode Island. As a guide to the early movaons behind the
mission of the CNU, Katz’s work provides valuable insight into the philosophical divisions
that eventually took shape within the movement.
Materials self-produced by ﬁrms most acve in New Urbanist pracce represent
a substanal segment of the literature available on the subject. Peter Calthorpe’s The
Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community and the American Dream (1995) oﬀers
a rather standard proclamaon of the movaons behind the New Urbanist movement.
In this work Calthorpe discusses the need for long-range planning, taking into account
both proacve and reacve responses necessary from the design community. Other
resources in this vein are more prescripve, such as The Urban Design Handbook:
Techniques and Working Methods (2003) and The Architectural Paern Book: A Tool for
Building Great Neighborhoods (2004) published by Ray Gindroz and his ﬁrm UDA. In a
similar vein, Werner Hegemann and Elbert Peets’ classic 1922 survey of urban planning
6

Peter Katz and Vincent Scully, The New Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of Community (New York:
McGraw Hill Professional, 1993), x.
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history from the ancients to the early moderns entled The American Vitruvius: An
Architects’ Handbook of Civic Art oﬀers addional insight into the formal approach to
city design adopted by the New Urbanists. Republished in 1996 at the insistence of the
CNU, Vitruvius advocates bold strokes unencumbered by compromise, a telling indicator
of the New Urbanists’ preference for master planning formerly undeveloped sites.7
Hegemann and Peets argue that if buildings are designed without consideraon for
their urban context then it is impossible to achieve the ideal of formal unity required by
civic art. With an exhausve set of examples of planning development though the ages,
this work serves as a springboard from which the CNU honed its parcular approach to
urban design.
Crical literature on New Urbanist pracce has even come from within the
movement itself, most notably The Seaside Debates: A Crique of the New Urbanism
published in 2002 by the Seaside Instute. This work is an outgrowth of a symposium
held by the Instute in September of 1998, which fostered professional and academic
discourse on the eﬀecveness of the movement in realizing its core principles within
the realm of professional pracce. These debates centered on evidence from eight
real world case studies, six of which were examples of New Urbanism applied to
urban retroﬁt and inﬁll situaons. The selecon of these parcular cases was aimed at
rebuking claims that the movement is solely concerned with greenﬁeld development,
even though a greater proporon of New Urbanist development does occur on the
suburban fringe. Lacking an equal distribuon of case study sites to respond to,
symposium parcipants were limited in the amount of feedback they could give on the
prevailing trends of New Urbanist pracce. These debates do however provide intriguing
examples of neo-tradional planning approaches applied in exisng urban sengs, such

7

Werner Hegemann and Elbert Peets, The American Vitruvius: An Architects’ Handbook of Civic Art, 8th
edion (Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press, 1996), 1.
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as UDA’s projects in Pisburgh and the work of Moule and Polyzoides in Pasadena.8
The essays and discussions contained within this work oﬀer a much more balanced and
crical interpretaon of the ﬁeld than might be expected coming from a list of authors
that includes some of the most recognizable names in the movement today. Their
decision to focus on exisng cies seems to indicate that the CNU, at least some facon
of it, is truly serious about taking advantage of the urban places already in existence.

R       P 

  C  

Reﬂecng with great speciﬁcity on the challenges faced by Main Street
communies in the past half-century, Richard Moe and Carter Wilkie’s Changing Places:
Rebuilding Community in the Age of Sprawl (1997) explores the economic challenges
that contributed to Main Street’s decline in the laer half of the 20th century. Roughly
contemporary with the publicaon of the Charter of the New Urbanism, Changing Places
lacks the advantage of crical distance in properly assessing the successes and failures
of Main Street as reinterpreted by the CNU. The authors remain skepcal about the neotradional town planning approach, quesoning whether it ulmately oﬀers hope or
hype for revamping the development paerns of the second half of the 20th century and
saving America’s historic urban places.9 At least, the authors hope, New Urbanism will
foster a renewed love and appreciaon for the urbanism already in existence. With the
CNU sll in its infancy at the me of this book’s publicaon, the arguments put forth do
not have the beneﬁt of hindsight from which to reﬂect.
Properly assessing the relaonship between historic Main Street communies
and imitaon town centers requires the input of ﬁgures such as Doug Loescher, the
director of the Naonal Trust Main Street Center. In his arcle from the January/
8

Todd W. Bressi, ed., The Seaside Debates: A Crique of the New Urbanism (New York: Rizzoli Internaonal
Publicaons, Inc., 2002).
9
Richard Moe and Carter Wilkie, Changing Places: Rebuilding Community in the Age of Sprawl (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1997), 35.
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February 2000 issue of Main Street News, Loescher expresses similar senments as Moe
and Wilkie, yet his assessment of the New Urbanist problem leaves much to be desired.
Loescher recognizes that the growing inﬂuence of the Smart Growth movement and the
CNU has caused policy makers, government oﬃcials and the development community
to take Main Street revitalizaon eﬀorts more seriously.10 Yet he fails to oﬀer concrete
soluons for migang the negave impacts of these savvy imitators, such as luring
customers away from Main Street and adding to the spread of sprawl at the expense
of commercial districts in exisng cies and towns. Within the preservaon community
the beneﬁts of reusing historic buildings are well understood, yet the movement has
been less arculate in terms of providing real strategies for compeng with inauthenc
Main Street developments. Recognizing that historic downtowns must take a proacve
approach to staying aﬂoat, actually solving this challenge is another maer enrely.

R       D    D



C  

With a greater crical distance from the inner circle of the CNU, published works
from professional organizaons within the ﬁelds of planning, architecture and real estate
development are a valuable resource. The quarterly Journal of the American Planning
Associaon (JAPA) provides case study examples of New Urbanism in pracce, including
projects that incorporate historic preservaon within the context of exisng urban areas.
This research is quantave and fact-based, allowing for objecve reporng on the
successes and failures of these projects from urban design and economic revitalizaon
perspecves. For instance, urban revitalizaon projects undertaken in Pisburgh by Ray
Gindroz, principal at UDA, are well-documented in Sabine Deitrick and Cliﬀ Ellis’ 2004
arcle “New Urbanism in the Inner City: A Case Study of Pisburgh.” By delving into four
case study examples of UDA’s work in Pisburgh, Deitrick and Ellis expose the segment
10

Doug Loescher, “Smart Growth: New Opportunies for Main Street,” Main Street News (January 2000).
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of New Urbanist pracce that oen goes unnoced. Inner city revitalizaon eﬀorts do
not always enjoy the notoriety bestowed on more glamorous greenﬁeld projects, yet the
authors demonstrate that the high quality design standards advocated by the CNU can
have a powerful and transformave impact in distressed urban areas.11 New Urbanist
ﬁrms such as UDA have been at work in cies like Pisburgh for over twenty years, and
have been incredibly successful in community relaons and design applicaon. The
quanty and quality of empirical research related to New Urbanism and preservaon in
pracce as documented in JAPA is an incredibly beneﬁcial resource for formulang an
objecve response to these projects.
The American Planning Associaon (APA) also publishes monthly installments
of Planning magazine, which oﬀer an addional layer of informaon related to the
focus of this research. The beneﬁt of the mely nature of these publicaons is the
relevancy of the arcles, such as Mark Hinshaw’s 2005 “The Case for True Urbanism,”
which argues in favor of exisng urban areas and historic city centers as a preferable
alternave to New Urbanist developments on virgin greenﬁelds. His research, quite
interesngly, is one of the few examples of a current design praconer engaging the
concept of New Urbanism’s role in relaon to the urbanism already in existence. As an
alternave to “new” urbanism, Hinshaw argues in favor of “true” urbanism, which he
views as preferable to the former in that it oﬀers real diversity, authencity and placebased qualies inherent in the historical progression of these places through me.12
He praises true urbanism for acvely engaging modern architectural forms and cung
edge innovaon—a deﬁning hallmark of Main Streets from the beginning. By contrast,
he is crical of the New Urbanists for clinging to a 19th century design aesthec and
thus rejecng the fundamental nature of real urban places, which faithfully reﬂect
their growth, development and transformaon through me. True urbanism, while not
11

Sabina Deitrick and Cliﬀ Ellis, “New Urbanism in the Inner City: A Case Study of Pisburgh,” Journal of
the American Planning Associaon Vol. 70 Issue 4 (Autumn 2004): 429.
12
Mark Hinshaw, “The Case for True Urbanism,” Planning Vol. 71 Issue 6 (June 2005): 27.
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necessarily as photogenic as New Urbanist projects, oﬀers the vitality and grit of real
urban places rather than the generic master planned developments of the CNU.
In addion to the literature produced by the APA, organizaons such as the
Urban Land Instute (ULI) and other instuons with a greater emphasis on real estate
development also publish materials relevant to the discussion of historic preservaon
as incorporated in New Urbanist pracce. ULI’s monthly magazine Urban Land publishes
quantave data and research generated by organizaons and ﬁrms acve in the
current real estate market. For instance, Yann Taylor and Rob Andersons’ 2007 arcle
entled “A Moving Target” provides a detailed discussion of the trend toward Main
Street formats in new shopping center design. Through this research it becomes clear
that now even mainstream retailers and naonal developers are latching on to the trend
towards urban formats in new commercial centers.13 As standard suburban shopping
malls give way to lifestyle centers (mixed-use retail developments that have an open
air format and imitate the form of historic Main Streets), understanding this transion
from an underwring standpoint is crucial. Research related to the emergence of
mixed-use retail formats also appears in Urban Land, including standard deﬁnions and
characteriscs of lifestyle centers as discussed in the 2006 arcle “The Life in Lifestyle
Centers” by Jeﬀ Gunning.14 Assessing the economic incenves and movaons behind
New Urbanist retail formats is crucial to developing a balanced interpretaon of these
projects as built.

T  P  R    : C   R      A    S 
A crucial component of this research is the consideraon of crique, research
and empirical data provided by the academic community. Academics and scholars have
the advantage of crical distance from the realms of professional pracce in the ﬁelds
13
14

Yann Taylor and Rob Anderson, “A Moving Target,” Urban Land, January 2007, 92.
Jeﬀ Gunning, “The Life in Lifestyle Centers,” Urban Land, August 2006, 58.
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of planning, preservaon, design and development. Thus literature in this vein provides
reﬂecon and crique less likely to be nged with the bias of those currently at work in
the profession. Much of this data, like that published by the APA, ULI and similar enes,
has a basis in empirical research, further adding to the merits of this type of literature.
Like the arcles published in JAPA, the research wings of academic instuons such as
the Johns Hopkins Instute for Policy Studies have conducted a signiﬁcant amount of
research on the topic of New Urbanist impacts on exisng neighborhoods and historic
commercial corridors. Detailed reports such as “Neighborhood Eﬀects of HOPE VI:
Evidence From Balmore” published in 2003 provide measurable indicators from real
world case studies to assess the success of New Urbanist intervenons in exisng urban
areas.15 This report found that HOPE VI projects improve the quality of surrounding
neighborhoods by fostering increased economic acvity and enhancing the image
and public percepon of troubled urban areas. Addional literature from the research
community examines the success of the CNU in achieving goals inially set out in the
Charter, such as aﬀordability. For Real Estate Economics, Charles C. Tu and Mark J. Eppli
conducted an extensive analysis developed over a period of many years to determine
the impact of New Urbanist design elements on property values. Their 1999 arcle
“Valuing New Urbanism: The Case of Kentlands” indicates that properes located within
these developments do in fact garner higher property values over me as a result of
their formal, aesthec and contextual aributes.16
The most noteworthy analysis from the academic sphere is Emily Talen’s New
Urbanism and American Planning: The Conﬂict of Cultures (2005). Supporve of
New Urbanism as a planning approach, Talen views the movement as a collaborave
reconciliaon of the four dominant trends in American planning: incrementalism,
15

Johns Hopkins Instute for Policy Studies, “Neighborhood Eﬀects of HOPE VI: Evidence From Balmore,”
Johns Hopkins Instute for Policy Studies, hp://ips.jhu.edu/pub/Neighborhood-Eﬀects-of-Hope-VIEvidence-From-Balmore (accessed February 20, 2009).
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regionalism, urban plan-making and planned communies.17 For Talen, the thread
connecng the early 20th century urbanists to the New Urbanists in the early 21st is the
emphasis on physical intervenons as a framework within which social, economic and
cultural forces interact. Her discussion of the disconnect between what the CNU puts
on paper and what they are ulmately able to achieve on the ground is insighul, for
she argues that this is not due to some internal ﬂaw of these principles, but could be a
symptom of their under-development instead. While the CNU honed the scope of the
Charter in 2008 by publishing the Canons of Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism,
this reevaluaon does not seem to be as substanal as what Talen envisioned. For
Talen the true merit of the CNU is its holisc approach to the successes and failures
of past planning movements. By taking cues from lessons learned, New Urbanism
provides a comprehensive vision for the future of American planning. A proliﬁc
contributor to the body of academic literature concerning New Urbanism, Talen oﬀers
the crical perspecve necessary to adequately assess the movement’s successes and
shortcomings.

J     R    Q   
As this summary of available research reveals, there is a substanal amount of
literature pertaining to the applicaon of New Urbanist principles in current professional
pracce, yet there is surprisingly lile serious research related to the impact of
neo-tradional developments on historic Main Streets, and even less in the way of
recommendaons for authenc places to combat the negave eﬀects of these cunning
look-alikes. This is parally due to the fact that the integraon of historic preservaon
and New Urbanism is sll much in its infancy, despite the determinaon to reclaim
exisng cies expressed in the Charter over a decade ago. As such, projects that make
17

Emily Talen, New Urbanism and American Planning: The Conﬂict of Cultures (New York: Routledge,
2005).
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the front page have not typically been those that focus on restructuring exisng urban
areas.
The tantalizing queson posed by Herbert Muschamp in 1996 about whether
New Urbanism would be able to ﬁnd room for the old remained unanswered unl
nearly a decade later when urban designer Mark Hinshaw oﬀered new insight on
the subject. Hinshaw’s 2005 arcle in Planning magazine entled “The Case for True
Urbanism,” a precursor to his 2007 book on the same subject, argues the merits of
real places over manufactured new developments by cing the inherent richness,
diversity and vitality of living breathing cies. While his arguments have merit, they fail
to deﬁne what the pping point is that will sell exisng urbanism over New Urbanism.
Hinshaw’s analysis lacks a clear set of approaches or methods by which true urban
places can compete with their newer counterparts. Scholars, praconers and crics
alike seem to agree that historic downtowns must be proacve to avoid being swept
away by this growing trend, yet no concrete speciﬁcs are oﬀered for how this is to
be achieved. Noted preservaonists such as internaonally renowned Main Street
consultant Donovan Rypkema, and Doug Loescher, director of the Naonal Trust Main
Street Center, acknowledge the beneﬁts of historic urbanism over new, including reuse
of exisng infrastructure and building stock, greater aﬀordability, increased diversity, real
community and place-based authencity. Yet how exisng downtowns can enhance their
compeve advantage over imitaon Main Streets is never explained. Through a review
of the current state of knowledge and literature available from academic, professional
and crical outlets, as well as a thorough examinaon of three case study projects
all undertaken within the past decade, this thesis seeks to develop a set of strategic
recommendaons to help Main Street survive and ﬂourish in spite of (or perhaps
because of) the New Urbanist phenomenon.
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T  C

  C   : T

A    C 

The United States is a naon of new towns. As major European powers began to
claim ownership of North American territories by the early 16th century, two dominant
paerns of non-nave selement took hold. Towns in the New World grew either
organically or according to a pre-conceived design. Organic selements develop in
response to what Ervin Y. Galantay describes as the “pull of exploitable resources.”18 For
instance, the lure of fortune during the mid-19th century gold rush in California spawned
a great number of organically developed new towns. Prospectors arrived without
much planning or pretense in previously undeveloped areas and quickly gave rise to
towns built to serve their basic needs. Developing in a more or less haphazard fashion,
these selements began to grow and expand as an agglomeraon of “uncoordinated
acons.”19 This type of selement, built of necessity, typiﬁes many of the tradional
Main Street communies that now dot the naonal landscape.
In contrast to the pull factor that results in organic selement paerns, Galantay
also describes the push factor that leads to planned new towns. Overpopulaon and
substandard living condions in late 19th century industrial cies led to the formal
development of the New Town Movement. The 1902 publicaon of Garden Cies of
To-Morrow by Englishman Ebenezer Howard gave rise to the Garden City concept as
an andote to the slum condions and escalang land values in contemporary London
(Figure 1). By proposing to dissolve the city from the inside out Howard pitched
his garden towns as the “magnet” that would pull urban residents away from “our
crowded cies to the bosom of our kindly mother earth.”20 The New Town Movement as
represented by Howard’s Garden City soon crossed the Atlanc and became a model for
Clarence Stein and Henry Wright of the Regional Planning Associaon of America. Their
18
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master plan for the new town of Radburn, New Jersey in 1921 had a profound impact
on U.S. development paerns by spurring the development of similar models across the
country. Although stalled momentarily by the economic tumult of the Depression, this
paern of planned suburban development took oﬀ again following the Second World
War.21
While neo-tradional town planning and the Garden City movement both look
to the preindustrial village model for stylisc cues, these two approaches respond to
inherently diﬀerent movaons.22 Even within his own me Howard observed that
“elsewhere the town is invading the country,” such as New Urbanism seeks to do,
whereas the Garden City stresses the need for the country to “invade the town.”23
Despite their inherent diﬀerences, neo-tradional town planning oen borrows design
techniques from New Town predecessors. For instance, the neighborhood units of new
towns such as Columbia, Maryland and Reston, Virginia consist of commercial and
civic cores surrounded by residenal areas, an organizaonal typology which the New
Urbanists take advantage of as well (Figure 2). Designs from each of these approaches
oen incorporate a greenbelt area surrounding the new town as well, a pracce
reminiscent of colonial community planning in both the Anglo and Hispanic tradions.
While Howard sought to disperse urban inhabitants across the countryside,
architects such as Daniel H. Burnham aempted to rescue the city center through
dramac design intervenons. The picturesque boulevards and canals, public parks
and scenic vistas of the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposion in Chicago gave birth to
the City Beauful movement (Figure 3). Burnham’s fair re-imagined the city’s potenal
in much the same way that Baron von Haussmann had in mid-19th century Paris. The
fair showed “millions of visitors, accustomed to urban ugliness…a splendid example
21
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F  1.
Ebenezer Howard
arculated
the Garden
City concept in
abstract terms,
as demonstrated
by this land use
diagram for a
hypothecal city
of 32,000 people.
Image posted
to Wikipedia
Commons,
hp://commons.
wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Garden_
City_diagram.jpg

F  2.
Published in
1929, Clarence
Perry’s
“neighborhood
unit” concept
places residences
within walking
distance from a
neighborhoodsupporng civic
or commercial
core. This model
inﬂuenced New
Urbanist planners
of the late 20th
century. Image
posted by Dan
Bertolet, hp://
noisetank.
com/2008/
12/18/theneighborhoodschool
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F  3. Chicago’s World’s Columbian Exposion of 1893 inspired a generaon of planners with new
visions for reshaping America’s cies. Image by Smithsonian Instuon, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/
smithsonian/2574814327
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of civic design and beauty in the classic paern and on a grand scale.”24 Whereas the
Garden City introduced “all the advantages of the most energec and acve town
life” into “the beauty and delight of the country,” the fair brought the amenies of the
country to the heart of the city.25 Seeking to heal the ills of the city through good design,
the overwhelming success of the fair had a lasng impact on American planning and
helped to build momentum for reinvestment in the inner city. While the neo-tradional
town planning movement in the United States takes advantage of some of the same
tradional site planning techniques used by the City Beauful movement, including
radiang boulevards, public parks, iconic monuments at the terminaon of vistas and
formal unity of architectural style, it oen applies these schemes to suburban contexts.
In so doing, the New Urbanists apply the language of urbanity to a non-urban seng,
thus perverng the mission of the City Beauful movement to revive the inner city.
While the Garden City and City Beauful movements called for large-scale design
intervenons within the country and city respecvely, English new town planner Sir
Raymond Unwin was able to successfully adapt these grand models to the suburban
scale. In the United States the planned community of Forest Hills Gardens in the
borough of Queens took cues from Unwin’s successful adaptaon of the preindustrial
village typology. Begun in 1908, this community adopted many of the dictums now
aspired to by the New Urbanists, including formal and stylisc unity, proximity to transit,
walkability, and a clustered mix of civic, commercial and residenal funcons.26 Unwin
also advocated the use of local materials and nave building technologies in new town
projects, which was intended to streamline the eﬃciency of local laborers. The use
of local materials has been taken up by the New Urbanists for aesthec purposes to
enhance unique place qualies and avoid the stylisc ambiguity of tradional suburbs.
24
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The Charter of the New Urbanism reﬂects this inclinaon toward local materials
by stang that “architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate,
topography, history, and building pracce.”27 Tradional urbanist Prince Charles used
local materials and construcon techniques at his new town of Poundbury on the
outskirts of Dorchester in order to “remind people about the pointlessness of throwing
away all the knowledge and experience and wisdom…of what had gone before.”28 While
New Urbanists stress the aesthec and placemaking beneﬁts of using local materials, in
so doing they connue the new town planning tradion.
In addion to advancing the use of local materials and technologies in new
town construcon, Unwin also insists on obtaining overarching site control, an element
that has become a deﬁning element of New Urbanist developments. Yet he warns that
new towns must be adapted for modern use and should not (and cannot) replicate the
community structure of the preindustrial villages which they resemble.29 In many cases
the New Urbanists do not seem to heed this warning and seek to create totalisc visions
of the American small town through top-down master plans. Highly speciﬁc design
controls included in formulaic tools such as DPZ’s SmartCode are only enforceable with
this level of control. Greenﬁeld sites unencumbered by a complex land assembly process
or the constraints of exisng infrastructure further streamline the feasibility of execung
plans of this scope and magnitude. Yet with dwindling open space resources this type of
approach is a luxury that can no longer be aﬀorded.
As the New Town Movement began to spread across the naonal landscape, so
too did the use of the automobile. Hailed as a “town for the motor age,” the planned
community of Radburn in Fairlawn, New Jersey was one of the ﬁrst to experiment with
27
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the separaon of pedestrians from the path of the automobile (Figure 4).30 By taking
advantage of cul-de-sacs, limited through streets and a pathway for children that
was completely removed from vehicular roadways, Radburn encouraged the spaal
separaon of people from cars—and one another. Once these seeds were sewn, they
soon spread like weeds throughout the 20th century development paerns of the
United States. Land use paerns that developed out of this planning legacy separated
commercial, oﬃce, residenal and civic uses from one another with impassible highways
and auto-oriented thoroughfares. This paern was standardized by local zoning codes
and led to a growing physical and social barrier between people of various income levels
and ethnicies.31
Subjugaon of the needs of people to the demands of the automobile signaled
a devastang cultural shi for American towns and cies. Legislaon such as the 1944
GI Bill and the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 enabled millions of Americans to access
previously remote areas and provided them the means to build new houses once
they got there.32 While not immediately apparent from the perspecve of local zoning
boards, city planners and traﬃc engineers, the consequences of these measures were
staggering. Not only did this allow people to disperse across previously untouched open
space and agricultural lands, but the suburbs built as havens from the ills of the city soon
became traﬃc-clogged and disorienng themselves. The massive exodus of white upper
class residents from center cies following the Second World War resulted in declining
tax bases in the areas with the greatest amount of building stock and infrastructure
to maintain. Economically, socially and racially unbalanced compared to naonal
averages, cies became desolate pools of disinvestment. The growth of new suburban
communies on the periphery of metropolitan regions required signiﬁcant ﬁnancial
30
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F  4. Clarence Stein and Henry Wright were the ﬁrst to arculate Garden City concepts in the
U.S. As the ﬁrst town for the motor age the 1928 plan for Radburn, New Jersey, separated pedestrian
and vehicular pathways. Image posted by Laurence Aurbach, hp://pedshed.net/blog/wp-content/
uploads/2006/12/radburnculdesac.jpg
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assistance for new infrastructure such as roads and ulies, thus liming even further
funding for services in the center city.
Not only did highway expansion support decentralized sprawl, but the inseron
of these new thoroughfares through downtowns led to rampant physical destrucon
of urban fabric. Robert Moses’ retroﬁt of downtown New York City to accommodate
escalang traﬃc brought expressways through the heart of established communies,
severing generaon’s worth of social, cultural and spaal connecons. Like the new
town planners before him and many of the New Urbanists that came aer, Moses
believed that working with a previously undeveloped site was the only way to achieve a
holisc vision. As he described, “You can draw any kind of picture you want on a clean
slate, but when you’re operang in an overbuilt metropolis, you have to hack your way
with a meat axe.”33 Denying the very nature of cies, that they grow and accumulate
over me and thus carry with them centuries worth of investment in building stock,
infrastructure, social relaonships and unique sense of place, Moses and those like him
wrought extreme devastaon on the naon’s urban cores.
As the shi from cies to suburbs intensiﬁed, this crical mass of people
necessitated the construcon of new commercial oﬀerings on the fringe. In 1923
visionary Kansas City developer J.C. Nichols, founding member of the Urban Land
Instute (ULI), opened the ﬁrst shopping center in the United States.34 Dubbed Country
Club Plaza, this commercial center, like later New Urbanist developments, mimicked the
form, style and layout of tradional downtowns (Figure 5). Complete with fountains,
gardens and public art, the Plaza priorized the pedestrian experience by serving as a
walkable shopping district that funconed as public promenade.35 Nichols’ innovaon
was not limited to his commercial shopping center, but extended to the residenal
33
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area of his Country Club District as well. He implemented a series of deed restricons
on the residenal properes, dictang such items as appropriate setbacks, open space
speciﬁcaons and window projecons, a pracce that became standard for the New
Urbanists. By “planning for permanence” Nichols sought to develop a lasng and
sustainable community that would combine the strengths of tradional urbanism
with the pleasures of suburban life.36 By abandoning the city grid for winding streets
reminiscent of residenal enclaves such as Riverside, Illinois designed by Frederick Law
Olmsted nearly forty years before, Nichols aempted to maintain deﬁning features of
the natural landscape. Old growth trees, unique terrain and rocky ledges fostered a
place-based aesthec that helped to reinforce the permanence of the community. The
regional speciﬁcity of Nichols’ building and landscape design become a rallying cry for
the New Urbanists. Yet the legacy of this “godfather” of the New Urbanist movement
would relapse in the interceding decades.37
Less than a decade aer the Plaza’s debut, Highland Park Village opened outside
of Dallas as the ﬁrst shopping center to turn its back on the adjacent community.38
Now easily accessible by private automobile, commercial buildings no longer had to
accommodate pedestrian access. In 1956 Southdale opened outside of Minneapolis as
the ﬁrst fully enclosed and climate controlled suburban mall, a machine for shopping.39
Indoor shopping malls, like the New Urbanist communies that would follow, borrow
liberally from the organizaonal paerns of typical Main Street communies. Although
surrounded by a sea of parking outside, the interior layout of these buildings references
the circulaon paerns of tradional downtowns through a network of pedestrian
“streets” anchored by department stores.40 The street network and open space paerns
36
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of tradional downtowns is also referenced by placing fountains, planters and other
focal points at the terminaon of vistas down these pedestrian thoroughfares. As
suburban shopping malls spread across the naonal landscape they provided sﬀ
compeon for historic downtowns, a foreshadowing of the struggle between New
Urbanism and Main Street years later.

T

M  S  T : E    I
While the New Town and City Beauful movements clearly inﬂuenced the New

Urbanists, the American Main Street typology has also had a profound impact on the
formal and stylisc underpinnings of the CNU. Understanding the evoluon of Main
Street within the context of American town planning requires a careful examinaon
of the ethnic and geographic inﬂuences on selement and development paerns in
colonial North America. While these two selement paerns have grown and developed
alongside one another, incorporang the best aributes of each into the naon’s
cies and urban centers will provide the best soluon for protecng the historic built
environment while simultaneously allowing for sensive new construcon built to the
demands of a 21st century lifestyle.
The commercial areas of New Urbanist developments reference the form,
massing, style and land use paerns of historic Main Streets. A tradional Main Street is
usually characterized as an assemblage of buildings that are predominantly commercial
in use located along an important transportaon thoroughfare (Figure 6). Buildings
on Main Street are situated in close proximity to one another, oen connecng at the
end walls, and are usually no more than a modest three to four stories in height.41 This
innate pedestrian scale humanizes the urban experience and is an element which has
been readily adopted by the New Urbanists. In a downtown composion the “individual
41
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F  5. The Country Club Plaza in Kansas City, Missouri is considered the ﬁrst lifestyle center in the
United States. Built in 1923, the Plaza has since aracted new commercial and residenal development to
the area. Image by Sonia Kiss, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/soniakiss/2997341423

F  6. Downtown Lafayee, Indiana is an iconic example of the tradional American Main Street.
Photograph by the author
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buildings…have faces or ‘personalies’ determined by their massing, window and door
openings, rooﬂines, and other elements” that combine to create an architectural unity
and legible streetscape.42 This image of Main Street symbolizes small town values and
community, and has thus been adopted as a branding aesthec by the New Urbanists.
The majority of buildings on America’s Main Streets stem from residenal
building types, yet they take their cues from civic and commercial forms as well.
Residenal to commercial conversions appeared on American Main Streets as early as
1815 and soon developed into the characterisc “two-part commercial block” consisng
of ground ﬂoor commercial space with residenal uses above, a building type that is
a standard feature of new mixed-use developments.43 The increasingly commercial
funcon of downtown drove up land prices and resulted in buildings on narrower lots
placed close together. As such, Main Street’s commercial buildings had to take maximum
advantage of their façades in order to aract customers.44 By visually strengthening the
presence of the building, businesses were able to project the stability and dependability
of their goods and services. As buildings joined end to end and priorized the image of
the façade, by the mid-19th century it was possible to recognize a commercial corridor by
building massing and form alone.45
The ability of Main Street to reﬂect the developmental history of a community
through me is a quality which many New Urbanist communies inherently lack. Like
a family portrait depicng mulple generaons in a single seng, Main Street reﬂects
each layer of its history through the style and forms of its façades. To the trained eye the
agglomeraon of architectural styles in downtown is as legible as chapters in a novel,
42
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each page narrang the triumphs and frustraons of consecuve generaons. Clearly
one of the greatest diﬀerences between selements that evolve gradually through
me and planned new towns built in large segments at once is the laer’s inability to
reﬂect the palimpsest of history. New towns that act as if they have happened upon
a “habitable planet unmarred by previous habitaon” deny the importance of me
in culvang a rich and varied urban place that reﬂects the history of its cizen’s
achievements.46 The beneﬁt of real towns and real places is their intangible assets.
Family bonds and local tradions cannot be master planned. While public squares
provide excellent space for civic funcons and celebraons, this means nothing in the
absence of a true community. Thus integrang the best pracces of New Urbanism into
the framework of an exisng urban area oﬀers the best of both worlds by strengthening
exisng bonds of community and historic connuity while at the same me oﬀering the
chance for sensive new construcon adapted to the needs of modern life.
In the interest of creang places that reﬂect their geographic locaon and
cultural context, the New Urbanists emulate the visual mofs of tradional Main
Streets. Regional trends of ethnic background, polical and religious order, geography,
technological advances and economic drivers inform the visual appearance and spaal
organizaon of these historic commercial corridors. The following chart describes these
external inﬂuences as they relate to the downtown development of early communies
in the southwest, southeast and on the eastern seaboard (Figure 7). Anglo-Europeans
had the greatest impact on the appearance and spaal organizaon of colonial towns
in New England and the mid-Atlanc region, and subsequently inﬂuenced towns on the
American froner. The Puritans of the Massachuses Bay Colony applied order to the
chaoc wilderness of the New World according to principles outlined in an anonymous
document known as “The Ordering of Towns.”47 The dictums of this plan called for
46
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F  7. Diagram of regional inﬂuences on American Main Streets developed by the author. Adapted
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townships of six miles square with homes located in the center and surrounded by
an agricultural greenbelt, a type that foreshadows the importance of greenbelts
surrounding many New Urbanist developments. The town meeng house, encircled by
a residenal area of no more than three miles diameter (to keep each resident within
walking distance of the center), represented the core of civic, social and religious life
in the community. This precedent of walkable communies with centrally located civic
funcons has since become a hallmark of the New Urbanist vision.
The conﬂuence of Hispanic and Nave American building technologies in
the American southwest spawned a unique set of urban design soluons that have
inﬂuenced new town development in the area since the 16th century. The appropriate
layout of Spanish colonial selements was dictated by royal decree in the Laws of the
Indies, a collecon of codiﬁed planning principles formalized in 1573 by King Philip II of
Spain. The Laws base the town layout around a central square surrounded by a gridded
street network that easily expands as the populaon increases.48 Colonial town planners
also ensured long term growth potenal by seng aside a greenbelt area around the
town to allow for future expansion. As with the New England town plans, the Spanish
dictated that the church, town hall and other civic funcons be located in the central
plaza enabled by this grid system. The grid and greenbelt system became a hallmark of
American colonizaon and connues in New Urbanist pracce to this day.49
The need for light and air in the dense urban fabric of early colonial cies spurred
the creaon of plazas and open spaces, a design element that connues to be a central
feature of many New Urbanist master plans. Public squares fulﬁlled the need for open
space in dense colonial cies, and William Penn’s 1683 plan for Philadelphia as laid out
by his surveyor Thomas Holme executes this typology with elegant simplicity. Holme’s
plan divides the city into four separate quadrants demarcated by the north-south axis
48
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of Broad Street and the east-west axis of Market Street, and locates a public square
within each.50 These four squares oﬀer a necessary amenity for the residents of Penn’s
“green Country towne,” bringing the beneﬁts of nature into the city and providing public
gathering space as well.51 New England’s variaon on the public square consisted of a
more informal central village green surrounded by buildings that served commercial,
religious and civic funcons. The green itself served as both social gathering space and
communal livestock grazing area.52 This image of the central village green as the heart of
community life is an iconic open space typology which New Urbanist praconers have
adopted to reinforce a sense of community through spaal design.
Throughout history, Main Street has served as a barometer of innovaon and
technological advancement. The standardizaon of building materials and processes
that began during the Industrial Revoluon increased the availability and aﬀordability
of materials such as terra coa and cast iron, which allowed small towns to replicate
the architectural forms and styles found in the larger cies. Advances such as this,
coupled with the increasing availability of journals and magazines showing the latest
styles, had a homogenizing eﬀect on the appearance of American downtowns.53 These
vehicles of standardizaon helped to spread revival styles such as Victorian Italianate
commercial architecture to the far reaches of the froner. Thus by the late 19th century
the naon’s Main Streets had begun to take on a disncve visual quality that was
uniquely American.54 The high Victorian Italianate architecture of Main Street became
emblemac of the prosperity and conﬁdence of the late 19th century and thus serves
to brand the commercial areas of many New Urbanist developments as centers of
collecve community aspiraon.55
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Sweeping innovaons in transportaon and infrastructure during the 19th century
also had a signiﬁcant impact on the funconality and appearance of downtown. New
methods of public transit in the late 19th century began to change the way people moved
to, from and within their neighborhoods and spawned the development of early trolley
car suburbs along transit routes.56 Yet it was the emergence of the automobile in the
early 20th century that had the most profound impact on America’s Main Streets. Moving
with ease at greater speeds than ever before, consumers now traveled farther distances
for basic goods and services. The passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act in 1956 sealed
the deal by approving funding for an auto-dominated transportaon network that
ensured “72 percent of the mileage would occur in enrely undeveloped regions.”57
The growing importance of the Federal highway system and the increasing aﬀordability
of the automobile facilitated the widespread abandonment of American cies and the
subsequent suburbanizaon of the United States. The challenges that followed proved
diﬃcult for many Main Street communies to overcome.
The newfound mobility of an increasingly suburban populaon supported the
development of shopping malls and strip centers beginning in the 1960s, forcing Main
Street to invent new strategies to compete. Communies responded with measures such
as downtown pedestrian districts, streetscape improvements and streamlined façades
that mimicked the sleek modern look of new shopping centers. Pursuing modernizaon
and innovaon as it had in generaons past, Main Street began to incorporate new
materials such as porcelain-enameled steel, colorful glazed les, linoleum panels,
aluminum siding, glass block and chrome.58 As people travelled faster through
downtown, the intricate detail and vercality of Victorian-era building façades gave way
to a streetscape with greater horizontality and thus greater legibility from the seat of a
56
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passing car. Unfortunately many of the aempts at modernizaon on Main Street had
a detrimental impact by obscuring window and door openings and detracng from the
appearance of the streetscape. The negave impacts associated with unsympathec
façade modiﬁcaons ushered in a period of decline for many Main Street commercial
centers.
Discouraged with the results of downtown pedestrianizaon and façade
redesigns that failed to lure consumers back from modern shopping malls, some Main
Street communies instead began to focus on the intrinsic assets of their downtowns. In
1977 the Naonal Trust for Historic Preservaon (NTHP) iniated a pilot project in three
communies to study the root causes of Main Street decline. The recommendaons
developed by this study gave birth to the Naonal Main Street Center (NMSC) in 1980,
which takes a four-point approach of Organizaon, Promoon, Design and Economic
Restructuring to revitalize historic commercial corridors.59 The impulses of the 1970s
that led to the formaon of the NMSC also had an impact on contemporary planning
culture and eventually led to the establishment of the CNU in 1993. As with the historic
preservaon movement’s approach to Main Street revitalizaon, the CNU also takes
cues from historic precedents such as preindustrial villages and tradional building
typologies. The New Urbanist movement has tended to favor greenﬁeld development
and new construcon, yet has the potenal to posively impact exisng urban areas
through downtown revitalizaon iniaves.

T

N  U   A    P    D  
As Emily Talen describes in New Urbanism and American Planning: The Conﬂict

of Cultures, the New Urbanist approach to town planning and design takes its cues
from lessons learned throughout the course of urban planning history. The New Town
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Movement in the United States serves as a jumping oﬀ point for the CNU, yet the
primary focus of the two approaches is inherently dissimilar. Ebenezer Howard sought
to dissolve the city through de-densiﬁcaon, whereas the CNU seeks to intensify
the density of typical suburban development. The historical paerns of Main Street
development have also inﬂuenced New Urbanist pracce. Reacng to the impact of the
automobile on American growth paerns, New Urbanists such as outspoken Andrés
Duany cricize the bland architectural forms of the suburban sprawl that are prohibive
to the pedestrian. The legacy of 20th century zoning policies that separate uses with
auto-dominated highways is a malady to which New Urbanism seeks to be the cure.
Yet even within the CNU there are philosophical divisions amongst the
movement’s praconers that have never been fully resolved. As Peter Katz describes,
there are two primary schools of thought with regards to where New Urbanist
development ought to take place. The ﬁrst approach revolves around the belief that
development should not occur on undeveloped land on the fringe unl all vacant
sites within the city have been repurposed through inﬁll development and urban
restructuring. Yet the other school of thought, recognizing that polical, social and
economic realies favoring suburban development, posit that if this type of growth is
inevitable it might as well adhere to New Urbanist principles. Thus it can be assured that
new construcon on the metropolitan edge is as dense, walkable and well-designed as
possible.60 As an outgrowth of centuries worth of planning pracce, the New Urbanist
approach to urban design clearly responds to a composite framework of inﬂuences.
By the early 1980s the need for a serious alternave to modern development
paerns was reaching the breaking point. Two architects, husband and wife team
Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, dissasﬁed with the prevailing trends of
auto-dominated suburbia sought a return to more tradional development paerns
60
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such as those espoused by the new town planners in the early 20th century. In 1982,
real estate developer Robert Davis hired DPZ to design a resort community on 80
acres of virgin land on the Florida panhandle. Located in Walton County, Florida, the
future site of Seaside had no zoning in place at the me, which gave the designers the
opportunity to develop their own design guidelines and master plan.61 Seaside’s layout
features a central plaza with commercial and civic funcons, out from which a series of
streets emanate into the surrounding residenal areas (Figure 8). An ordering system
more European than American, the plan is intended to foster a sense of community.
The master plan priorizes the pedestrian experience and encourages walkability with
narrow streets, small lots and houses placed close to the thoroughfares. A number of
noted architects including Leon Krier, Machado & Silve and Dan Solomon designed
Seaside’s civic, commercial and residenal buildings, yet they are overtly historicist. Thus
the front porches, white picket fences and colorful coages conjure a wholly inauthenc
scene, creang what architecture cric Witold Rybczynski describes as not the place
you went every summer as a kid but rather the one you pictured in your imaginaon.62
Duany and Plater-Zyberk’s ﬁrst aempt at neo-tradional town planning has met
with a fair number of detractors and crics. The town failed to become a permanent
community in the true sense of the word and funcons mostly as a vacaon desnaon
for families wealthy enough to own a second home here. 63 Serving as the set of the 1998
ﬁlm The Truman Show, the story of a man who lives his life in a staged reality, Seaside
has proven an easy target for those who would aack the New Urbanists.
The overwhelming success and popularity of neo-tradional planning principles
implemented at Seaside launched DPZ to instant notoriety. Their approach to planning,
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Tradional Neighborhood Design, spread naonally and began to inﬁltrate the academic
and professional spheres of the architecture and planning ﬁelds. Yet the unique
regulatory condions (or lack thereof) at Seaside were a rare luxury. Relavely new and
untested at a wide scale, the mixed-use designs of TND were not easily accepted by the
contemporary lending and regulatory framework accustomed to working with Cartesian
zoning principles.64 Aer nearly a decade of designing and implemenng TND projects,
and in response to the opposion sll faced from government oﬃcials, the business
community and municipal planning agencies, praconers set about developing a
series of guiding axioms that would educate policy makers about the makings of good
urbanism. In coordinaon with the non-proﬁt Local Government Commission (LGC),
TND pioneers produced the ﬁrst wrien set of guiding principles for the movement.
The Ahwahnee Principles, named for the hotel in Yosemite where the conference was
held in 1991, incorporated lessons learned from TND projects of the 1980s. Authored
by Peter Calthorpe, Michael Corbe, Andrés Duany, Elizabeth Moule, Elizabeth PlaterZyberk and Stefanos Polyzoides, the document incorporated ideas from the realms of
neo-tradional town planning and sustainable design to create a set of standards for the
creaon of new communies that was user friendly enough for those with the polical
and regulatory backing to implement these strategies.65
The increasing prevalence and success of TND projects across the country
enhanced the acceptance of tradional town planning concepts by both governmental
planning enes and private developers. At the group’s 1993 conference in Alexandria,
Virginia, this associaon of planners, urban designers, architects and other professionals
formally united themselves beneath the banner of the Congress for the New Urbanism.
Many of those involved in draing the Ahwahnee Principles two years earlier were
64
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also instrumental in the founding of the CNU. Building on the suggeson of Leon
Krier, Andrés Duany set about adopng the organizaonal framework of the Congrès
Internaonal d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), the Internaonal Congress of Modern
Architecture organized in 1928 by Le Corbusier. As the most recent organizaon to have
“eﬀecvely and comprehensively changed the way we design the world,” the CIAM
was a great model for the structure of the recently-established CNU.66 The adopon
of the inials “CNU” and the decision to call the organizaon’s meengs “congresses”
stems from the earlier success of these nomenclatures. Whereas the CIAM had a
devastang impact on central cies by advocang their destrucon in order to allow
for the construcon of high rises to serve as “machines for living,” the New Urbanists
adopted a similar congressional framework yet sought to convince builders, planners
and governmental representaves to increase the density of suburban development.67
The suburban precedent of early TND projects such as Seaside earned the CNU a
fair amount of cricism for its narrow focus and failure to address exisng urban areas.
At the fourth annual Congress of the New Urbanism in 1996, held in Charleston, South
Carolina, the torch passed from the founding members of the movement to a new
generaon.68 With the transfer to new leadership the New Urbanists stated their intent
to address “disinvestment in central cies, the spread of placeless sprawl, increasing
separaon by race and income, environmental deterioraon, loss of agricultural lands
and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built heritage.”69 These words served as the
preamble to the Charter of the New Urbanism, which in the spirit of the Athens Charter
adopted by the CIAM set forth a series of guiding principles (27 in this case) broken
down into divisions of the region; the neighborhood, district and corridor; and the block,
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street and building levels.70 The Charter focused on guiding public policy, development
standards and the pracce of urban planning in order to achieve higher quality
urbanism. These principles are grouped at three hierarchical scales, from the metropolis,
city and town, to the neighborhood, district and corridor, and ending at the block, street
and building level. In this way, outside crique led to a redeﬁnion of the New Urbanist
movement from within.
The Charter also sought to lend greater legimacy to the professional recepon
of New Urbanist praconers within the architectural profession. While the formaon
of the CNU was movated partly in reacon to Cartesian zoning pracces and suburban
development paerns it was also a reacon against the architectural establishment.
Both in the schools and in the ﬁeld, architecture has, Andrés Duany argues, taken up
a “mysc” approach whereby designers ulize “illegible techniques of representaon,
and by shrouding their work in inscrutable jargon…creat[e] increasingly smaller realms
of communicaon, in order that they might inhabit a domain in which they possess
some degree of control.”71 As the most signiﬁcant organizaon of baby-boom generaon
architects and planners to address the future of growth in the United States, the CNU
faces some of the most substanal crique from an architectural establishment that
evolved from the legacy of modernism.72 In the most presgious architecture programs
and at headline ﬁrms the trend has tended towards buildings that make an iconic
statement while neglecng their context. The CNU does not view buildings in isolaon
but rather as an element which, when combined with open space systems, street
networks and the other city-building elements, achieves good urbanism.
The tremendous popularity of New Urbanist projects over the past three decades
has launched several of the movement’s most prominent praconers to the level of
70
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celebrity. Thus the tenets of New Urbanism are ﬁnding their way to the architecture
schools, shapers of public policy, elected oﬃcials and others with inﬂuence in the realms
of real estate design and development.73 To date over 210 New Urbanist developments
have been completed or are currently under construcon in the United States, and this
ﬁgure is as high as 650 worldwide.74 Noteworthy New Urbanist projects in the United
States include Seaside, Florida (1981); the Kentlands, Gaithersburg, Maryland (1989);
Celebraon, Florida (1995); Orenco Staon, Hillsboro, Oregon (1997); and Del Mar
Staon, Pasadena, California (2003).75 While headline architects and urbanists tend to
get the most media coverage, the projects of lesser known ﬁrms are oen the most
innovave, parcularly when it comes to the incorporaon of inﬁll development and
historic preservaon.

N  U   G  G
In the crical and academic literature surrounding neo-tradional town planning
the concept of Smart Growth, an urban planning approach that seeks to discourage
urban sprawl by concentrang development in exisng urban areas, is oen used
synonymously with New Urbanism. While the two movements share many of the same
goals, New Urbanism is exercised within the private realm and is subject to market
demands, whereas Smart Growth operates within a public policy framework.76 Believing
in the “polemical power” of the term Smart Growth, Andrés Duany has incorporated
it into the name of DPZ’s SmartCode zoning tool.77 Yet the mechanisms for achieving
smarter growth, such as higher density, mixed-use development, are oen not permied
by exisng building codes, zoning and other land use regulaons. Smart Growth must
73
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be presented as an opon, argues Duany, clarifying that it “shouldn’t be imposed, but
it should be legal everywhere.”78 Although both approaches advocate the use of denser
development paerns, no growth is smart if it abandons the exisng assets of urban
centers.79 Thus inslling a culture of smarter development pracces will require careful
planning to ensure the longevity of New Urbanism speciﬁcally and the Smart Growth
movement more generally.
The need for a set of codiﬁed sustainability standards has been applied at the
building level through the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) LEED rang system,
which stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, and is now the most
widely accepted green building standard in the industry. While purely elecve, LEED
establishes an acceptable benchmark for judging the “greenness” of a building by
clarifying and consolidang best pracces of the industry into a uniﬁed rang system.80
Although earlier versions of LEED were cricized for not weighing more heavily the
inherent sustainability of reusing exisng buildings, the new 2009 version incorporates
“life-cycle assessment criteria,” addresses the increased durability of historic materials,
and incenvizes projects located near public transportaon and in dense urban areas.81
Such changes will encourage developers to invest in the naon’s exisng urban areas
instead of pouring resources into undeveloped greenﬁelds.
In the past several years the USGBC has expanded the concept of sustainability
beyond the individual building and developed the LEED for Neighborhood Development
(LEED-ND) rang system. A collaborave eﬀort between the USGBC, CNU and Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC), LEED-ND integrates elements of the Smart Growth
Network’s ten principles of smart growth, the CNU’s Charter of the New Urbanism,
78
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green building pracces and elements of sustainable urbanism. The goal of LEED-ND is
to reduce urban sprawl by incenvizing site selecon closer to exisng development,
encouraging walkability to reinforce healthier lifestyles and protecng natural habitat
and undeveloped open space.82 The pilot program of LEED-ND in 2007 included 240
projects, and the ﬁrst phase of public feedback on the new rang system wrapped up in
early January of 2009. Aer undergoing feedback, the ﬁnal rang system is set to debut
this summer.83 The USGBC hopes that the market will become more familiar with the
principles of sustainable urbanism through the LEED-ND rang system, which should
result in more ﬂexible underwring standards and shorter approvals processes for
developers working in this vein.84
In addion to working alongside the USGBC and NRDC in craing the LEED-ND
rang system, the CNU developed the Canons of Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism
in 2008 to promote sustainable development pracces at the neighborhood level.
Intended as a supplementary document to the 1996 Charter of the New Urbanism, the
Canons respond to crics that queson the true environmental beneﬁt of greenﬁeld
New Urbanist developments. The Canons address the need for triple-boom-line
sustainability by incorporang social, economic and environmental goals with green
building principles borrowed from LEED. While the Canons place greater emphasis on
preservaon and adapve reuse than the Charter by recognizing the embodied energy
of exisng buildings, the discussion of encouraging development in exisng urban areas
is disappoinngly vague. By stang that, “sites shall be either urban inﬁll or urbanadjacent unless the building is rural in its program, size, scale and character,” the authors
allow for a subjecve interpretaon of what exactly denotes rural program, size, scale
82
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and character.85 From this it could be argued that a two-story, detached single family
home on formerly agricultural land has a rural seng and program, is of a small size and
scale, and could be executed in a style that ﬁts with the character its rural locaon. In
a similar vein, the authors argue in favor of building on previously developed land yet
if a greenﬁeld site is selected, “then the burden for exceponal design, demonstrable
longevity and environmental sensivity shall be more stringent and connecons to the
region shall be essenal.”86 Thus greenﬁeld development is allowed so long as it does not
have a transient quality and is of superior design. Like the Charter, the Canons provide
guiding principles for achieving sustainable urbanism, but never explain how they are to
be realized. A document intended to stand the test of me, the Canons comes up short
in recommendaons for inﬁll and provides a vague esmaon of how good greenﬁeld
development should proceed. Thus these guidelines ulmately fall short in terms of
adequately addressing the beneﬁts of inﬁll development, historic preservaon and
adapve reuse in conserving energy and reducing urban sprawl.87
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C
 2
New Urbanism and Historic Preservaon
As the neo-tradional town planning movement nears the end of its third
decade, crics, scholars and praconers alike have evaluated the work done thus far.
Projects such as Seaside have matured, the Kentlands has been extensively studied, it
is now me for a reassessment of core principles to judge the movement’s success and
gauge what it may be able to achieve in the future. Of special importance is the impact
of the CNU’s progeny on historic Main Streets and the communies they support. While
New Urbanism may be the best thing that ever happened to sprawl, this amounts to
lile if American small towns and cies are abandoned in the process. Ensuring that
New Urbanism has a place—and knows its proper place—within the context of American
planning will be crucial to ensuring that urbanism new and old can coexist and thrive in
the years to come.

C     N  U  
Since its incepon, the CNU has received a substanal amount of cricism,
parcularly from urbanists, scholars and professionals. The ﬁrst outlet of dissasfacon
with the New Urbanists is based on the theorecal underpinnings of the movement and
its place within the tradion of new town planning. Challenging the CNU on conceptual
- 47 -

grounds takes into account topics as broad as whether new towns are a proper
vehicle for creang real communies and healing suburbia of its spaal and social
disconnecon. The second variety of crical recepon stems from the implementaon of
New Urbanist ideals on the ground. With a movement as codiﬁed as the CNU, including
tools such as DPZ’s SmartCode and guidelines set forth in the Charter of the New
Urbanism, crics oen ﬁnd fault with the highly prescripve nature of these projects. As
New Urbanism takes a variety of forms, this facet of crical response will be discussed
so far as it pertains to the majority of crique levied against the CNU. The implicaons of
new town planning principles as applied through the intensely programmac approach
of the New Urbanists presents a new set of challenges with regards to the relaonship
between historic Main Street communies and the new towns being built according to
the principles of the CNU. Adequately addressing these criques will determine whether
New Urbanism is capable of posively shaping the next generaon of development
while simultaneously respecng the communies already in existence.

I P   P    : T C    I    P

   N  T

One of the greatest appeals of new town planning from the perspecve of
planners and designers is the ability to start with a preassembled site, oen on formerly
undeveloped land. A blank slate free from the limitaons of previous intervenons
allows the designer full control in the execuon of his or her vision.88 William H. Whyte
notes that unencumbered sites such as this only enable cumbersome design formulas
instead. He argues, “As in theory, so in pracce. The broader and cleaner the canvas, the
more rigid and doctrinaire the design is apt to be.”89 Yet it is not diﬃcult to understand
the allure of urban design done from scratch, for as Hegemann and Peets described
in 1922, “It is invigorang, even for the strongest from me to me to see together a
88
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large number of composions, daring soluons, straighorward proposals untainted
by compromise.”90 Not having to sele or take short cuts is the ideal situaon. Yet as
world populaon grows and the availability of undeveloped land declines, the need
for compromise is a fact of life, for beer or for worse. No longer can the designer
rely on unencumbered sites as the blank canvas for his or her vision, but must instead
approach the problem much as a chef would who enters the kitchen halfway through
the meal. The true test of innovaon now lies in the ability to rethink and repurpose the
overarching design intenon within the context of exisng buildings, older infrastructure
and the remnants of previous intervenons on a parcular site.
Although Whyte writes from the perspecve of the late 1960s, the same
senments resonate today. DPZ’s SmartCode, a form-based code ﬁrst released in 2003, is
a concrete example of the rigid formality with which the New Urbanist vision is applied.
Now in its ninth version, the SmartCode is the culminaon of the ﬁrm’s decades worth of
new town planning experience.91 Dictang design guidelines ranging from street width
to building setbacks, the code has served as a blueprint for smart growth zoning and
planning in municipalies across the country. Crics from within the ﬁeld of architecture
argue that these formulaic guidelines sﬂe the creave vision of designers. Eric Owen
Moss, director of the Southern California Instute of Architecture argues that the New
Urbanists simply oﬀer a “canned response” to the challenges of suburbia and engrained
development paerns.92 The prescripve nature of these projects in the design phase
has lasng implicaons on the ground.
Inherent in the doctrinal prescripon with which New Urbanist developments
are conceived, the new town’s master planner assumes the role of social scienst by
aempng to create a community through the accumulaon of physical parts. Although
90
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the Charter of the New Urbanism recognizes “that physical soluons by themselves
will not solve social and economic problems” and stresses that design intervenons
merely serve as a “supporve physical framework” for fostering community, the failure
of the New Urbanists to look beyond the spaal dimension of their work is a true
shortcoming.93 Many crics fault the CNU with adhering too closely to ideas of physical
determinism, which is the belief that external inﬂuences supersede social factors in
the establishment of cultural relaonships. While this is not to discredit the ability of
beauful places and good urban design to illicit posive emoonal responses and foster
the creaon of a healthy public realm, the role of the built environment can only go
so far. Community in the truest sense of the word requires meaningful interpersonal
relaonships between people united by a shared sense of purpose. Without the backing
of collecve goals and aspiraons such as those present in the colonial New England
village, colonial revival styled new towns only share aesthec similaries with the
objects of their emulaon.
Through New Urbanism’s over-reliance on determinisc principles, crics ﬁnd
that these praconers have a rather limited understanding of the true root causes of
typical suburban development. Urban sprawl, demonized by the CNU for its waste of
open space and its supposed facilitaon of the breakdown of human interacon, should
be given more credit insofar as it has proven a popular and proﬁtable development
typology. In order to become more than simply a “niche phenomenon,” New Urbanism
must look beyond the regulatory framework of the 20th century that incenvized
suburban living and seriously address the ingrained “DNA of American individualism”
that aspires to a detached single family house with a backyard and driveway as the
fulﬁllment of the American dream.94 Ignoring the percepon of safety and security
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oﬀered by the suburbs is to deny the lifestyle preferences of the majority of Americans.95
Suburbs are certainly not without their faults, however, and successfully combang
wasteful development paerns must be approached incrementally and at a manageable
scale. Michael Marn, associate professor of landscape architecture at Iowa State
University, argues against large-scale plans in favor of “local-scale neighborhoods
because they’re easier to understand and more predicve of how people will live day
to day.”96 That is to say, the New Urbanist response can be part of the soluon but it
must be undertaken in small steps and in combinaon with the repurposing of exisng
neighborhoods.
By seeking aesthec soluons to suburbia’s lack of community connecvity, the
New Urbanists ignore the underlying sociological, racial, economic and cultural factors
that shape the urban fringe. Formal responses only bring people into closer physical
proximity with one another.97 At least in the pre-development stages New Urbanists are
rejecng Le Corbusier’s noon that “city planning [is] ‘too important to be le to the
cizens’” by successfully incorporang community charrees as part of the planning
process. 98 While this approach has iniated community input on design plans, the
same principles have yet to be applied to the ﬁnal product once built. As architects,
planners and designers, the New Urbanists’ formal approach to community building
is understandable. In a similar vein, the modern movement as organized through the
CIAM also advocated formalist responses to the reshaping of development paerns, yet
they focused on the center city rather than the suburb. While it is well agreed upon that
the modernist tower in the park typology is ulmately ineﬀecve at fostering healthy
communies because the building forms isolate people from one another, the New
95
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Urbanists must learn from this example and take care lest they place the burden of
community-building on design alone.

A    S   : N  U    P  
Adhering to a formulaic design strategy, the CNU established in the Charter of
the New Urbanism a series of guiding principles that address issues such as aﬀordable
housing, accessibility to transit, environmental protecon and conservaon of open
space. These objecves oﬀer a compelling framework for designing good urbanism, yet
the aainment of these goals has oen proven easier said than done. However as Emily
Talen points out, the failure of these intenons to become fully realized in built form
is not necessarily a fault in the ideas themselves, but rather is oen due to constraints
such as ﬁnancial feasibility and project schedules. The length of me that intervenes in
the steps from inial sketch to ribbon cung can mean that some concepts are simply
lost in translaon.99 Nevertheless, the bulk of crique directed at the CNU responds to
the perceived inability of the movement to achieve the objecves it has outlined on
paper.
Designed and planned at a level that is aesthecally superior to tradional
suburban developments, the New Urbanist product has proven easy to market. Yet
in many instances this success has also undermined the aﬀordability goals outlined
in the Charter. The Charter states: “Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing
types and price levels can bring people of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily
interacon, strengthening the personal and civic bonds essenal to an authenc
community.”100 Despite this goal, crics oen argue that these developments are elist
and fail to achieve social, economic, and racial integraon. Andrés Duany recognizes
99
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that “the provision of aﬀordable housing is an enrely diﬀerent problem from the
retenon of aﬀordable housing,” and openly admits that the New Urbanists have
yet to learn “how to maintain…aﬀordab[ility] over me.”101 Duany explains that the
superior design of New Urbanist communies is a scarce commodity, thus leading to
higher prices over me as a result of the forces of supply and demand.102 Stascal
research corroborates Duany’s observaon by demonstrang that housing prices in
New Urbanist developments are consistently higher than those in comparable suburban
subdivisions. Research shows that this price premium is due to the unique design and
planning features of New Urbanist communies rather than factors such as building
age, size or quality of construcon.103 It is nearly impossible to build new and sell cheap,
thus without signiﬁcant government subsidy or the repurposing of exisng buildings,
aﬀordability is diﬃcult to achieve with New Urbanism.104 However there have been
major advances in aﬀordable housing provision through the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development’s (HUD) HOPE VI program, which has adopted the language
of New Urbanism as a guide for the redevelopment of high rise public housing projects
into lower density townhouses and apartment buildings. The program also provides
ﬁnancial support for workforce development, educaon and social services for residents.
Taking full advantage of New Urbanism’s strong points, HOPE VI has developed safe and
integrated places that connect to the exisng neighborhoods surrounding them.105
Just as aﬀordable housing provision is increasingly diﬃcult in unsubsidized New
Urbanist developments, the regional accessibility of these projects is oen equally
limited. Many New Urbanist projects simply do not have the density or proximity to
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exisng urban areas necessary to support transit. New Urbanist communies such as
Montgomery Village in Orangeville, Ontario, fail to reduce auto-dependency because
of limited transit connecons to employment centers in the greater metropolitan
region. The lack of coordinaon between land use decisions and community design
within a comprehensive transportaon framework hinders the regional connecvity
of New Urbanist sites.106 As such, one of the greatest arguments in favor of retroﬁng
developed areas using TND principles is the ability to connect with exisng transit
networks. Invesng in areas proximate to transit and exisng commercial corridors
strengthens the walkability and regional connecvity of New Urbanist developments.
The walkable street grids of New Urbanist developments do not necessarily
reduce auto dependency, however. In Markham, Ontario, a region that has North
America’s largest concentraon of TND developments and is home to over 150,000
residents, gross residenal densies in the New Urbanist areas are 76% higher than
those of adjacent suburban subdivisions, while the populaon density is about
66% higher comparavely.107 While a dense, gridded street network enhances local
connecvity, it also results in increased traﬃc in residenal areas by mulplying
the number of through streets. Amidst a sea of low-density sprawl, a pocket of
dense, walkable development will have lile impact on changing broader lifestyle
paerns.108 Keeping in mind that vehicle trips are necessary for desnaons that are
not within walking or biking distance, neo-tradional designers must look beyond the
neighborhood level and address mobility from a regional standpoint.109 Walkable New
Urbanist developments encourage more acve lifestyles, yet mul-modal regional
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connecons are ulmately necessary to ensure the long-term funconality of these
sites.
Although high density development does not necessarily reduce auto
dependency, it does maximize land coverage and hence preserves a larger proporon
of open space relave to that of typical suburban developments. Research shows that
even greenﬁeld New Urbanist projects outperform typical suburban sites in terms
of environmental protecon measures such as development buﬀers, reducon of
impervious surface raos, stormwater runoﬀ management and sensive landscaping
techniques. Whereas convenonal sprawl fragments habitat, denser TND developments
preserve larger areas of conguous natural open space.110 Yet there is the risk that
by inserng dense pockets of development onto greenﬁeld sites New Urbanists are
literally paving the way for more development to follow.111 Tools such as the SmartCode
address urban design standards related to building design, street layout and public
open space conﬁguraon, but oen come up short in terms of habitat restoraon
and environmental protecon. As William H. Whyte eloquently states, “Urbanity
is not something that can be lacquered on; it is the quality produced by the great
concentraon of diverse funcons and a huge market to support the diversity. The
center needs a large hinterland to draw upon, but it cannot be in the hinterland; it must
be in the center.”112 The environmental beneﬁts of New Urbanist developments are
dampened by the fact that these projects oen rely on the consumpon of undeveloped
farmland and natural habitats. By isolang the desirable features of city life from the grit
of urban living, the New Urbanists aempt to create what Whyte calls “urbanity without
cies.”113 Thus in order to avoid becoming the “new suburbanism,” neo-tradional town
110
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planning principles must be applied to inﬁll sites in order to take advantage of exisng
infrastructure and reduce the consumpon of undeveloped land.114

U   N   O: T

I

  C 

Taking advantage of exisng infrastructure, transit connecvity, residenal
populaons and commercial opportunies on previously developed land has a posive
impact on the historic built environment and fulﬁlls the goals of Smart Growth. Yet the
increasing popularity and prevalence of New Urbanist developments known as lifestyle
centers is having a noceably negave impact on authenc Main Street communies.
The Internaonal Council of Shopping Centers deﬁnes a lifestyle center as a mixed-use
development with an upscale tenant mix that has between 150,000 and 500,000 square
feet of gross leasable area of which at least 50,000 square feet is devoted to naonal
chains, and which is located in close proximity to an aﬄuent residenal area.115 While
J.C. Nichols’ 1923 Country Club Plaza in Kansas City is widely regarded as the ﬁrst lifestyle
center in the United States, the ﬁrst such project in the modern era is the 1987 Shops
of Saddle Creek in Memphis, Tennessee.116 Other noteworthy examples of this typology
include Santana Row in San Jose, California; Easton Town Center in Columbus, Ohio; and
Kierland Commons in Scosdale, Arizona (Figure 9). Of the 147 new retail developments
that broke ground in the U.S. in 2005, only two were convenonal regional malls.117 Thus
the lifestyle center format is quickly becoming the dominant trend in retail development.
The lifestyle center typology has undergone a tremendous amount of
transformaon over the course of the past two decades. What began as “anchorless
centers” that retailers were hesitant to locate in and banks were reluctant to underwrite
114
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F  8. Seaside, Florida is considered the ﬁrst New Urbanist development. The town’s narrow
residenal streets and tradional architectural forms evoke a sense of nostalgia that has been a key
element to its success. Image by the Seaside Instute, hp://www.theseasideinstute.org/content/
seaside/Seaside%203.jpg

F  9. Santana Row is one of the naon’s premiere lifestyle centers. Located in San Jose, California, this
mixed-use development puts an exuberant Euro-Mediterranean twist on the American Main Street type.
Image by Architecture & Food, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/7542656@N02/534648286
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has developed into large projects that are well accepted by the market.118 The number
of lifestyle centers in the U.S. has exploded in the past decade, increasing four-fold
from 30 in 2002 to 120 total centers in 2004, and the impact is certainly being felt at
the local level.119 Although stascal research has not yet been conducted regarding
the economic impact of lifestyle centers on historic Main Streets, retailers and business
owners in exisng commercial corridors are feeling the pinch. Whereas tenants of typical
commercial districts are mostly local businesses, lifestyle centers feature predominantly
naonal retailers and chains. The large amount of capital necessary to build these
projects, and their inherent upscale appeal, means developers must ﬁnd high-credit
anchor tenants in order to secure ﬁnancing and begin construcon. The resulng
lifestyle centers are large economic engines that pull consumers away from tradional
downtown commercial centers. While these projects somemes incorporate a few local
businesses or regional chains as a means of enhancing their “authencity” factor, this
only exacerbates the consumer drain on Main Street.120 Presented with much the same
challenge as that posed by modern shopping malls, many tradional downtowns are le
struggling to compete.
The lack of aﬀordability in New Urbanist developments is not limited to
residenal properes, but includes oﬃce and commercial space as well. One of the
primary reasons for the dominance of naonal retailers and chains in lifestyle centers,
in addion to their credit worthiness, is the high cost of leasing space in new buildings.
Yet small businesses, the fastest growing job sector and largest employer in the United
States, require lower rents and smaller spaces than is oen found in new buildings.121
Thus it is unlikely that the lifestyle center format will ever be able to foster signiﬁcant
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small business development so long as it operates as new construcon on the urban
fringe. Yet by uning the principles applied in New Urbanist commercial districts with
adapve reuse of buildings in exisng urban areas there is the potenal to introduce
new oﬃce and commercial space while simultaneously providing an opon for the
growth of small businesses.
As consumers are showing an increased preference for urban retail formats,
historic preservaonists are le to wonder whether neo-tradional town planning
ulmately oﬀers “hope or hype” for the urbanism that already exists.122 The approach
adopted by the NMSC, while not inially tasked with combang Main Street
lookalikes, can help to stem the negave eﬀects of lifestyle centers by focusing on
historic preservaon as a means of enhancing the compeve advantage of authenc
downtowns. Main Street cannot change its proximity to freeways or increase parking
to the levels of regional shopping malls, yet it can take advantage of inherent assets
that privately-developed retail centers simply do not have. Historic architecture, a
unique sense of place based on organic growth and development, one-of-a-kind
stores, exceponal public gathering spaces and an inmate urban experience are all
oﬀered by tradional Main Streets. Yet the growing popularity of lifestyle centers must
not be ignored. As New Urbanist planner and retail consultant Bob Gibbs describes,
“The enre retail industry is now totally into urban retail, of one form or another,”
cing that consumers increasingly prefer open air urban environments over enclosed
climate-controlled shopping malls.123 This trend has the potenal to introduce lifelong
suburbanites to the merits of an urban lifestyle, yet the denser and more aracve
“Main Street phenomenon” of new shopping centers is an insuﬃcient substute for the
real thing.124
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Main Street must act quickly and proacvely to have a chance at compeng
with main street imitaons. Gibbs warns that New Urbanist type retail developments,
“will pose a much larger threat to exisng Main Street town centers, if they do not react
quickly to allow for large urban retailers.”125 The Charter highlights the need for inﬁll
development insofar as it “conserves environmental resources, economic investment,
and social fabric, while reclaiming marginal and abandoned areas,” but it tasks this
goal to regional municipalies.126 The challenges of developing in the city, as previously
discussed, necessitate a less formalisc approach to the applicaon of New Urbanist
principles. Greenﬁeld development brings fewer voices to the table and thus allows
for a simpler framework within which to operate. Yet inﬁll redevelopment is inherently
incremental in nature and pracce, thus the sweeping visions of one designer into an
overarching master plan will not oen work in these instances.127 Although leading New
Urbanist Andrés Duany considers it “ridiculous” to only focus on inﬁll projects, nong
that 90% of new development in the U.S. occurs on greenﬁelds, trends should not be
taken as desny.128 New Urbanism is a denser, more aracve alternave to typical
urban sprawl, but it sll takes place in the suburbs. Architect and inﬁll developer Bill
Weyland credits New Urbanism with helping to get “people to think about proporon
and historic context” yet notes that many of these ideas are playing out on the urban
fringe.129 Greenﬁeld development simply cannot match historic city centers in terms of
density, aﬀordability, transit accessibility and community connecvity.
The environmental beneﬁts of inﬁll development in general and historic
preservaon in parcular stem from the fact that reusing an exisng building does
not require the consumpon of virgin land. As noted by Donovan Rypkema, an
125
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internaonally known consultant on the economic beneﬁts of historic preservaon, the
adapve reuse of a historic warehouse building into 40 residenal units is equivalent
to developing on ten acres of land. If the market is craving an urban lifestyle, their
hunger can easily be fed with the Main Streets and historic downtowns that already
exist. The consumer base is there and the potenal residents are there—downtown
must prepare to receive them. As Rypkema states, “New Urbanism reﬂects good urban
design principles. But those principles have already been at work for a century or more
in our historic neighborhoods.”130 New Urbanist ﬁrms such as Calthorpe Associates and
UDA are currently working on inﬁll development projects, and are showing that these
principles can have a tremendous impact on core cies. Of this the rest of the ﬁeld
must take heed, otherwise they risk pung a new face on the old failure of suburban
sprawl.131
By contrast, that which urban designer Mark Hinshaw terms “true urbanism” has
a much more dynamic and cosmopolitan quality than the homogeneity of New Urbanist
development. Genuine urban places, Hinshaw argues, unabashedly take advantage
of 21st century innovaon and contemporary stylisc expression over the contrived
19th century aesthec oen adopted by neo-tradional planners and designers.132
The vast majority of TND projects are the work of a single designer and executed by a
single developer, thus while pleasant and clean, they lack the grit and vitality of true
urban places.133 It is the collecve, collaborave and conglomerated vision of many
people at work over mulple decades that produces true communies and authenc
urbanity.134 There are several noteworthy cases in which New Urbanist principles have
130
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been successfully applied to inﬁll sites, including Atlanc Staon in downtown Atlanta,
with connecvity to the MARTA transit system, and UDA’s work in Pisburgh, which
consists of Crawford Roberts in the Hill District, South Oakland, South Side Flats and
Manchester.135 While the work of New Urbanists in exisng urban areas is rarely “front
page architecture,” projects such as these oﬀer a creave blend of modern innovaon
while simultaneously respecng the historic character of exisng neighborhoods.136

L C B D    : T N  U   A   
The myth of Main Street, emblazoned in the American psyche, draws people to
small towns from coast to coast. There are those that will drive in from miles around
simply to walk the several pedestrianized blocks of Third Street Promenade in the heart
of downtown Santa Monica. It is this “magic of urbanism,” unavailable in the wasteland
of typical sprawling suburbia, that has proven so successful in new retail formats such
as lifestyle centers.137 Yet it is not simply the accumulaon of closely grouped buildings
joined end to end that illicit this fascinaon but the added arculaon of a stylisc
language and visual cohesion of form that completes the Main Street equaon. Yet
in the use of historicist architectural styles New Urbanists have been widely cricized
as an-modern and overly nostalgic (Figure 10). The form-based codes and design
guidelines ulized in the development of TND projects oen reinforce a contrived 19th
century aesthec that urban designer Mark Hinshaw terms the “architectural equivalent
of comfort food.”138 By imitang the style and form of historic commercial corridors,
these Main Street copycats present both praccal and conceptual challenges that hinder
the economic vitality of authenc communies.
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F  10. The New Urbanists oen ulize a historicist stylisc vocabulary. As a result, some
developments such as Orenco Staon in Hillsboro, Oregon take on a repeve and generic quality. Image
by Payton Chung, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/paytonc/414192002
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In their rejecon of modernist planning principles the New Urbanists have largely
rejected the architectural forms of the modern movement as well. This is not to say that
contemporary forms have never been incorporated into New Urbanist schemes, they
have, but the New Urbanist aesthec is one that predominantly ulizes historic forms,
mofs and styles in the visual arculaon of its designs. Robert Davis maintains that
the New Urbanists build upon the innovave reputaon of Main Street when taking
advantage of its range of formal expression. He argues that building oﬀ of this tradion is
in itself “quite modern, and could easily accommodate the building forms of Modernism.
But it could not accommodate the strange ideas about urbanism that led a generaon of
Le Corbusier’s acolytes to take pleasure in promong…a plan to destroy the tradional
city to make way for a brave new world of towers in parks.”139 Andrés Duany aempts
to clarify by saying that TND is not an architectural reform movement but a planning
and development reform movement, and argues that the use of historicist styles in New
Urbanist projects is simply a markeng tool to aract middle class Americans that would
otherwise sele in sprawling suburban neighborhoods.140 Yet by creang architecture
that mimics historic forms, many crics argue, New Urbanism presents an inauthenc
impression of development through me. The Charter of the New Urbanism states that
projects should incorporate designs that spring from “local climate, topography, history,
and building pracce,” and that this issue “transcends style.”141 The use of historically
referenal mofs is extended to the street paerns, public squares and open spaces
included in master plans prepared by DPZ and others. This even includes elements such
as undedicated monuments added for the sake of terminang vistas, which trivialize the
authencity of communal memory and provide a false sense of history.142 Thus while the
139
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historical stylisc expressions adopted by New Urbanists have a basis in local building
tradions, they tend to take on a generic quality not unlike the monotony of suburban
sprawl detested by the CNU.143
In an eﬀort to recreate the appearance of organic growth in new developments
some developers have begun employing mulple architects to design the building
façades of a project, encouraging them to borrow from a mosaic of architectural forms
to give the impression of historical progression.144 Renowned preservaonist James
Marston Fitch argued that, “An organic process of growth and repair must create a
gradual sequence of changes, and these changes must be distributed evenly across
every level of scale. There must be as much aenon to the repair of details…as to the
creaon of brand-new buildings. Only then can an environment stay balanced both
as a whole and in its parts, at every moment of its history.”145 While preservaon is a
simple soluon to providing authenc places that truthfully represent their progress
and development through me, New Urbanists oen deny this balance by prescribing
the form a development will take and planning for its growth in phases. Yet in many inﬁll
situaons historically referenal designs are oen the best alternave by harmonizing
with the context of exisng buildings.
The New Urbanists connually walk a ﬁne line between advocang a radical
“new” approach to urban design and oﬀending the modernist architects that connue to
dominate the profession.146 The role of historicist styles in New Urbanist pracce became
a point of contenon during the draing of the Charter when a moon was made to
include phrasing that seemed to slight those that appropriated historical architectural
styles in their designs. Internaonally renowned neo-tradional architect and planner
Leon Krier was so upset by this that he refused to sign the ﬁnal document. Inclusion of
143
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language to this eﬀect was intended as a response to those crical of the postmodernist
aesthec, such as members of the architectural community who claim New Urbanist
developments to be lile more than pasche imitaons of historic architecture.147
Yet for all the banter surrounding the role of historic styles and architectural forms
within New Urbanist pracce, from a broader urban design standpoint these elements
reinforce strong placemaking, human scale and walkability, some of the most important
contribuons of neo-tradional town planning within a profession dominated by the cult
of modernism.

H   P 

     C 

 N

U

At the fourth annual Congress for the New Urbanism held in historic Charleston,
South Carolina in 1996, the CNU membership adopted a set of 27 guiding principles to
steer the future of the movement. Encapsulated in the Charter of the New Urbanism,
the membership addressed “disinvestment in central cies, the spread of placeless
sprawl, increasing separaon by race and income, environmental deterioraon, loss of
agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built heritage.”148 These
guidelines were intended as a framework for the reshaping of public policy, development
standards and urban planning pracces in the pursuit of achieving more equitable and
sustainable communies. Yet as Richard Moe and Carter Wilkie argued the year aer
the Charter was penned, “…unl New Urbanism demonstrates that it is serious about
repairing the old urbanism rather than simply ﬁnding more ways to develop open land,
the movement will only operate—quite literally—on the periphery of the problems of
bad urbanizaon.”149 Preservaonists argue that historic cores, aging city centers and
inner ring suburbs deserve the sort of design intervenon lavished on the urban fringe
147
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by the CNU. Thus while the Charter marked a signiﬁcant turning point in the trajectory of
American planning, it has yet to fully achieve its goals for the historic built environment.
The New Urbanists’ shi in focus to the health of center cies and the
revitalizaon of exisng urban areas was due in large part to a shi in leadership at the
me of the Charleston Congress. It was the last to be organized by founding members
of the CNU, and the ﬁrst to open up membership to all, whereas before it was by
invitaon only.150 The CNU began adding new members the year before who had proven
experience in downtown revitalizaon. Up to this point New Urbanists had received a
fair amount of cricism for working predominantly on the greenﬁeld sites, so with the
intenons of living up to the “urbanism” poron of its moniker, the CNU redeﬁned itself
from the inside out.151 In the preamble to the list of principles included in the Charter
the authors reiterate their commitment to the “restoraon of exisng urban centers and
towns within coherent metropolitan regions,” which must also include “the preservaon
of our built legacy.”152 Although many preservaonists were excited by the CNU’s shi
of focus to more seriously address the center city, it has now been over a decade since
the Charter debuted and results have been mixed.153 Whereas headliner ﬁrms such as
DPZ have connued to work on greenﬁeld development projects and sites located on
the urban fringe, the real forerunners working to incorporate exisng urbanism into
New Urbanist projects are Peter Calthorpe, principal of the ﬁrm Calthorpe Associates in
Berkeley, California and Ray Gindroz of Urban Design Associates in Pisburgh. Calthorpe
Associates has developed a number of regional plans for metropolitan regions such as
Portland, Oregon, which oﬀer some of the ﬁnest examples of New Urbanist principles
being applied to exisng urban contexts. While adopon of the Charter represents a
major shi for the CNU, there is sll room for connued improvement in the years to
come.
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A   F    E    N  U   P 
The discussion thus far addresses the ﬁrst two research quesons posed in the
introductory chapter: What is the relaonship between historic preservaon and New
Urbanism, and to what extent has historic preservaon been incorporated into New
Urbanist pracce? The relaonship between historic preservaon and the New Urbanist
movement is part of a complex dialogue within both the professional and academic
communies that examines the merits of exisng urbanism and the beneﬁts of neotradional design intervenons as strategies for enhancing the naon’s urban areas.
While headliner neo-tradional developments such as lifestyle centers readily borrow
stylisc and design inspiraon from early 20th century Main Street precedents, these
new construcon projects have been slower to incorporate historic building stock and
adapt to exisng urban areas. Yet a closer examinaon reveals that ﬁrms such as Urban
Design Associates in Pisburgh and Calthorpe Associates in Berkeley, while not always
making the front page, are in fact pioneering innovave approaches to incorporate
historic buildings and exisng urban areas within a New Urbanist framework.
The remainder of this research addresses the relaonship between preservaon
and New Urbanism in greater speciﬁcity by examining three case studies. Deeper
exploraon of these examples answers the remaining research quesons: In instances
where historic preservaon is incorporated into New Urbanist projects, how does it
funcon within the New Urbanist framework of the project, has this relaonship been
ulmately beneﬁcial or detrimental for the aﬀected historic resources, and in what ways
does New Urbanism support historic preservaon, or does pracce of the former simply
ignore the laer? An assessment framework has been developed which provides a set
of selecon criteria for choosing case study sites that will suﬃciently address these
research quesons. In Urban Villages and the Making of Communies, a comprehensive
best pracces guide for neo-tradional planning, editor Peter Neal provides a useful
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system by which to classify projects developed within exisng urban contexts. These
categories are broken down by site type into greenﬁeld, urban extension, brownﬁeld,
urban renewal, urban retroﬁt and inﬁll.154 An assessment framework has been
adapted from these headings to assess New Urbanist projects based on the merits
of development locaon and the level to which they incorporate the preservaon
and reuse of historic buildings. Not included within this framework, but serving as a
precursor to selecon, each of the chosen cases has been undertaken within the past
decade in the United States. This acknowledges the impact on and inﬂuence of American
Main Streets in these projects, and ensures that the selected study areas are operang
in the post-Charter era. Thus the selected projects will have relevancy and immediacy
and be best posioned to answer the guiding quesons of this research.
The assessment framework diagram is based on a sliding scale, with the least
desirable development locaons on the higher end of the spectrum and the most
desirable development sites located at the base. The denser and more urban the
development type, the narrower and darker the bars become (Figure 11). Based on the
themes discussed thus far, greenﬁeld development is viewed as least desirable because
it contributes to urban sprawl, enhances social segregaon and increases automobile
dependency. The next classiﬁcaon on the scale is urban extension, which refers to
greenﬁeld development adjacent to exisng urban areas. While this is preferable to
development of undeveloped land disconnected from an urban context, these types
of projects sll contribute to the erosion of open space and habitat on the periphery
of urban areas. Brownﬁeld redevelopment is the ﬁrst threshold on the assessment
framework that is considered a desirable opon for new development. Repurposing
sites with contaminaon from previous uses, such as former industrial land, brownﬁeld
development takes advantage of underulized space that is oen in close proximity to
154
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greenfield

urban extension

brownfield

urban renewal

urban retrofit

infill
F  11. Assessment framework for evaluang New Urbanist projects developed by the author. Adapted
from editor Peter Neal’s Urban Villages and the Making of Communies, London: Spon Press, 2003.
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exisng built resources. Remediang these problemac areas has a catalyc impact on
the revitalizaon of neglected and blighted neighborhoods by encouraging addional
reinvestment from the private sector. The base of the assessment framework scale
features the most preferable development sites for taking advantage of exisng building
stock and enhancing connecvity to established communies. The ﬁrst classiﬁcaon
within this assessment area is urban renewal, which emphasizes the reclamaon of
underulized areas located within an exisng urban context. Intervenon at this level
includes the clearing of degraded properes to provide sites primed for redevelopment.
Urban retroﬁt, the next order of classiﬁcaon, is preferable to urban renewal in that
it beer accommodates exisng building stock and develops new buildings within the
exisng urban context. Inﬁll development, the highest in terms of desirability on the
assessment framework scale, ﬁlls in the gaps of urban areas to create a cohesive whole
and promote neighborhood revitalizaon. This can take the form of small scale, building
by building intervenons, or a larger amount of new construcon and redevelopment
that acknowledges and respects exisng built resources and the urban situaon of the
site.
Three case study sites were selected according to the thresholds established
on the assessment framework. The ﬁrst case study is a brownﬁeld redevelopment
project on former industrial land in the small town of Hudson, Ohio. Located within
the Cleveland/Akron metropolitan region, Hudson’s First & Main lifestyle center
project takes advantage of underulized land near the historic downtown. The second
case study is the Flag House Courts Redevelopment project located northeast of the
Inner Harbor in downtown Balmore. This development is a prime example of HUD’s
innovave role in promong New Urbanist design intervenons in the redevelopment of
inner city public housing sites. The ﬁnal case study incorporates urban retroﬁt and inﬁll
as the key component of a revitalizaon strategy for downtown Redwood City, California.
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Located amidst the sprawling reaches of Silicon Valley, the city undertook a mul-part
scheme that included a new public plaza, streetscaping program and cinema complex in
conjuncon with the rehabilitaon and adapve reuse of key historic landmarks in the
downtown. Through these iniaves Redwood City showed that New Urbanist design
elements can be eﬀecvely incorporated into the restructuring of a community’s urban
core. These three examples demonstrate how approaches ranging from brownﬁeld
redevelopment, urban renewal, urban retroﬁt and inﬁll can successfully incorporate
New Urbanist intervenons within a historic context to have a catalyc impact on the
revitalizaon of exisng urban areas.
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C
 3
First & Main, Hudson, Ohio
Category
Land Area
Built Area
Designer
Developers
Historic Area
Key Dates

Brownﬁeld Redevelopment
19 acres
200,000 square feet mixed-use
Dorsky Hodgson + Partners
Fairmount Properes, Hudson Village Development Corporaon
North Main Street (Hudson Naonal Register Historic District)
1799 – Village seled by David Hudson
1826 – Western Reserve College founded
1850 – Cleveland and Pisburgh Railroad comes to Hudson
1892 – Main Street ﬁre destroys most of downtown
1907 – James W. Ellsworth begins downtown revitalizaon
1941 – General Motors facility is ﬁrst industrial complex in Hudson
1973 – Downtown Hudson listed as Naonal Register Historic District
1995 – Adopon of City of Hudson’s Comprehensive Plan
2004 – First & Main lifestyle center opens

P  B 
Geographically closer to Akron than Cleveland, the City of Hudson, Ohio has long
been considered a suburb of the laer. Seled during the late 18th century in what was
then the territory of the Conneccut Western Reserve, Hudson maintains the look and
feel of a New England village to this day. Although the driving commercial and industrial
forces of the area have shied over the years, the downtown maintains its presence
as a retail and restaurant hot spot. In the mid-1990s, plans ﬁrst began to build a new
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shopping center directly behind the Naonal Register listed Hudson Historic District,
which includes the oldest porons of downtown. Dubbed First & Main, this lifestyle
center was developed on a brownﬁeld site ulizing a New Urbanist approach to planning
and design that incorporates oﬃce space, townhomes, a large retail area and park space
(Figure 12). Hudson’s adopon of a New Urbanist retail format is a bold experiment in
economic development that has generated some unancipated results for surrounding
Main Street communies.

A N  E   V  N   O: H ’ C

  H  

In 1798 David Hudson of Goshen, Conneccut purchased 7,000 acres of land in
Conneccut’s Western Reserve located in present day northeast Ohio.155 Emboldened by
his conversion to Chrisanity the following year, Hudson set out to establish a “utopian
colony” based on the principles of “religion, morality, law observance, and educaon.”156
Unlike many of the Conneccut speculators who purchased land in the Reserve but sent
others to plan and develop it, Hudson personally set out with his own team of surveyors
to explore his property. He soon relocated his family to what was to become the village
of Hudson, named in his honor. This remote selement was located twenty-three miles
southeast of Cleveland amidst a vast unspoiled wilderness, thus it required substanal
iniave on David Hudson’s behalf to create a town from scratch. Serving many civic
roles, including Jusce of the Peace and Postmaster, he founded a public primary school
and the First Congregaonal Church in 1802.157 Thus in the maer of a few short years
the village of Hudson was on its way to becoming an established community.
Hudson connued his philanthropic role within the community when in 1826
155
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Heinen’s
Grocery

Parking
Garage

Residences at First & Main

Hudson
Public
Library
First & Main

Parking
Garage

North Main Street
Open Space
Parking
200 feet

F  12. Development of the First & Main lifestyle center in Hudson, Ohio takes advantage of a key site
in the town center, yet lacks meaningful connecvity to the historic commercial corridor along North Main
Street. Site plan developed by the author, base map by Google (copyright 2009)
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he donated 160 acres of land and provided ﬁnancial backing for the foundaon of the
Western Reserve College and Preparatory School, a higher learning instuon dedicated
to the educaon of Presbyterian ministers. For his new college Hudson brought in
former faculty members from Yale College, earning the school the nickname “Yale of the
West.”158 The school’s campus reﬂected that of its Ivy League counterpart in architectural
respects as well. Famed Main Street historian Henry Howe described Western Reserve
College in his 1847 descripon of Summit County thus: “The college buildings are of
brick, and situated upon a beauful and spacious green, in an order similar to the
ediﬁces of Yale, on which instuon this is also modeled.”159 Although the college
eventually moved to Cleveland in 1882, later becoming Case Western Reserve University,
the preparatory school connued to operate on the original Hudson campus as the
Western Reserve Academy private boarding school, the oldest outside of New England.
Just as the layout of the Academy closely resembles that of a typical New England
college campus oriented around a central green, so too does the downtown of Hudson
proper. Whereas the academic buildings are constructed of brick, the commercial strip
along North Main Street features predominantly wood frame buildings (Figure 13).
Arculated in what is termed the Western Reserve style, these commercial buildings
include detached, two-story, front-end gabled frame buildings that are residenal in
ﬂavor and modest two-story brick Victorian Italianate aached commercial buildings.
The village also features Federal, Greek Revival and Colonial Revival style buildings.
Noteworthy local master builders Lemuel Porter and son Simeon Porter were acve
in Hudson during the early decades of the 19th century. Their disncve architectural
hallmark—a neoclassical fanlight surround resembling a truss of wheat—can sll be seen
on buildings such as the 1831 Bliss House located on the village green.160 Thus from early
158
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on Hudson developed in a style consistent with the common vernacular typologies of
New England.
Although quite rural, Hudson was regarded as a bason of civilizaon amidst
the surrounding wilderness. A mere decade aer the founding of Hudson a visitor from
Conneccut noted in 1811: “Hudson is quite seled. The houses are many of them
framed, and the tavern where we lodge is painted white, a novelty in this Western
country.”161 Instead of the log house structures found elsewhere in the territory, Hudson
developed more reﬁned building types early on. Thus the town quickly established a
reputaon for maintaining lifestyle standards akin to those of established selements
on the eastern seaboard. Also in 1811 a Scosh traveler described Hudson as, “an
old and thriving selement,” just twelve years since the ﬁrst expedion to the area.162
Established early on, the reﬁnement of Hudson’s New England architectural typologies
and village green has remained the town’s deﬁning hallmark.
Inially noteworthy as an educaonal center rather than a commercial
hub, Hudson managed to maintain its village atmosphere due to the absence of
industrializaon. Thus by the turn of the 20th century Hudson could be described as a,
“transplanted academic village amid the rolling richness of Middle-Western woodland
and farming country [which] was what New England had been half a century before.”163
Construcon of the Ohio and Erie Canal through the nearby town of Peninsula during
the early 19th century and the introducon of the Cleveland and Pisburgh Railroad in
1850 bolstered the commercial vitality of downtown Hudson. The town’s 19th century
economy primarily consisted of agricultural goods from local farms, with a parcular
emphasis on dairy products sold to a naonal market.164 With this agrarian business
base, Hudson became a successful commercial hub in the period following the Civil War.
161
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Yet despite this early prosperity, the removal of Western Reserve College to
Cleveland in 1882, a devastang downtown ﬁre ten years later and overly-opmisc
railroad speculaon ushered in a period of economic decline for Hudson at the end of
the 19th century.165 Before these events made a lasng impact however, Hudson nave
and coal industry millionaire James W. Ellsworth returned home in 1907 and assumed
the philanthropic role that David Hudson had adopted a century before. Ellsworth aimed
to turn Hudson into a “model town” by ﬁnancing its modernizaon for the 20th century.
He reopened Western Reserve Academy as a college preparatory school, oversaw the
construcon of modern public ulies, planted trees, paved roads and revitalized the
downtown commercial corridor.166 The addion of a clock tower to the northern end of
the village green in 1912 remains a deﬁning landmark in Hudson and acts as a testament
to Ellsworth’s legacy.167 Ellsworth stressed the importance of preserving Hudson’s
historic architecture as a means of protecng the town’s unique sense of place and thus
inslled a legacy of appreciaon and protecon for historic properes that remains to
this day.
The legacy of a preservaon consciousness bolstered Hudson’s commercial
center so that by the mid-20th century the village could sll be described thus: “When
you stand on the quiet green of Hudson, Ohio, looking through the trees toward the
church and the library, you feel that you are in eighteenth-century New England, not
in tweneth-century Ohio.”168 Through strict architectural review standards enforced
by the Architectural and Historic Board of Review, downtown Hudson sll retains the
deﬁning features of its Conneccut lineage. Yet by the late 1950s developers had begun
construcng suburban housing tracts, modern commercial strip centers and auto165
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centric oﬃce parks on former woodlands and farm country. Heavy industry also arrived
in Hudson by mid-century, including Morse Instrument in 1941 and a General Motors
facility in 1957.169 Rapid populaon growth began in the 1960s, resulng in the 1994
merger of village and township into the City of Hudson.170 The Hudson Historic District
was ﬁrst established as a Naonal Register Historic District on November 28, 1973.
Encompassing an area of 700 acres and including 51 buildings, the district covered
the majority of the downtown core roughly bounded by College, Streetsboro, South
Main and Baldwin Streets. The district was expanded on October 10, 1989 to include
an addional 88 acres and 99 more buildings roughly bounded by Hudson Street, Old
Orchard Drive, Aurora Street, Ovia Street, Streetsboro Street and College Street to
Aurora.171 Hudson also has several naonally and locally designated properes located
outside of the historic district. Through an acve local review board and a preservaonminded cizenry, the City of Hudson, Ohio has managed to maintain the picturesque
quality of its historic downtown and New England style village green.

I Y C ’ B  T , J T : A L   C

C   D  H

By the mid-1990s, the inundaon of shopping centers, regional malls and big
box stores into the northeast Ohio marketplace put a strain on the vitality of historic
downtowns in the area. In the ﬁrst decade of the 21st century, lifestyle centers began
to enter into this equaon as well. On the east side of Cleveland these include Legacy
Village in Lyndhurst (2003) and the revamped Eton Collecon in Woodmere (2003),
and the west side of the city boasts Crocker Park in Westlake (2004).172 Naonally169
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renowned lifestyle center Easton Town Center in Columbus, Ohio, built from 1998-2007
and comprising 1.5 million square feet of retail space, is only a few hours away from
the Cleveland area and contributes to the overly abundant wealth of retail space in the
region. Sﬀ compeon from Main Street lookalikes such as this has severely disrupted
the stability of the exisng retail ecology and has had a detrimental impact on the
economic vitality of small towns in northeast Ohio. Despite the relave strength of its
commercial corridor and the well-preserved state of downtown, the Hudson community
worried about the economic future of its historic core. In the words of Hudson city
manager Michael Morton, “There was an understanding that, le unaended, the
current downtown would not survive. We needed to make sure this could remain a
viable retail center.”173 The City of Hudson responded with a daring vision.
Although Hudson is a relavely conservave community, it took a big chance
in the interest of preserving the vitality of its commercial corridor by developing
a lifestyle center directly behind historic North Main Street. Talk of a downtown
mixed-use development project began soon aer the adopon of the City of Hudson
Comprehensive Plan in 1995. That same year the city acquired the former Morse
Controls property located directly west of downtown and demolished the abandoned
factory to prepare the site for redevelopment.174 In 2001 the city began a formal
bidding process to solicit development proposals for a new retail center on the 19acre brownﬁeld site. Out of 21 entries the Hudson Village Development Corporaon
(HVDC), founded by local business owner Thomas Murdough, was eventually selected
in partnership with Cleveland-based Fairmount Properes to build and manage the First
& Main lifestyle center. The public-private partnership between these developers and
above are: Legacy Village 550,000 SF retail out of 613,000 total SF; Eton Collecon 300,000 SF retail out of
300,000 total SF; Crocker Park 550,000 SF retail out of 1.7 million total SF.
173
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the City of Hudson went forward with the goal of establishing downtown Hudson as
a regional desnaon for shopping, cultural tourism and entertainment.175 Murdough
described the project as similar to Legacy Village, the ﬁrst open air lifestyle center in
northeast Ohio, yet explained that Hudson’s take on the concept would be, “…a lot
more quirky. A lot more bouque.”176 By expanding downtown’s commercial area, this
project aims to strengthen the economic vitality of the community and thus support the
preservaon of Hudson’s historic architecture and village green, deﬁning elements that
contribute to the community’s unique sense of place.177
The complex broke ground in June of 2003 and debuted in October of 2004.
A $50 million investment, the project was partly funded by the city, which assumed
about half of the development cost by building new infrastructure on the site. First &
Main encompasses close to 200,000 square feet of built space contained in nine new
buildings, including 110,000 square feet of retail, 30,000 square feet of oﬃce space
and 45,000 square feet dedicated to townhouses.178 Targeted at aracng a larger
regional share of retail acvity, the development is also intended to serve the Hudson
community. City manager Morton expressed that servicing local needs must, “…be the
goal and the mission, but we all realize that if we have a project that serves Hudsonites
well, it’ll draw people from the outside.”179 Intended as a complement to the exisng
downtown, this project features three new streets, a one-acre central green, addional
public open spaces, high-end naonal retailers, a local grocery store, a new public library
and the headquarters of the Hudson Historical Society.180
The First & Main project was developed in accordance with the goals established
175
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in the City of Hudson’s 1995 Comprehensive Plan, expanded and updated in 2004.
Hudson has experienced extreme populaon growth in the past forty years, increasing
50% from 1970 to 1980, 35% from 1980 to 1990, and 22% from 1990 to 1995. Le
unchecked, this rapid expansion, as stated in the 1995 plan, “threatens to disrupt and
even destroy the small town atmosphere that is important to Hudson.”181 The city
adopted a series of measures aimed at managing growth by revitalizing the historic core
to enhance quality of life for residents, retain the architectural integrity and authencity
of the historic Main Street and support the economic sustainability of the community.
These intervenons helped to keep residenal development at a sustainable level yet
the commercial growth of the city had not kept pace. As such, the 2004 revision of the
plan stressed the need to retain and expand exisng businesses within the historic core
as a means of promong economic development.
In order to achieve the goals outlined in the 2004 update of Hudson’s
Comprehensive Plan, the city undertook a series of implementaon measures including
inﬁll and adapve reuse as tools to reinforce exisng compact development paerns
in the downtown. Located in close proximity to major highways, including the Ohio
Turnpike, traﬃc congeson in downtown Hudson poses a serious threat to quality of
life. Thus the First & Main project features amenies for pedestrians and cyclists in
an aempt to reduce vehicle trips for local residents and enhance the walkability of
downtown. Reinstated rail connecvity is also being examined as a long-term goal that
will further alleviate roadway congeson, support exisng businesses and aract new
merchants to the historic core.
To further support these eﬀorts, the widening of North Main Street has been
prohibited in order to preserve the historic buildings, village green and pedestrian
181
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friendliness of the downtown.182 Policy makers have also been proacve in recognizing
that a successful mixed-use district requires the support of adjacent residenal
development. This is being implemented as second story dwelling units above ground
ﬂoor retail and a townhouse development called the Residences at First & Main located
on the northern edge of the First & Main site. By increasing the crical mass of residents
in the downtown, opmizing open space amenies and providing new retail oﬀerings,
Hudson’s mixed-use development takes advantage of the downtown’s exisng assets as
a strategy for ensuring the vitality of the community for years to come.

I     N  U    H   P    
Even though First & Main does not incorporate the adapve reuse of historic
buildings, the primary focus of the project was to ensure the preservaon of historic
North Main Street by increasing foot traﬃc with new retail oﬀerings. Referencing the
scale, style and massing of other historic buildings in the district, this new construcon
project bows to historic precedents in the downtown (Figure 14). This response is
an innovave approach to the incorporaon of New Urbanist design principles in
downtown revitalizaon areas. The Hudson case is a unique example of this sort of
interacon between a lifestyle center and historic urbanism. Extending the scope of
the project to incorporate strategies aimed at retaining exisng merchants while also
aracng new businesses, First & Main oﬀers a forward-thinking example of how to
maintain the charm and character of an exisng community while simultaneously
providing for its future development.
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F  13. Hudson, Ohio’s North Main Street features predominantly wood frame buildings in the
Conneccut Western Reserve style. Image by Merchants of Hudson (all rights reserved), hp://www.ﬂickr.
com/photos/merchantsoudson/2802428079

F  14. Hudson’s First & Main lifestyle center adheres to a strict set of design guidelines to harmonize
with historic North Main Street’s Western Reserve style architecture. Image by the Merchants of Hudson
(all rights reserved), hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/merchantsoudson/2803272796
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A series of strict design guidelines were developed for First & Main to ensure
that the project would not overwhelm the authenc Main Street behind it. These design
parameters include speciﬁcaons liming building heights to no higher than three
stories and a spulaon that the new development not be visible from the exisng
downtown. To accommodate these guidelines, the project is located at the boom of
a slight hill directly west of Main Street. Scaling back the larger than life proporons of
typical lifestyle centers, project architects from the Cleveland oﬃce of Dorsky Hodgson
+ Partners designed the new buildings at First & Main in a Western Reserve architectural
style typical of historic Hudson properes. Vintage materials were also used when
possible, including salvaged bricks from nearby Fairport Harbor used to construct
some of the building façades. These implementaon mechanisms respond to concerns
expressed during community meengs that the new development be consistent with the
historic village quality of the downtown.183
Hudson’s comprehensive Land Development Code (LDC) added an addional
layer of control on land use and design issues as a connuaon of the city’s commitment
to maintaining the character and integrity of the historic core. By priorizing downtown
reinvestment instead of peripheral expansion, the LDC reinforces the value of historic
building stock and focuses development acvity in exisng urban areas of the city.
Hudson’s regulatory framework stresses the importance of downtown as the locus of
reinvestment, commercial acvity and cultural tourism.184 For the First & Main project,
issues of style, massing and size were important factors in achieving pedestrian scale
and honoring the precedent of adjacent historic properes. As such, the urban design
framework for this development paid close aenon to retail space allotments. In
order to ensure that none of the establishments became too overwhelming or took
183
184
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on the look and feel of a big box store, the façades were designed with varying styles,
textures and roof lines to break up the mass of the buildings.185 Retail square footages
were limited to 5,000 square feet per store, with one excepon for Heinen’s grocery
store, the anchor tenant, which was limited to 20,000 square feet rather than the 5060,000 square foot plans typical for this local chain.186 Bolstered by the support of a
preservaon-friendly regulatory framework, the city ensures that any new development
supports the health of Main Street merchants and promotes the connued use of
historic structures.
Since one of the primary reasons for developing First & Main was to reposion
downtown Hudson as a regional retail desnaon, parking and traﬃc were issues that
required migaon in the design and development phases of the project. Expansion
of two-lane North Main Street is prohibited as a measure to preserve the village green
and historic buildings located on either side. As such, First & Main includes three new
internal streets, each with angled parking, and a large parking structure to accommodate
the expected increase in vehicles downtown. The developers adhered to the standard
metric for shopping center parking of ﬁve spaces per 1,000 square-feet of retail space,
which is provided on site through on-street parking and a 710 space garage.187 Yet the
spaal dimension of parking as included in the design, coupled with the sheer volume of
spaces available, has a detrimental impact on the pedestrian experience (Figure 15). The
huge parking garage is sandwiched between First & Main and the back of North Main
Street’s historic buildings, thus separang the two retail areas from one another with
a large expanse of surface parking on the roof of the garage. This is unfortunate, and
a beer connecon between the new and old retail areas could have been realized by
posioning buildings closer to the exisng poron of downtown. The new development
185
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could have sll been hidden from view while providing beer pedestrian connecons
between the exisng commercial corridor and newly-created Front Street, the heart
of First & Main. While aempng to enhance the viability of a historic small town, the
designers failed to provide a framework for buildings both new and old to have a direct
dialogue.
In addion to the separaon factor of the structured parking, key diﬀerences in
the massing, scale and size of buildings at First & Main relave to its historic predecessor
diﬀerenates the two areas and further detracts from the visitor’s experience of the new
space. First & Main’s on-street parking serves as a traﬃc calming device and enhances
walkability by forcing motorists to slow down, yet these parking provisions result in
throughways that are too wide relave to the height of the buildings. Whereas North
Main Street has a protected and cozy ambiance, the wide thoroughfares of First & Main
feel exposed and unprotected (Figure 16). This is further enhanced by the fact that
the new development’s street trees are quite young and so do not provide the thick
tree cover found on North Main. This will improve with me, yet the street width to
building height rao will connue to provide less of a village feel in the newest poron
of the downtown. The buildings of First & Main seem daunng to the pedestrian
because they are not in harmony with the proporons of the street. While none of the
buildings exceed three stories, the ﬂoor heights are much taller than the predominantly
smaller scale two-story buildings on Main Street. Many of Hudson’s historic commercial
buildings are clapboard-clad wood frame structures, whereas First & Main’s structures
are of predominantly masonry construcon. Thus the new development has a husky,
massive quality relave to the quaint Western Reserve buildings on North Main.
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F  15. First & Main’s streets are too wide relave to the height of the new buildings, which in addion
to a large amount of surface parking creates an exposed feeling that dampens the pedestrian experience.
Image by Dan Burden, hp://www.co.weld.co.us/compplan/presentaons/Dan%20Burden%20
Walkability%20June%202007_ﬁles/slide2484_image392.jpg

F  16. With large paved areas and sparse vegetaon, First & Main lacks the enclosed and protected
feel of historic North Main Street. Image by Zach Vesoulis, hp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_
shopping_area_hudson_oh.jpg
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Although the First & Main project comes up short in terms of successfully
respecng the scale, texture and size of the naonally-registered commercial core, it has
been much more successful at preserving local small businesses on Main Street. Unlike a
greenﬁeld New Urbanist development, First & Main directly impacts exisng downtown
merchants. Local retailer Liz Murphy, owner of independent Hudson bookstore the
Learnéd Owl located on historic North Main Street, expressed concern over whether
the introducon of this new shopping center would hurt or harm local business owners.
She explained that, “Anyone can build a shopping center, but to build around something
that’s been here for 200 years—that’s hard.”188 Main Street merchants were the most
skepcal of the proposed development, expressing fears ranging from what impact the
completed development would have on the downtown to the potenal for construcon
to keep would-be patrons away from store entrances. While the resulng relaonship
between established merchants and new retailers has been rocky at mes, the two are
proving to have a mutually beneﬁcial impact on one another.
Through a series of community meengs and public discussions during the
planning stages of the project, local residents and business owners alike stressed
the importance of having a mix of naonal, regional and local tenants in the new
development. In response, the city spulated that naonal retailers could not occupy
more than ﬁy percent of the retail space. Thus while the project includes naonal
upscale chains such as Ann Taylor Lo, Chico’s and Caribou Coﬀee, local establishments
such as Aladdin’s Eatery, Fundamentals Creave Toy Store and Uniquely Ohio gi shop
are also represented. The large number of retailers at First & Main brings needed foot
traﬃc to the historic downtown, which features local service providers and restaurants.
To migate compeon between the lifestyle center and downtown, chain businesses
188
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that would directly compete with Main Street merchants have been prohibited from
entering First & Main. For instance, Walgreen’s was turned away in deference to familyrun Saywell’s Drug Store, which has been a Main Street staple for the past hundred
years, and naonal bookstore chains were rejected in favor of the Learnéd Owl.
While downtown Hudson is not part of an oﬃcial Naonal Main Street program,
the Merchants of Hudson organizaon ﬁlls a similar role by facilitang a joint promoon
eﬀort between the merchants of First & Main and the historic downtown. John
MacWherter, owner of Uniquely Ohio and president of the merchants’ associaon,
stated that the organizaon, “…recognize[es] the fact that there are big-box stores
out there, and places like Legacy Village. If we’re going to compete with that group,
we need to compete as a larger enty.”189 The Hudson Chamber of Commerce has
also undertaken a number of innovave approaches to enhance the vitality of the
commercial district and help independent merchants on Main Street. Its eﬀorts
include the launching of a citywide electronic gi card in November of 2002 to aract
consumers to downtown. In spaal terms the historic downtown does not communicate
very well with First & Main, yet the dialogue between retailers on either side of
downtown has been quite eﬀecve at enhancing Hudson’s economic vitality.

C    A  
The First & Main lifestyle center in downtown Hudson, Ohio is a case of
parcular interest in that it serves as a way to ensure the economic health of the city by
becoming the very thing that threatens to destroy it. As retail centers in the Cleveland
metropolitan area connue to develop and expand, parcularly those with New Urbanist
formats, it presents an incredibly challenging climate for small business owners on Main
189
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Street. Hudson achieves two goals at once by redeveloping a problemac brownﬁeld site
directly adjacent to the Naonal Register listed historic Main Street while at the same
me enhancing the regional draw of the town by creang a concentraon of high-end
retail and restaurants. From an urban design standpoint the development has failed to
knit together old and new—First & Main literally turns its back to North Main Street—
but measures undertaken to ensure the connuaon of local businesses by turning away
would-be competors has proven successful thus far. On the whole this project has
proven beneﬁcial for the city’s historic structures on Main Street by ensuring a steady
stream of foot traﬃc and tax revenue, yet the project has had a negave impact on the
historic commercial centers of other towns in the area. Ironically, Hudson’s bold move to
save itself has been at the expense of other Main Street communies.

N  U   F     F  * M
A rather unique example of a full-scale lifestyle center development built directly
adjacent to a naonally-registered downtown, First & Main unfortunately leaves much
to be desired in terms of connecvity to Main Street. Even though the project was
executed under a strict set of architectural standards intended to ensure a seamless
transion between the historic district and the new development, the buildings of First
& Main have a rather bland and generic quality and lile visual cohesion with Main
Street. Many of Hudson’s historic commercial buildings are modest two-story, wooden
clapboard-clad, front end gabled structures, whereas those found at First & Main are
oen massive and predominantly feature masonry façades (Figures 17-21). Even though
these new buildings adhere to the three-story maximum, in terms of actual size they
vary quite considerably with the historic area of the city and disrupt the human scale of
the project. In addion to the over-scale of the buildings, the development’s overly wide
street network and large parking structure privilege the automobile over the pedestrian.
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F  17. Hudson’s historic North Main Street is predominated by modest two-story wood frame
structures featuring front-end gables. Image by Merchants of Hudson (all rights reserved), hp://www.
ﬂickr.com/photos/merchantsoudson/2797423204
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F  18. This front-end gabled building at First & Main is an excellent example of appropriate scale,
materials and massing relave to historic precedents on North Main Street. Image by Merchants of
Hudson (all rights reserved), hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/merchantsoudson/2796986717

F  19. Although styliscally similar to historic commercial architecture on North Main Street, this
building at First & Main is incompable with the scale and massing of these earlier examples. Image by
DangApricot, hp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ColdstoneCreameryHudsonOhio.JPG
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F  20. Brick commercial architecture on North Main Street consists of modest two-story Victorian
Italianate buildings that maintain the pedestrian scale of the streetscape. Image by DangApricot, hp://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HowardHannaUSBankHudsonOH.JPG

F  21. Brick commercial buildings at First & Main include this over-scaled Western Reserve style
building, which is incompable with North Main Street precedents. Image by DangApricot, hp://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TalbotsHudsonOhio.JPG
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The result is an area predominated by impervious surfaces punctuated with several
bulky building clusters. In the quest to accommodate the ancipated increase in traﬃc,
First & Main sacriﬁces the human element.
Yet in its adopon of New Urbanist principles such as incorporang the
development into the community and reinvesng in exisng urban areas, the First &
Main project is preferable to the big box stores or chain-dominated retail strip center
that could have been built on the site instead. Taking care to incorporate communityserving funcons such as the new 50,000 square foot Hudson Public Library, a local
grocery store and residenal units, this development takes full advantage of the New
Urbanist approach to create a district that has around the clock funconality (Figure
22). Instead of becoming a single-use desnaon shopping center, First & Main aracts
a crical mass of patrons from within the community and without by providing viable
opons for work, play and living every day of the week. Pauline Eaton, the director
of downtown revitalizaon at Heritage Ohio/Downtown Ohio, Inc., believes that
developments such as this, “may be the move of the future” in terms of their ability to
strengthen exisng urban areas through New Urbanist design and planning principles.190
Yet by the same token, the very mechanisms that have proven successful in Hudson
have further aggravated the decline of other historic commercial areas elsewhere in the
region. So for all the local beneﬁt provided through First & Main’s innovaon, as far as
independent Main Street retailers elsewhere in northeast Ohio are concerned it is just as
bad as any other lifestyle center.

F  * M ’ R   I  H   M S

C   

Northeast Ohio lifestyle centers such as Legacy Village in Lyndhurst, First & Main
in Hudson, the Eton Collecon in Woodmere and Crocker Park in Westlake have had
190
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F  22. The Residences at First & Main is a dense townhouse development aimed at enhancing
the vitality of downtown Hudson. Image by First and Main Hudson (all rights reserved), hp://www.
ﬁrstandmainhudson.com/Live/siteplan.htm
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a detrimental impact on sales and foot traﬃc in small towns throughout the region.
For historic Main Street communies such as the village of Chagrin Falls on the east
side of Cleveland, the rapid proliferaon of lifestyle centers within the past decade has
worsened the already strained situaon for local downtown retailers. Located just 15
miles north of Hudson, Chagrin Falls was also seled during the 19th century as part
of the Conneccut Western Reserve, and is comparable to Hudson in terms of plan
and design. Chagrin Falls is situated around a central village green (in the shape of
triangle) that features a 19th century bandstand, and downtown’s architecture consists
of predominantly Victorian and Federal style historic building stock. Around the same
me that Hudson was draing its ﬁrst comprehensive plan and contemplang its
economic future, Chagrin Falls faced a similar dilemma. A 1997 retail study showed that
in the ﬁrst half of that decade 40 retailers in downtown had either closed or relocated
away from Main Street. Wendy Hoge Naylor, president of Chagrin Falls Preservaon,
cited compeon from area shopping centers as the major culprit in downtown’s retail
instability. She explained that, “The days of the lile Woolworth’s counter are over. We
need to ﬁnd a balance of the nostalgia versus what will do well against compeon
from big-box retailers today.”191 Yet without the land or funding available to redevelop
in the way that Hudson had, Chagrin Falls responded with a $3.9 million streetscape
improvement project instead. Like Hudson, other towns within the region that are
operang within the same retail environment have had to develop creave new
approaches to enhance the viability and visibility of their downtowns.
Small businesses located in historic commercial corridors are feeling the pinch
of “retail Darwinism” stemming from the rapid proliferaon of imitaon Main Streets.192
Watching their customers being lured away to the idealized Main Street formats of
191
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places like First & Main, local retailers are le with few tools to compete. What makes
these new retail centers so potent is that they combine the format of small town
urbanism with the collecve organizaonal model enabled by their single-ownership
status. Thus these places adopt a tacc similar to the NMSC’s four-point approach
of Organizaon, Promoon, Design and Economic Restructuring. In essence the only
advantage held by historic Main Streets is their authencity and exisng community
base. By capitalizing on these assets in conjuncon with targeted historic preservaon
measures, these towns can enhance their compeve advantage in the marketplace.
Yet the regional pull of lifestyle centers cannot be ignored. For local retailers such as P. J.
Campbell, President of Piccadilly’s Fine Art Galleries in Chagrin Falls, the overabundance
of lifestyle centers in northeast Ohio represented the ﬁnal straw for many of the
merchants on Main Street. As he explains, “Why would we renew our lease? Eton,
Legacy Village, First & Main—together, these are the nails in our coﬃn.” 193 Main Street
replicas such as First & Main, while helpful for Hudson’s economy, have had the opposite
eﬀect elsewhere in the region. Thus the imitaon towns that recall tradional downtown
precedents have ushered in the demise of historic small towns instead.
For the First & Main development in Hudson, Ohio, historic preservaon plays an
ancillary role to the New Urbanist framework of the project. In undertaking a mixed-use
center that supports retail acvity with civic funcons and residenal units, this lifestyle
center employs key New Urbanist principles for the beneﬁt of a historically sensive
downtown district. The new buildings take cues from their predecessors in terms of
architectural style, yet do not directly connect with Hudson’s exisng urbanism. Despite
this spaal disconnect, the project has been successful in enhancing the marketability
and viability of the businesses housed within these historic buildings. The First & Main
project raises several interesng points in the ongoing discussion of whether New
193
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Urbanism supports preservaon, or whether pracce of the former simply ignores the
laer. In this case, economic and social intervenons support the viability of historic
resources by enhancing the compeve advantage of downtown Hudson. Yet this
project did not incorporate a single historic structure into its plan nor did it provide
direct ﬁnancial support for historic preservaon acvies. By choosing a design format
that acknowledges the important values associated with its urban context, the Hudson
case is an innovave example of redevelopment in a historically sensive area. Fully
taking advantage of all that the New Urbanist approach has to oﬀer can result in a
much more integrave method to knit together new and old into a mutually sustainable
framework.
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Flag House Courts Redevelopment, Balmore, Maryland
Category
Land Area
Built Area
Designers
Developers

Urban Renewal
14.5 acres
336 housing units
Tor Gallas and Partners, CHK, Inc.
H.J. Russell New Urban Development LLC, Integral Properes LLC,
Mid City Urban LLC
Historic Area East Lombard Street (Corned Beef Row)
Key Dates
1700s – Jonestown neighborhood seled
1845 – Lloyd Street Synagogue built
1890s – East Lombard Street emerges as commercial hub
1955 – Flag House Courts public housing project opens
1968 – Riots break out aer assassinaon of Dr. Marn Luther King, Jr.
1974 – Jonestown Planning Council founded
1976 – East Lombard Street dubbed “Corned Beef Row”
2001 – Flag House Courts demolished
2002 – Historic Jonestown, Inc. founded
2005 – Albemarle Square and Heritage Walk debut
P  B 
The Jonestown area of East Balmore was once home to the city’s most upwardly
mobile cizens. Noteworthy for important sites of colonial history, the neighborhood
witnessed incredible growth over the course of the 19th century as a massive inﬂux of
immigrants arrived and spawned the development of a bustling commercial corridor
along East Lombard Street. Yet by the mid-20th century, as with other American cies,
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most of the wealthy residents had moved on, leaving the economically disadvantaged
and disenfranchised in their wake. By mid-century, slum condions in Jonestown were
spiraling out of control and warranted polical intervenon. In 1955 the Flag House
Courts public housing project rose from the ashes of this once vibrant secon of the city,
but served only to hasten the area’s decline. Yet new hope came on the cusp of the 21st
century as the city was awarded HOPE VI funding to redevelop the site as a reintegrated
mixed-income, mixed-use development capable of resuscitang the historic commercial
corridors of East Lombard to the north and Lile Italy to the south. Approaching
economic redevelopment from the viewpoint that a crical mass of residents must ﬁrst
be established as leverage for future commercial development, the Flag House Courts
revitalizaon project is an inspiring example of New Urbanist principles applied to the
revival of a struggling urban core.

A N    T    : J   ’ D  H  
The Jonestown neighborhood—bounded on the north by Orleans Street, Pra
to the south, Central Avenue on the east and the Jones Falls to the west—has proven
to be one of the most turbulent and dynamic areas of Balmore. Owing its name to
early 18th century seler David Jones, the neighborhood was referred to as the city “on
the other side of the Falls” prior to the incorporaon of Balmore.194 Once home to
the city’s wealthiest and most presgious cizens, this area derives much of its historic
signiﬁcance from its colonial past. Jonestown was home to such ﬁgures as Charles
Carroll, a signer of the Declaraon of Independence, and Mary Young Pickersgill, the
woman who made the ﬂag that ﬂew above Fort McHenry during the War of 1812 and
inspired Francis Sco Key to pen what would become the Naonal Anthem. Today the
area is part of the city’s newly established Heritage Walk Guided Tour and boasts a
194
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wealth of cultural and historic sites including the Jewish Museum of Maryland, Lloyd
Street Synagogue, the Carroll Mansion, the Flag House and Star-Spangled Banner
Museum, the Shot Tower, the Friends Meeng House and the Reginald F. Lewis Museum
of Maryland African American History and Culture (Figures 23-24).195
As the city began to grow and expand during the 19th century, the wealthy
residents of Jonestown gave way to a growing populaon of Irishmen, Italians and
Eastern European Jewish immigrants. From the 1820s onward this neighborhood was a
hub of immigrant acvity, giving rise to Lile Italy in the southern poron of Jonestown
and a sizable Jewish community to the north. At the heart of this neighborhood the
1000 block of East Lombard Street emerged in the 1890s as a vital commercial corridor
known for its bustling array of Jewish meat markets, delis and bakeries.196 The area’s
commercial net was cast beyond the boundaries of the neighborhood as it became a
hub of kosher exports to the southeastern United States.197 The area was represented by
a wide range of racial and ethnic groups, including blacks, whites, and recent immigrants
alike. Yet Jonestown was considered a “starter neighborhood.” Once new immigrants
had become successful enough to move away, they did so.198 Although the commercial
corridor remained acve unl the mid-20th century, the populaon and building stock of
the surrounding area went into sharp decline during that period. Mass riong broke out
in the area following the 1968 assassinaon of Dr. Marn Luther King, Jr., sgmazing
inner city Balmore as unsafe (Figure 25). The commercial secon of East Lombard
Street was dubbed “Corned Beef Row” in 1976 as part of $3 million revitalizaon
program spearheaded by Mayor William Donald Schaefer, but this program failed to
195
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F  23. The 1845 Lloyd Street Synagogue in East Balmore was Maryland’s ﬁrst synagogue, and is
the third oldest remaining in the United States. Image by Alan Cordova, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/
acordova/2946090640

F  24. The Flag House and Star-Spangled Banner Museum was once the home of Mary Young
Pickersgill. Here she made the ﬂag that ﬂew above Fort McHenry and inspired Francis Sco Key to pen the
Naonal Anthem. Image by teejayhanton, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/mpmb/59168437
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have a lasng impact.199 By the 1970s what had once been a vibrant retail strip had only
a few businesses remaining.
By midway through the 20th century, slum condions in the Jonestown
neighborhood had become a polical concern and spurred the development of a plan
to redevelop the area through urban renewal. Plans were drawn up in 1952 for a public
housing project known as Flag House Courts, which incorporated three 12-story towers
and thirteen 3-story low-rises with the aim of achieving the “greatest possibilies for
aracve architectural design.”200 Yet the format was sll largely untested at this me,
and even though high-rise towers were successful habitats for the wealthy there was
no guarantee that this design would work as a housing vehicle for the inner-city poor.
The city razed 11 acres of vacant and dilapidated buildings to make way for the new
development, which opened in November of 1955. However, like other projects of this
type built during the 1950s and 1960s, the Flag House Courts project soon fell vicm
to shoddy maintenance, violence and drugs, and failed to remediate the social forces
underlying slum condions in inner city Balmore.201 Residents of “Flag” (as the project
was colloquially referred to) were sgmazed as tower dwellers in a neighborhood of
row houses and never became fully integrated with the surrounding neighborhood.202
The complex soon became an insular unit of poverty amidst a series of declining
commercial corridors.
By the early 1990s the failure of Flag House Courts could no longer escape public
aenon as crime from within the site was spilling over into Lile Italy and Corned Beef
199
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Row. A “clean sweep” program undertaken in the summer of 1993 made minor headway
at remediang the social and physical degradaon of the complex, yet it was becoming
readily apparent that a much more serious intervenon was needed.203 The City of
Balmore secured state and federal funding to rid itself of inner city high-rise slums once
and for all, and by the end of the decade had leveled Lafayee Courts (1996), Lexington
Terrace (1998) and Murphy Homes (1999).204 The Housing Authority of Balmore
imploded the Flag House Courts complex on February 10, 2001 (Figure 26).205 With
this demolion, Balmore became the ﬁrst major U.S. city to completely rid itself of
downtown high-rise public housing.206 With the assistance of public and private funding,
including a $21.5 million HOPE VI grant awarded in 1998, a redevelopment plan was put
into place that reﬂected the views of a broad selecon of stakeholders. A number of
design charrees leading up to the project included Flag House Courts residents, local
community leaders, city oﬃcials, local retailers and private developers, an inclusionary
precedent that was connued throughout the construcon and implementaon
phases.207 With secured funding and public support, the city sought to achieve at Flag
House Courts what had been successfully accomplished in other redevelopment projects
in the city, including Federal Hill, Canton and Fells Point.

B 

  A : R    F H C  S
Located adjacent to a number of key areas in the city, including historic

commercial corridors such as the Lile Italy district to the south and Corned Beef Row
to the north, the Flag House Courts site bore immense potenal to promote posive
change in the neighborhood. Awarded funding through HUD’s HOPE VI public housing
203
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F  25. Riots broke out across Balmore following the assassinaon of Dr. Marn Luther King, Jr. On
April 8, 1968, destrucon reached the Corned Beef Row secon of East Lombard Street. Image by W.M.
Hackley, hp://mysite.verizon.net/vzesdp09/balmorepolicehistorybywmhackley2/id76.html

F  26. The Flag House Courts towers await demolion on the morning of February 10, 2001. Image by
pagodabob (all rights reserved), hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/pagodabob/90457860
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redevelopment program, the project’s master plan incorporated New Urbanist principles
to create a mixed-use, mixed-income neighborhood. The HOPE VI program emerged in
1993, the same year the CNU was founded, with the aim of redeveloping failed public
housing projects across the U.S.208 HOPE VI has proven incredibly progressive in its reimaginaon of public housing design and has adopted core New Urbanist principles
such as pedestrian scale, walkability, public art and open spaces, mixed-use formats,
and housing typologies that incorporate a variety of styles and formats. The program’s
mandates place a strong emphasis on design-based soluons for remediang the social
maladies that plague public housing projects. The modernist towers of the 1950s and
60s failed to promote healthy communies, thus the neo-tradional development
approach now used by HOPE VI seeks to achieve healthy and stable communies
through urbanism at the human scale. Although the program has been cricized for
abandoning the one-for-one replacement rule by which developers are not required to
match the number of aﬀordable housing units contained in the previous project, this
approach has been incredibly successful at improving the safety, livability and diversity
of the naon’s most severely distressed public housing projects.209
A $65 million revitalizaon project, the redevelopment of the Flag House Courts
site takes a housing approach to commercial development by bringing a crical mass of
consumers into the area that will in turn support expanded retail development (Figure
27). The residenal component of the project, known as Albemarle Square, is located
in the area bounded by Pra, Central, Balmore and Albemarle Streets (Figure 28).
The site contains 336 total units including 182 tagged as rental aﬀordable housing,
10 aﬀordable units oﬀered for sale, 135 market-rate units and 9 market-rate units
programmed as live/work spaces. The aﬀordable housing component was developed by
208
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F  27. The redevelopment of the Flag House Courts site engages a number of signiﬁcant historic
buildings, shown here in color. The new residenal development of Albemarle Square is the collecon of
buildings located at the center of this site plan. Image by Tor Gallas and Partners, hp://www.cnu.org/
sites/www.cnu.org/ﬁles/Balmore%20land%20use.jpg
F  28.
Redevelopment
of the former Flag
House Courts public
housing site includes
the new residenal
development
called Albemarle
Square. By bringing
an inﬂux of new
residents to the
area, the city hopes
to spur commercial
development on
nearby Corned
Beef Row. Image
by Tor Gallas and
Partners (all rights
reserved), hp://
www.torgallaschk.
com/image_pop.
asp?i=images/
THUMBS/81286/
resource/
screen_188733.jpg
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Flaghouse Courts LLC, the for-sale aﬀordable housing units by Harrison-Adaoha/EHCDC
and Beazer Homes took on the market-rate housing units.210 Construcon of Phase I of
the housing began in the summer of 2003, which included 79 townhouses encompassing
124 rental units and ﬁve 3-story apartment buildings of 9 units each. Phase II includes
the remaining aﬀordable housing space in addion to 155 garage townhouses and
condominium apartments.211 These buildings are designed to seamlessly blend with
the historic context of Balmore row houses in adjacent areas of the city, as well as to
make aﬀordable units indisnguishable from the market rate buildings (Figure 29). In
this way, Albemarle Square achieves a mixed-income community that includes workingclass families, young professionals and low-income residents requiring public assistance.
By breaking down the physical boundaries to economic and social integraon found in
high-rise public housing projects, lower-density, human-oriented design formats derived
from tradional urbanism can enhance the upward mobility of residents. In addion to
the residenal units, and to make the project funcon as a true neighborhood center,
plans for the area also include ground ﬂoor retail with residenal units above and a
community and youth development center that will serve as a neighborhood catalyst for
the rebirth of East Lombard Street.212
One of the most interesng aspects of this redevelopment project is its
approach to reviving the East Lombard Street commercial corridor through residenal
development. As Christopher Shea, deputy commissioner of development for Balmore
Housing describes, “What’s unusual with this is that we’ve created all of this [Albemarle
Square] for a commercial district.” The city has taken a very progressive approach to
revitalizaon in this area. In addion to developing the former Flag House Courts site,
the city also owns 80% of the neighborhood’s vacant land. Hoping to capitalize on the
210
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F  29. Albemarle Square was designed to merge seamlessly with the historic context of East
Balmore. New residenal buildings to the right respect the scale and massing of historic structures
located on the le. Image by R2 Producons, LLC, hp://balmore.shownbyphotos.com/20070402federal-hill-0141-800.jpg-large.html
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draw of exisng retail, which primarily consists of Corned Beef Row’s three remaining
delis—Lenny’s, Weiss’ and Aman’s—the city is aempng to reposion the last
remnants of this once-thriving district as the seeds for a new commercial corridor
(Figures 30-31). Father Richard Lawrence, president of the Jonestown Planning Council
and spiritual leader of community anchor St. Vincent de Paul Church, believes that this
strategy of residenal preceding commercial development is a smart approach. As he
explains, “I think as we get more residents in the area, there will be more demands for
[commercial] services. It will work more slowly than the housing…It will be entrepreneur
by entrepreneur.”213 This has proven to be the case thus far, as the housing has been
quickly absorbed by the market while new commercial development has been slower
to come on line. The project won several awards from the design community however,
including the 2001 American Instute of Architects Naonal Honor Award in Urban
Design and the 2001 Congress for the New Urbanism Charter Award.214 Ironically, the
same low-rise, low-density, mixed-ethnicity and mixed-use neighborhood obliterated by
the towers is now being reintroduced as the last chance to save the neighborhood.

I     N  U    H   P    
Taking an innovave approach to the redevelopment of a former public
housing complex, the Flag House Courts project leverages new residenal construcon
as a strategy to encourage reinvestment on East Lombard Street. The master plan
incorporates both new construcon and adapve reuse to stch the fabric of the
neighborhood back together and connect places that have been cut oﬀ from one
another for nearly half a century. While private investment in the retail component of
the project has not taken oﬀ as quickly as the housing, the redevelopment area has
213
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F  30. The legacy of urban renewal on East Lombard Street has le a number of vacant lots. Yet
several historic structures sll remain, including the home of Aman’s Deli. Image by Nat Hansen (all
rights reserved), hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/hansenn/2456031546

F  31. Redevelopment proposals for the secon of East Lombard Street known as Corned Beef Row
aim to reestablish the district as a community commercial hub. Image by Tor Gallas and Partners, hp://
www.cnu.org/sites/www.cnu.org/ﬁles/Balmore%20HISTORIC%20COMM%20CTR.jpg
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already enhanced the image of the neighborhood and fostered a sense of opmism for
area merchants and residents. The seamless integraon of market rate and aﬀordable
housing within a human-scale environment respects the city’s indigenous building stock
and has proven to be a successful applicaon of New Urbanist design principles. On the
whole, the Flag House Courts revitalizaon project is a hallmark example of the power of
tradionally derivave urban design in creang safe, accessible and sustainable places
for city residents.
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Redevelopment of the Flag House Courts public housing complex adopted a
number of New Urbanist design intervenons in keeping with the HOPE VI aspects
of the project. Aer the demolion of the complex’s buildings the historic street grid
was reintroduced to connect East Lombard Street to the north with Lile Italy to the
south. When reintroduced through the project site, the new streets of Lloyd, Granby,
Albemarle, Plowman and High knied the urban fabric of the neighborhood back
together. For the ﬁrst me in nearly half a century the Corned Beef Row commercial
corridor was directly linked with the Lile Italy district. Aer the reintroducon of the
grid, new residenal buildings were added that harmonized with the stylisc and formal
precedents of tradional Balmore row houses (Figures 32-33). This process had an
incredibly transformave impact, sparking a new sense of hope and opmism as visual,
spaal and physical connecons were reopened. Even for those that remained in the
area throughout the duraon of demolion and construcon, the transformaon has
been remarkable. As Avi Y. Decter, execuve director of the Jewish Museum of Maryland
remarked, “Someone said to me that the museum has changed its locaon without even
moving.”215 Thus while design intervenons posited by the New Urbanists are not the
215
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F  32. Residenal architecture in East Balmore is dominated by 19th century rowhouse typologies.
Image by Earl, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/earlg/2740094556

F  33. The new buildings at Albemarle Square were designed to harmonize with indigenous
residenal building stock. Image by Tor Gallas and Partners (all rights reserved), hp://www.
torgallaschk.com/image_pop.asp?i=images/THUMBS/81286/resource/screen_188730.jpg
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only soluon to wielding great cultural shis, priorizing the human experience of cies
enables people to re-imagine the potenal of their communies.
In addion to renewing connecons to adjacent neighborhoods by reintroducing
the historic street network, the project engages the contextual relaonship of buildings
as well. Extending beyond the boundaries of the former public housing complex
through acquision of private lots located adjacent to the project site, the development
fosters a seamless transion between new and old. By selecvely inﬁlling vacant land
and replacing blighted properes with sensive new construcon, Albemarle Square
becomes fully integrated with the exisng neighborhood commercial corridor. The
residenal development takes advantage of the street as the primary public realm by
orienng residenal buildings towards the roadways and locang parking at mid-block
locaons. Deﬁning the public realm through streetscape frontages on thoroughfares
and park space, the development keeps eyes on the street to promote safety and
security.216 In the words of Marc Wouters, project architect at the ﬁrm of Tor Gallas and
Partners, “We’re going back to the future. We hope to create what already existed there
before the high rises were built.”217 During public meengs in the early planning stages,
consultant Al Barry, president of the urban planning ﬁrm AB Associates, found that
residents and business owners, “saw the reconstrucon of Flag House Courts as a way to
reinvigorate the enre area,” not simply the complex site itself.218 By reducing housing
density in the transion from high-rise towers to three story residenal buildings this
project allows for the integraon of new public open space. On East Lombard between
Albemarle and High Streets, an ellipcal open space element has been inserted that
includes a public art piece by local sculptor David Hess (Figure 34).219 By taking a more
inclusive approach to community revitalizaon, the redevelopment team sought to
216
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F  34. Open space elements at key nodes strengthen the public realm, such as the ellipcal park
on East Lombard between Albemarle and High Streets. Image by Tor Gallas and Partners (all rights
reserved), hp://www.avoe.org/urbanlovers4.html
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encourage a mixed-income and mixed-use neighborhood that will enhance economic
and social opportunies for residents.
In addion to striving for a seamless integraon of new construcon with
vernacular Balmore housing stock, the Flag House redevelopment also engages
historic buildings within and adjacent to the project site. Instuonal, religious and
cultural funcons are already sasﬁed in historic properes near the redevelopment
area. In order to accommodate civic funcons necessary for the generaon of a strong
community within the neighborhood, developers plan to incorporate a community
center in a large 19th century building located on East Pra Street near the intersecon
with South Central Avenue. The Jewish Museum of Maryland wants to incorporate
addional exhibion space into this building, and hopes to include community outreach
and business development programming here as well. On Corned Beef Row, historic
preservaon will serve as the foundaon for increased commercial development. The
demolion of blighted properes on East Lombard have le a number of vacant parcels
in this once bustling district, thus the redevelopment scheme includes a mix of retail and
oﬃce space to revive this struggling secon of the neighborhood.220 The inﬁll strategy
for East Lombard Street includes buildings with ground ﬂoor retail and dwelling units on
the upper stories to encourage further growth. The redevelopment project has already
spurred historic preservaon acvity nearby, including a $12 million adapve reuse
of the 19th century Hendler Creamery complex into new oﬃce space.221 While private
sector commercial developers have been slow to enter into what is sll a risky venture,
the crical mass of housing, cultural and instuonal anchors, and the popularity of the
remaining delicatessens makes this area well-posioned for a Main Street rebirth.222
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While retail development has not been as successful as the housing component
thus far, in less than a decade the project has helped to dramacally alter the nature of
inner city development in Balmore. The availability of large redevelopment areas such
as the Flag House Courts site, coupled with smart growth measures implemented in the
suburbs to curb low-density development, have improved the aracveness of inner city
sites for development. These factors have aracted a sizable number of naonal home
builders that ordinarily work on greenﬁeld development sites to invest in inner city
neighborhoods instead. As execuve vice president of Beazer Homes Maryland George
Rathlev describes, “There’s a mandate to show growth and, on the books, a unit is a
unit.”223 Rathlev’s company developed 136 lots at the Flag House Courts site, testament
to the fact that the aracveness of urban formats includes consumers and developers
alike. As new investment in downtown Balmore has caused property values to go up,
more players are coming to the table to take advantage of the improving inner city
housing market. Thus projects such as the Flag House Courts redevelopment, while not
as successful in terms of commercial development, are having a substanal impact on
the marketability of city living.
In addion to improving the aracveness of the Jonestown neighborhood for
the private development community, the HOPE VI redevelopment of Flag House Courts
has also had a posive impact on the area’s image. By incorporang New Urbanist
design elements into the restructuring of former public housing projects, the HOPE VI
program seeks to reverse the legacy of disinvestment and remove the negave sgma
surrounding these sites. Fostering mixed-income, mixed-use neighborhoods with human
scale design that reﬂects local building tradions, climate and cultural factors, the New
Urbanist approach is a key component of enhancing the upward mobility of residents.
223
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Preliminary studies on the impact of HOPE VI developments in Balmore show a
correlaon between these intervenons and improvement of the physical, economic
and social aspects of these areas. Researchers found that the Flag House Courts
redevelopment brought about a sharp decline in concentrated poverty in this area,
which has been coupled with a reducon in crime. While economic acvity has been
negligible despite the intervenon of HOPE VI, the researchers suggest that the image
of the neighborhood has improved nevertheless.224 Working to break the dysfunconal
paern of modernist public housing formats by building a complete neighborhood that
is mixed-use and mixed-income, the HOPE VI program eﬀecvely incorporates New
Urbanist design as an impetus for reinvestment.

C    A  
In an interesng approach to urban renewal, the redevelopment of the Flag
House Courts site tackles the issue of commercial revitalizaon by ﬁrst providing the
crical mass of residents needed to support large retail expansion. Whereas the housing
component of the project has been hugely successful thus far, the commercial side of
the equaon is sll risky from an underwring standpoint. Yet the urban design aspects
of the project are highly commendable. By incorporang the HOPE VI program’s New
Urbanist design principles, Albemarle Square invigorates the public realm and rejects
the sgma surrounding modernist public housing projects. Incorporang adapve
reuse and taking advantage of exisng community anchors including museums and
places of worship, the redevelopment blends these New Urbanist design intervenons
with a sensive preservaon-minded approach to ouit this area of the Jonestown
neighborhood for a prosperous rebirth.

224
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The redevelopment of the Flag House Courts site is an exemplary model of the
beneﬁts of a New Urbanist design approach to achieving a quality urban experience.
Reconnecng the city grid through the project site successfully linked an incredibly
disadvantaged area of Jonestown to the north with the much more stable Lile Italy
district to the south. This design intervenon, a standard of HOPE VI applicaons of New
Urbanism, posions the struggling commercial corridor of East Lombard Street at the key
juncture between historic and cultural assets to the east and west. To further reinforce
the civic nature of the site’s open spaces and streetscapes, parking has been cleverly
tucked away at mid-block and building rear locaons to deemphasize the automobile
and priorize the pedestrian experience. This approach works well to maintain a
connuous yet variegated building frontage that avoids the monolithic appearance of
typical housing projects while at the same me keeping eyes on the street to promote
safety and security. By reconnecng Jonestown to the rest of the city, the Albemarle
Square residenal development eﬀecvely integrates itself within the context of historic
Balmore.
The high quality of the public realm in this project has been matched by the
quality of materials and ﬁxtures incorporated in the buildings themselves. Tradional
building materials such as limestone and brick are used for both market rate and
aﬀordable housing units, thus maintaining the same standards for design and
quality across socioeconomic lines. Removing the disparity in visual appearance for
subsidized units shows lower income residents that they have not been ignored in the
development process. Extending beauty of the urban realm for all segments of the
populaon, Albemarle Square incorporates New Urbanist features ranging from public
art, green open space, an urban street network and historically derivave building
types to reinforce aesthec cohesion with the surrounding neighborhoods. Achieving
- 120 -

a good level of density comparable to that of adjacent areas, the project incorporates
predominantly three-story buildings with appropriate street widths to foster a sense of
comfort and security for the pedestrian. The streets are kept to a modest width of two
travel lanes and two parking lanes in most cases so as not to dwarf the buildings and
create a feeling of low-density an-urbanity. In this applicaon of New Urbanist design
principles, a healthy urban realm has been achieved that serves modern needs while
simultaneously blending with the historic context of the area.

A     C  D
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While from a design and aesthec standpoint the project has been largely
successful in achieving a good blend of old and new, the commercial development and
aﬀordable housing aspects of the project have not fully lived up to the expectaons
of some community members. Merchants have been disappointed by the lack of
signiﬁcant commercial development intended to accentuate the transformaon that
Albemarle Square brought about from a housing standpoint. While business owners
recognize that the new residenal units will prove integral to the retail corridor’s
success, they also understand that a complete and sustainable rebirth of the community
will require neighborhood-serving retail and services. Thus far the city has fallen short
in aracng this level of commercial development. Merchants believe that the public
sector could work to aract new businesses by oﬀering incenves such as tax breaks
and low-interest loans that would lessen the underwring risk for potenal investors.
Whether or not this area of Jonestown can once again boast a sustainable mix of
uses, income levels, ethnic backgrounds and retail sll remains to be seen. Developers
pursued residenal development prior to commercial revitalizaon, leaving Main
Street merchants to wonder, “If you build the houses, will the businesses come?”225
225
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Although this queson remains unanswered, the project has otherwise proven quite
successful. While Albemarle Square eﬀecvely reconnects this area of Jonestown with
nearby neighborhoods, the integraon of East Lombard Street with new commercial
development has not yet been achieved.
While the residenal redevelopment at Albemarle Square has proven much more
successful than the commercial redevelopment of Corned Beef Row, the project has sll
managed to aract disapproval from aﬀordable housing advocates who claim that this
development does not suﬃciently address the needs of the city’s poorest residents. Of
the 336 new units that have risen in place of Flag House Courts, only a fracon of them
are occupied by former residents of the housing project. While early esmates indicated
that 40% of former Flag House Courts residents would return to live in Albemarle
Square, the real ﬁgures have been as lile as half that.226 The HOPE VI program has
oen received cricism on this issue by not requiring one-to-one replacement of new
subsidized units with the number previously available. This policy aracts developers
by oﬀering them the ﬂexibility of working with lower densies.227 While not all former
residents of Flag House Courts are accommodated at Albemarle Square, by reducing
the concentraon of poverty that existed on this site for half a century a more socially,
economically and racially integrated environment is created that enhances the upward
mobility of its most disadvantaged residents.
While the eﬀorts of HOPE VI in facilitang the integraon of aﬀordable housing
and good urban design into severely distressed inner-city neighborhoods oen goes
overlooked in the crical literature surrounding New Urbanism, the program has
been incredibly eﬀecve over the past two decades in revitalizing exisng urban
areas. Adhering to the belief that “good design can improve the quality, durability,
marketability, and community acceptance of inner-city revitalizaon eﬀorts,” HOPE
226
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VI provides an innovave framework for reconciling historic preservaon with New
Urbanism.228 In the redevelopment of Flag House Courts, historic preservaon funcons
within the New Urbanist context of the project in the form of cultural, religious and
community assets. Although demolion of severely blighted properes was undertaken
during this project, the exisng historic assets stand to gain great beneﬁt from the added
reinvestment of new housing in the neighborhood. New Urbanism engages directly with
historic properes by extending into adjacent areas beyond the bounds of the housing
project site in order to blur the edges between new and old. The relaonship between
the conservaon of historic properes and New Urbanist intervenons at Albemarle
Square proves mutually beneﬁcial by providing community amenies within historic
structures for residents housed in sensive new construcon. Carefully balancing new
and old, public and private realms, New Urbanist design and integrave adapve reuse
and opmizaon of exisng assets, the Flag House Courts redevelopment project oﬀers
an inspiraonal example of the beneﬁt to be gained by taking advantage of the past
within a modern context.
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C

 5

Downtown Revitalizaon, Redwood City, California
Category
Land Area
Built Area
Designer
Developers

Urban Retroﬁt and Inﬁll
6 acres
85,000 square feet retail, 4,200 seat cinema, 0.5 acre public square
Freedman Tung & Boomly
Blake Hunt Ventures, City of Redwood City, City of Redwood City
Redevelopment Agency, Innisfree Ventures LLC
Historic Area Downtown Redwood City
Key Dates
1853 – Simon Mezes acquires land and small town selement
1856 – Redwood City plan adopted, city becomes San Mateo County seat
1858 – First courthouse built on Broadway Street
1863 – Railroad comes to Redwood City
1906 – San Francisco earthquake brings displaced residents to city
1910 – Fourth and ﬁnal courthouse completed
1939 – Courthouse annex built
1998 – Fox Theatre purchased for rehabilitaon
2005 – Courthouse annex building demolished
2007 – Courthouse Square opens, receives CNU Charter Award
P  B 
Located halfway between San Francisco and San Jose, the city of Redwood City,
California provided the raw materials that fueled the region to prominence in the 19th
century. What began as a Spanish estate owned by the Arguello family soon boasted
a planned town and the county seat of San Mateo County. Beneﬁng from its close
proximity to San Francisco, Redwood City enjoyed a healthy mix of commuter residents
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and local businesses unl the early years of the 20th century. Yet populaon explosion
and rapid suburban expansion following the Second World War had a detrimental
impact on the health and vitality of downtown as area residents turned to suburban
locaons for work, home and entertainment. In an aempt to reclaim its historic core,
the city undertook New Urbanist based design intervenons for the redevelopment
of its Courthouse Square, theatre district and Main Street thoroughfare. This allowed
the city to reposion itself as a regional hub for culture and entertainment. Combining
historic preservaon with sensive inﬁll and restructuring of the public realm, Redwood
City’s downtown revitalizaon program has achieved an excellent balance between new
and old to strengthen the urban core.

R  C ’ R

 P 



The area now known as Redwood City was inially part of a larger Spanish
ranchero under the ownership of the Arguello family. Under their management the
land served agricultural funcons including livestock grazing and food producon that
supplied the local missions. As San Francisco grew to the north, the abundant forests
of the Santa Cruz Mountains near Redwood City provided the raw materials necessary
for its expansion. The city soon became a hub for logging and shipping undertaken on
the deep water channel called Redwood Creek that connected the selement to San
Francisco Bay. As these industries grew, a small selement of workers emerged near
the wharf. In 1853 when lawyer Simon Mezes acquired this poron of the Arguello
property as payment for defending the family’s claim to the land before the U.S. Land
Commission, he set out to develop a more coherent town plan for the haphazard
selement. Under his direcon the land was surveyed and subdivided in 1856, resulng
in an overlay of streets and blocks that remain to the present day (Figure 35). For the
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F  35. Redwood City, inially called Mezesville, was surveyed in 1856 under the direcon of town
founder Simon Mezes. The heart of downtown maintains much of this original design to the present day.
Image by City of Redwood City (all rights reserved), hp://www.redwoodcity.org/cds/redevelopment/
downtown/history/mezesville.html
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town now known as Redwood City, Mezes began the tradion of seng aside space for
public life by incorporang public parks and squares into the original plan.229
Bolstered by a strong business base, large populaon and available land, the
newly-minted Redwood City became the county seat of San Mateo County in 1856.
To serve its new civic role a county courthouse—the ﬁrst of four in this locaon—was
built on Broadway Street between Hamilton and Middleﬁeld in 1858. By the laer
half of the 19th century the city’s industrial base branched out to include shipbuilding,
blacksmithing, tanneries and expanded shipping services. As acvity at the wharf
increased, a secondary node of commercial acvity developed near the intersecon of
Broadway and Main Streets. With the introducon of the railroad in 1863, development
in the downtown accelerated and residenal construcon in the area picked up as
wealthy San Francisco commuters relocated to Redwood City. Despite these key
advances in business development and transportaon, the city witnessed a slow rate
of populaon growth over the laer half of the century. While the wharf connued to
serve as a hub of commercial acvity, the lumber industry faded as other employment
opportunies became available in the sectors of government, educaon and farming.230
In 1906, just as the third County Courthouse was completed, the San Francisco
earthquake decimated the structure and sent a ﬂood of displaced residents to Redwood
City (Figure 36). While the dome and rotunda of the Courthouse were salvageable,
the rest of the building was enrely rebuilt, eventually opening in 1910 (Figure 37).
The number of commuter residents in Redwood City connued to grow as the 20th
century progressed, yet the city sll maintained a local business base of agricultural
and industrial enterprises including tanneries, nurseries, light manufacturing and fruit
canneries. As the lumber trade connued to wane, development focus shied away
229
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F  36. The San Francisco earthquake of 1906 decimated the third San Mateo County Courthouse. The
dome and rotunda were salvaged for the fourth and ﬁnal courthouse that now stands on the site. Image
by City of Redwood City (all rights reserved), hp://www.redwoodcity.org/cds/redevelopment/downtown/
history/courthouse3.html

F  37. The fourth and ﬁnal San Mateo County Courthouse was completed in 1910. The dome and
rotunda of the current building were salvaged from the 1906 Courthouse that suﬀered irreparable damage
from the San Francisco earthquake that same year. Image by roarohefour, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/
photos/18702768@N04/1934983450
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from the port and moved inland along Broadway Street, establishing this thoroughfare
as the commercial hub of the city. Increasing populaon and suburban expansion in the
period following the Second World War led to decentralized development radiang out
from the city center. A key player in the emerging economy of Silicon Valley, Redwood
City became home to game developers Electronic Arts, the inventors of SimCity.231
While populaon growth necessitated the construcon of new governmental, civic and
instuonal buildings downtown, the proliferaon of sprawling suburban development
paerns drained life and vitality from the city center. By the end of the 20th century, civic
leaders and community members recognized the need for public-private intervenon to
save the historic core of the city, and began formulang plans for a revitalizaon strategy
to reposion the downtown.232

N  U   I

  R  < D  R  C 

By the end of the 20th century the draining eﬀect of suburban sprawl earned
Redwood City the nickname “Deadwood City.”233 Although several aempts to revive
downtown were made during this me, they failed to produce any signiﬁcant results.
Recognizing that a much more daring and innovave approach was needed, the city
developed a New Urbanist approach for the revitalizaon of downtown. The resulng
plan consisted of three subprojects developed through a series of public workshops,
each working towards the goal of restoring public open space, encouraging economic
development and transforming Redwood City into the cultural and entertainment
capitol of the region. The ﬁrst project was the redevelopment of the half-acre site
south of the 1910 Beaux-Arts County Courthouse, now used as a local history museum
231
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and event space. While the building originally featured a public square fronng on
Broadway Street between Hamilton and Middleﬁeld, a 1939 annex on this site obscured
the Courthouse from view and took away the city’s sole public gathering space (Figure
38). This insensive addion was demolished in 2005, thereby opening up the site for
redevelopment. Rehabilitaon of the Courthouse façade and the construcon of a new
public square where the annex once stood reintegrated this area of the city as a key
visual node and public open space (Figure 39). The redevelopment of this plaza also
included the addion of two pavilions located on the east and west ends of the square
that frame the vista from the Courthouse south towards the striking ered façade of the
1928 Art Deco Fox Theatre (Figures 40-41).
The second component of this revitalizaon strategy was a key element in
reposioning Redwood City as an entertainment desnaon. The one-block secon of
Middleﬁeld Road located south of Broadway was reconﬁgured as “Theatre Way,” which
serves as a bridge between the restored Fox Theatre to the west and a new cinema-retail
development called On Broadway to the east (Figure 42). Developed as a public-private
partnership between the City of Redwood City, the Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Redwood City (RDA) and Innisfree Ventures, LLC, On Broadway features 85,000 square
feet of ground ﬂoor retail and alfresco dining, a 20 screen/4,200 seat movie theatre
on the second ﬂoor and a 590-space, two-level below grade parking garage owned
and operated by the City of Redwood City.234 With a substanal number of restaurants
located between this new development and the historic Fox Theatre, downtown is
marketable as a cultural and entertainment desnaon bustling with acvity both day
and night. Theatre Way is designed as a shared use street that provides ﬂex space to
accommodate diners or parking as the situaon demands. In addion to this secon of
Middleﬁeld Road, the third design intervenon undertaken as part of the revitalizaon
234
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F  38. The San Mateo County Courthouse’s 1939 annex severed the southward view of the historic
Fox Theatre. The p of the cupola atop the Courthouse dome is barely visible behind this addion. Image
by Seth Gaines, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/sethgaines/2541876
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F  39. The revitalizaon scheme for downtown Redwood City consists of three intervenon areas:
redevelopment of Courthouse Square, construcon of the On Broadway mixed-use cinema complex and a
comprehensive streetscaping program. Image by Freedman Tung & Boomly, hps://www.cnu.org/sites/
www.cnu.org/ﬁles/Redwood%20City_1.jpg
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F  40. Two new pavilions have been constructed on the east and west ends of Courthouse Square.
These buildings allow for indoor and outdoor dining and add life to the new public plaza. Image by
Freedman Tung & Boomly, hps://www.cnu.org/sites/www.cnu.org/ﬁles/Redwood%20City_2.jpg

F  41. The 1928 Art Deco style Fox Theatre is the crown jewel of Redwood City’s downtown
entertainment district. The theatre anchors the south end of the newly redeveloped Courthouse Square.
Image by (nz)dave, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/nzdave/497263322
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strategy is a cohesive streetscaping program along the two-block area of Broadway
connecng Courthouse Square with the Theatre District (Figure 43). This intervenon
includes wider sidewalks, narrower travel lanes, paerned paving, custom street lighng
and the planng of large Canary Island Date Palm trees to create a uniﬁed aesthec for
the downtown revitalizaon scheme.235 Backed by new residenal development in the
downtown, this program has set Redwood City on a new course in the bale against the
draining eﬀects of sprawl.
These three recently completed projects are part of a larger comprehensive
plan aimed at enhancing the ability of the city to aract new residents and increase
business acvity. Redwood City’s Downtown Revitalizaon Strategy and Precise Plan,
adopted in May of 2007, is a design-speciﬁc vision of the city’s future (Figure 44). The
plan encourages development by outlining a ﬁrm yet clear set of standards backed by
the commitment of the city in achieving this vision, and sets in place a streamlined
approvals process for developers that meet these standards. The plan was developed
by Freedman Tung & Boomly (FTB), the urban design ﬁrm in charge of the Courthouse
Square, Theatre Way and streetscape improvement projects. The result of a series of
civic engagement forums, the plan eﬀecvely rezones downtown to ensure that new
construcon harmonizes with and respects the historic character of the city.236 With the
goal of increasing the density of residenal and oﬃce development in the city, the plan
fosters the connued growth of a mixed-use, walkable downtown that takes advantage
of transit connecvity at the city’s Caltrain staon.237 The Precise Plan stresses high
quality and beauful new construcon, ﬂexible mixed-use building types, well-designed
public spaces, historic preservaon and “restorave inﬁll” that replaces low-density
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F  42. The On Broadway cinema complex respects the scale, massing and style of adjacent Fox
Theatre while disguising its size with ground ﬂoor retail and variegated façades along the street. Image by
City of Redwood City (all rights reserved), hp://redwoodcitynow.com/images/streetscape_big.jpg

F  43. The streetscaping campaign for downtown Redwood City brands the new entertainment
district with a uniﬁed and coherent aesthec. Custom Art Deco style streetlamps and Canary Island Date
Palms resonate with the architectural and regional context. Image by Ed Bierman, hp://www.ﬂickr.com/
photos/edbierman/2499253413
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suburban buildings in the downtown with denser urban buildings over me.238 By
focusing on these key elements, the plan seeks to enhance the emoonal connecon
of residents to the downtown. As downtown development coordinator Dan Zack, AICP
and senior planner Blake Lyon ponder, “How sustainable is a place if it is abandoned
or neglected within a generaon due to lack of aﬀecon for it?”239 Honing in on the
city’s “lovability” factor, they argue, is the key to creang and sustaining a place that is
funconal and responsive to the needs of its workers, residents and visitors. Armed with
a vision for the future, Redwood City is poised on the edge of a true renaissance.

I     N  U    H   P    
The revitalizaon of downtown Redwood City is a successful example of New
Urbanism and historic preservaon coming together to revitalize and reposion a
struggling downtown. This scheme has all the amenies of a modern commercial and
entertainment district with the authencity and connecvity inherent in developing in
an exisng urban area. Through three discrete intervenons in the built environment
the RDA focused on enhancing the regional draw of entertainment and commercial
oﬀerings in the city to bolster the downtown economy, create a new center of public life
and brand the city with a disnct visual aesthec. In coordinaon with this revitalizaon
strategy the city has also taken a progressive approach to traﬃc management with
a free-market parking meter system that reduces vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and
improves the pedestrian experience of downtown. Taking an integrave approach
to revitalizaon, retroﬁt and inﬁll in the urban core, Redwood City achieves the New
Urbanist vision of a walkable, mixed-use district with transit connecvity and a robust
238
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public realm, yet does so within the context of a historic commercial corridor. This model
can serve as an example for other cies by demonstrang that New Urbanism has the
potenal to bring about greatly transformave impacts for historic commercial corridors.

N  U   D  W   H   C

> : R     D 

The downtown revitalizaon of Redwood City grew out of the belief that in
reposioning the regional draw of the city a careful balance had to be met between
new construcon and preservaon of the city’s rich historic building stock. Like many
American cies, Redwood City inherited an overabundance of surface parking lots as
a result of urban renewal. Recognizing that unique place qualies, a rich pedestrian
experience and great public spaces are a compeve advantage of downtown—not
abundant surface parking—the city reworked its strategy for improving the urban
core. The ﬁrst step in this process was the redevelopment of Courthouse Square. A
1939 annex constructed on the front lawn of the Courthouse damaged the building’s
façade and severed its visual connecon to Fox Theatre. Recognizing the creaon of
a new public square as a top priority for the revitalizaon of downtown, City Council
approved the design of the Courthouse Square redevelopment in 2004 and completed
construcon in February of 2007. The annex was demolished in 2005 as part of a
$12 million project that also included the rehabilitaon and reconstrucon of the
Courthouse’s south porco. Strict direcves of proporon and scale were adhered to
for the design of the new public square so that it would respect the character of the
historic Courthouse and Fox Theatre and maintain the human scale of the plaza.240 Also
included in the redevelopment are two parally open air pavilions on the east and west
ends of the plaza that serve as dining and vendor space, water fountains, landscaping
features and café seang which serve to invigorate the plaza and ensure its usage
day and night.241 The project was awarded a Charter Award from the Congress for the
240
241
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New Urbanism in 2007, a testament to its achievement of the goals advocated by the
CNU, yet with the important beneﬁt of being accomplished in partnership with historic
preservaon in an exisng urban area.242
The second step in the revitalizaon program represented the key element in
reposioning downtown Redwood City as a regional entertainment desnaon. The
RDA acquired a strategic site in the city center east of the historic Fox Theatre through
eminent domain and sold the air rights to developers Innisfree Ventures, LLC and Blake
Hunt Ventures. On Broadway, designed by Field Paoli Architects, was developed through
this public-private partnership as a mixed-use cinema, dining and retail complex. The
city undertook construcon of a two-story parking garage beneath the new theatre
complex to ensure the maximum amount of mixed-use development above ground.243
The Century Theatres building of On Broadway directly communicates with key historic
icons including the Beaux-Arts San Mateo County Courthouse and the Art Deco Fox
Theatre. As such, careful consideraon was given to its massing, scale and architectural
style to ensure that it respected this context.244 With 173,000 square feet of façade area,
there was a risk that the building might take on a monolithic appearance and overwhelm
adjacent buildings. Looking to historic precedents within the downtown, designers
found that buildings in the core had façades ranging from 25 to 100 feet in width. Thus
the façades of On Broadway are broken up at similar intervals, arculated in a variety
of architectural styles and incorporate setbacks at the second story level to enliven the
pedestrian experience and deemphasize the building mass.245 Adhering to a strict set of
architectural design guidelines, the city has shown its commitment to reinforcing the
contextual dimension of new construcon to preserve the authencity of the historic
downtown.
242
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To visually and physically connect the intervenons undertaken at Courthouse
Square and the Theatre District, a streetscaping campaign was also developed as a
joint eﬀort between the city and the RDA. In an aempt to transfer the beauty and
grandeur of the Fox Theatre and San Mateo County Courthouse to the pedestrian scale,
this streetscape improvement project energizes the public realm with both vercal and
horizontal elements. These include custom streetlamps, colonnades of Canary Island
Date Palms, decorave paving materials, street furniture and outdoor dining areas
that visually link the public plaza to Theatre Way.246 The space between buildings has
been designed as ﬂex space that can transion from parking during the day to public
gathering space in the evenings. Traﬃc calming devices such as curb bump-outs, wide
sidewalks, narrow travel lanes and a drop-oﬀ area in front of Century Theatres priorize
pedestrians over motorists.247 Just as these improvements have branded the downtown
with a uniﬁed aesthec, the experience for motorists coming into the city is being
handled in a similar way. Soon aer exing the highway on the way into downtown,
a coherent signage system serves as a wayﬁnding device to engage the visitor
experience.248 By reposioning itself as a marketable desnaon for retail, dining and
entertainment, Redwood City has adopted a stylisc iconography to assert its posion as
a cultural hub.
Yet in the revitalizaon of downtown Redwood City new development is only
one part of the equaon. Preservaon is playing a key role in the city’s emergence as a
regional entertainment desnaon as historic buildings are being reconstuted as live
music venues. Real estate developer and club owner John Anagnostou spearheaded
the creaon of a live music scene where none existed before by personally buying
up historic properes to rehabilitate as clubs and concert venues. Believing that
246
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quality of life should be the key component of a downtown revitalizaon strategy,
Anagnostou purchased the 1,400-seat Fox Theatre in October of 1998 with the goal
of reposioning Redwood City as a world-class entertainment district. As he explains,
“Live entertainment and musicians are the soul of a city. If you don’t have a vibrant
music scene, you don’t have a vibrant city. You can do all the fancy fountains, do all the
fancy theaters, do the malls…but if there’s no music scene, there’s no culture.”249 With
this vision in mind, Anagnostou went on to purchase the 1886 Alhambra Theatre and
the 1913 Forrester’s Hall, both of which have been adapvely reused as venues for the
city’s bustling jazz and blues scene. For places like Redwood City nestled in the heart of
Silicon Valley, historic authencity and a vibrant public realm are scarce commodies
in a landscape dominated by placeless sprawl. Anagnostou argues that, “what we want
is real buildings with real people, with real history, and a real music scene. Not generic
Hard Rock Cafés and Planet Hollywoods…we don’t like generic. We hate it, as a maer
of fact.”250 The creaon of an entertainment district oﬀering both cinema and live music
opons is now aracng area residents to the downtown. The chance to go shopping,
catch dinner and a movie, and take a walk downtown was not available a decade ago,
but now these opportunies are enabling the community to discover the joys of urban
life and a vibrant public realm. Taking the revitalizaon model beyond mere design
intervenons, Redwood City tackled the economic aspects of its rebirth as well by
creang a mixed-use district for entertainment that sustains acvity in the downtown
both day and night.

R     D    N  E  C
The city’s downtown revitalizaon strategy, spearheaded through a joint eﬀort
by public enes and private individuals, emerged from the belief that a vibrant city is
249
250
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an entertainment city. In addion to the construcon of the Century Theatres movie
cinema and the rehabilitaon of four live music venues, retail development at the
On Broadway complex also provided new opportunies for the struggling downtown
shopping district. Extending economic acvity in the city to include naonal retail
tenants such as Borders, New York Pizza, Cost Plus World Market and Shoe Pavilion,
the RDA sought to bolster exisng tenants in the city, parcularly local restaurants.
Placing an emphasis on expanded retail oﬀerings provides the crical mass of consumers
needed to support the restaurants, movie theatres and live music venues located
downtown.251 Several recently completed housing projects, including aﬀordable housing
units at Villa Montgomery Apartments on El Camino Real, are working towards the
vision of creang a vibrant downtown district. With plans for expanded oﬃce space
and increased residenal development the city is laying the groundwork for a truly
mixed-use, 24/7 urban center. Links to transit and a future high-speed rail line are part
of the city’s vision outlined in the Precise Plan that will further enhance the vitality of
downtown by improving regional and statewide connecvity.252 The Precise Plan also
outlines a strategy of targeted inﬁll over the short, medium and long term, thus planning
for the connued densiﬁcaon of downtown.253 While entertainment oﬀerings are
jumpstarng Redwood City’s renaissance, the city recognizes that a diversity of uses is
required to sustain downtown for the long term.
In pursuit of becoming a cultural and entertainment center for the region,
Redwood City has also revamped its parking management system. The city has adopted
the model developed by UCLA urban planning professor Dr. Donald Shoup, whose
research demonstrates that drivers searching for parking spots are the major source of
251
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traﬃc congeson in downtown commercial districts. To improve quality of life, reduce
air polluon from vehicle emissions and support connued economic development,
Shoup advocates a free-market parking strategy that places higher hourly rates on
parking spots relave to their proximity to the busiest thoroughfares (Figure 45). In
Redwood City for instance, parking spots on the main street of Broadway are 75 cents
per hour while rates on secondary streets radiang out from the center of downtown
are reduced accordingly.254 This method ensures the opmum balance of occupancy
and vacancy, which Shoup has established as 85% to 15% respecvely. These raos
ensure suﬃcient usage of the parking while guaranteeing the availability of spaces at
all mes, thus reducing the me required to ﬁnd a spot. Time limits for parking in the
city have also been lied so that it is possible to catch dinner and a movie and not have
to worry about geng cketed. To sell this scheme to downtown businesses, the city
directly allocates all parking revenues in excess of system maintenance fees towards
downtown maintenance programs such as sidewalk cleaning and security.255 From design
intervenons to economic development, the revitalizaon of downtown Redwood City
takes a comprehensive approach to improving the quality of life for residents, employees
and visitors.

C    A  
Redwood City’s innovave downtown revitalizaon approach eﬀecvely
integrates New Urbanism and historic preservaon into a uniﬁed vision for the health
and vitality of the city. The Precise Plan addresses the long-term social and economic
sustainability of these iniaves, and projects completed thus far prove that the city
and development community are equally commied to making this vision a reality. Yet
254
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F  44. Redwood City’s Precise Plan stresses design-speciﬁc approaches to future downtown
revitalizaon. The proposed Depot Circle would concentrate new mixed-use development around the
Redwood City Caltrain staon. Image by Freedman Tung & Boomly (all rights reserved), hp://www.
redwoodcity.org/cds/redevelopment/downtown/tomorrow/Precise%20Plan/Picture4.jpg

F  45. Redwood City has taken an innovave approach to parking management. Adopng the model
espoused by Dr. Donald Shoup, rates are based on proximity to the heart of downtown. Image by City of
Redwood City (all rights reserved), hp://www.redwoodcity.org/cds/redevelopment/downtown/Parking/
New/New%20Parking%20Price%20Map.pdf
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connued growth and transformaon must go beyond entertainment to support a truly
mixed-use downtown that ﬁts the lifestyle needs of residents, employees and visitors
alike. This is where historic preservaon and New Urbanism can connue to work hand
in hand by promong the authencity of the city while providing for sensive new
construcon that serves the needs of modern lifestyles. Redwood City is well-posioned
to have a transformave impact within the Silicon Valley region and to serve as a model
for communies throughout the U.S. This case oﬀers a compelling best pracce example
of how, amidst the challenges of sprawling suburban development paerns and proliﬁc
decentralizaon, a commied partnership between public and private enes can work
together to revive exisng urban centers.

N  U   F     R  C ’ D  R  < 
Undertaking a campaign targeted at urban restructuring and inﬁll, the city is
showing the private development community that strengthening downtown as an
alternave to sprawl and decentralizaon has polical backing. Taking advantage of
the assets that already exist in the downtown has already iniated a series of new
investments in the urban core. Yet thus far the preservaon of historic resources has
been primarily undertaken by private developers, and the large new construcon
projects have been spearheaded by the public sector. Fostering increased synergies
between the public and private sectors for both new construcon projects and
preservaon iniaves will help to migate the risk of involvement for private
developers and encourage sustainable land use paerns through reinvestment in
the urban core. In this way the city can improve the development climate for smaller
investors, which will serve to reinforce the authenc and locally-based character of the
downtown.
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The revitalizaon of downtown Redwood City, California adheres to a high
standard of New Urbanist design while simultaneously incorporang the preservaon
of important architectural icons. Recognizing that quality of life is perhaps the most
important factor in aracng the creave class, the city has taken advantage of its
authencity and unique place qualies to enhance the compeve advantage of
downtown. Supporng preservaon in conjuncon with sensive inﬁll development and
the reintegraon of streets, plazas and other elements of the public realm, the city’s
revitalizaon strategy merges the authencity of a historic Main Street corridor with the
amenies of a modern entertainment and shopping district. Achieving what the New
Urbanists have advocated all along, Redwood City has developed a walkable, mixed-use
development in proximity to transit that priorizes public space and has enough variety
of goods and services to provide acvity in the district both day and night. While the
scope of this transformaon is limited to a few city blocks thus far, plans in the pipeline
will connue to build on this precedent by increasing the concentraon of residenal
and mixed-use development that is urban in form, scale, character and orientaon.
Adopng a nuanced architectural vocabulary that pays homage to historic buildings in
the downtown and developing a cohesive branding scheme based on visual cohesion
creates a uniﬁed image for the city that reinforces and enhances its unique place
qualies.

E  I   D



 R  C 

While the reposioning of downtown as a regional entertainment and nightlife
desnaon has proven successful for new retailers and local restaurants located in
Redwood City, the city must also expand and diversify its mixed-use formats to include
increased oﬃce space, commercial development and housing. This will allow the city
to increase the crical mass of downtown residents and workers necessary to support
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transit and expanded retail oﬀerings. As a policy tool the Redwood City Precise Plan
lays the groundwork necessary for achieving this future vision of downtown. The plan
imposes minimum height requirements to encourage housing density and increased
mixed-use development and advocates a strategy of incremental and organic growth.256
Connuing to include provisions for aﬀordable housing will allow the city to develop
a sustainable residenal base. By creang a truly mixed-use city center that combines
governmental, civic, commercial, residenal and entertainment uses, Redwood City will
be able to sustain its transformaon and reduce auto dependency by locang people
closer to the places they need to go. While the innovave approach to managing parking
and congeson in the downtown is a great ﬁrst step in achieving sustainability goals
and reducing VMT, these intervenons sll place much of the emphasis on vehicular
travel. Low-density development paerns just beyond downtown reveal that the area is
sll heavily dependent on private automobiles as the primary means of transportaon.
Increasing the density and walkability of downtown will self-reinforce a reducon in
VMT, yet truly transforming land use and growth paerns in the city will require a transit
system and enhanced regional rail connecvity.
In the revitalizaon of downtown Redwood City, New Urbanism and historic
preservaon go hand in hand to reinforce the unique place qualies of the city and
improve the quality of life for visitors, employees and residents. In reposioning itself
as a regional entertainment desnaon, the city has taken a ﬂexible approach to ﬁnding
the space required to meet these needs. Historic buildings such as the Fox and Alhambra
Theatres are not conducive to the standards of modern movie theatres, yet they are
easily adaptable as live music venues and oﬀer the funky appeal of vintage architectural
elements. As a complement to these historic venues, sensive new construcon such
as Century Theatres oﬀers all the conveniences of a large scale, 20-screen movie
256
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theatre, yet does so in a cleverly disguised architectural language that prevents the
building from becoming a windowless big box in the heart of downtown. In Redwood
City the relaonship between historic preservaon and New Urbanism has been
mutually beneﬁcial. Historic structures ranging from large civic buildings to inmate
jazz clubs have been carefully and respecully rehabilitated to add authencity and
excitement to downtown. At the same me, new intervenons such as On Broadway
and the comprehensive streetscaping program prove that it is possible to ﬁnd a happy
medium between retaining historic architecture and providing 21st century amenies.
The New Urbanist vision of walkable, mixed-use and aracve places that priorize
the pedestrian and resurrect the central city are ﬁnally becoming a reality. Instead
of further development on greenﬁeld sites, reinvesng in the historic core unites the
community and takes advantage of the assets and infrastructure that already exist. The
case of Redwood City is already reshaping the way local residents perceive the center
city. If strategies such as this are connued in cies across the naon, the CNU will
be in a posion to have a posive and transformave impact on the naon’s historic
downtowns.
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 6
Conclusions
New Urbanism and historic preservaon both advance tradional urbanism as
a key ingredient in promong quality of life and ﬁghng urban sprawl. It is surprising
that two ﬁelds so closely allied in mission have oen developed an antagonisc role
in pracce. Finding a middle ground between adapve reuse and new construcon,
urban restructuring and new town development, will ensure that the towns and cies
of the future oﬀer the best of both worlds. Places that respect the built cultural legacy
of the past while allowing for new architecture that responds to the needs of future
generaons will enable preservaonists and design professionals to coexist in a way
that beneﬁts the naon’s cies and their inhabitants. As mixed-use urban formats
become increasingly popular in the marketplace, Main Street has the opportunity to
capitalize on this shi in consumer preferences. What is best for the boom line is now
oen what is best for the environment and the inhabitants of the naon’s cies and
towns. What began as a niche following amongst a few colleagues nearly thirty years
ago has blossomed into what the late Herbert Muschamp called, “the most important
phenomenon to emerge in American architecture in the post-Cold War era.”257 The New
Urbanist movement has already had a tremendous impact on planning and development
257
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in the U.S., it is of paramount importance to ensure that this trend has a posive impact
on the historic built environment in the coming century.
As a late 20th century response to urban planning and design of the previous
century, New Urbanism incorporates elements of earlier approaches to city design.
The opmism of the CNU stems from the underlying assumpon that urbanism, and
the pracce of its design, is an iterave process that through constant reinterpretaon
becomes progressively beer with me. This, as Talen points out, is not necessarily true
of other segments of the design community. Yet the noon is almost elementary in its
simplicity. By approaching the design of cies through a composite framework, it is more
likely that the missteps of previous generaons can serve as the foundaon for beer
policy and pracces in the future. In New Urbanism pracce is what Talen describes as
an interwoven set of elements represenng the best pracces of planning precedents,
from the regionalism of Benton MacKaye, to the incremental intervenons espoused
by Allan and Jane Jacobs, to the resurrecon of civic architecture and the importance
of the public realm that stems from the inﬂuence of Werner Hegemann and Elbert
Peets.258 While New Urbanism picks and chooses which tradions it will retain and which
pracces it will just as quickly discard or overlook, it is sll one of the most integrave of
planning approaches to date.
The three case studies show the applicaon of New Urbanist principles in
real life scenarios that impact historic commercial corridors at a range of scales. The
development of the First & Main lifestyle center in downtown Hudson, Ohio shows
the impact of neo-tradional planning in the context of a small Midwestern town
surrounded by low-density suburban sprawl. While the city’s redevelopment plan for
a problemac brownﬁeld site adjacent to the naonally registered North Main Street
district was incredibly successful in strengthening the regional draw of downtown
258
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through the infusion of new retail, this achievement has been at the expense of other
small towns in the area. For historic communies nearby, the First & Main project
has the same impact as a typical regional shopping mall by draining customer traﬃc
on Main Street. In the struggling east coast city of Balmore however, the approach
taken in the redevelopment of the former Flag House Courts site responded to a much
diﬀerent set of issues. In this case, residenal development served as the impetus for
new commercial development. Yet the role of design intervenons made within an
urban framework is complex, and despite the bold iniave taken by HUD and the
city, the private development community has yet to add signiﬁcant investment in the
neighborhood’s exisng retail corridor. The case of Redwood City, California then is
perhaps the most inspiring and translatable of the three cases. Despite its locaon
within the sprawling Silicon Valley region, the city was able to undertake an integrave
approach to the inﬁll and restructuring of its urban core through a series of partnerships
between mulple developers, builders, urban design ﬁrms and private entrepreneurs.
Seng the stage for a new set of policies and plans in support of a long-range vision for
the future of downtown, the city successfully reposioned itself as the budding nexus
of culture and community for the region. As these cases demonstrate, the balance
between preservaon and neo-tradional development interests are not oen the
easiest soluons to pursue, nor do they always produce the desired results. Yet in the
connued aempt to unify the best pracces of New Urbanism within the framework of
exisng urbanism, the mistakes encountered and lessons learned will contribute to the
development of even beer soluons and approaches in the years to come.
Now in light of the new administraon in Washington, and the importance
of cies on the naonal agenda for the ﬁrst me in decades, condions are right for
the development of a framework to protect exisng urban areas and ensure that
any new growth meets the highest standards of design, density and open space
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conservaon. In spite of the recent economic downturn, or perhaps because of it,
the me to create plans and set agendas for the near- and long-term is now. If the
goal is to reduce the amount of land, energy and resources the naon consumes by
reusing the infrastructure, building stock and other physical assets that already exist,
then New Urbanism and historic preservaon must both be a part of the equaon.
The two movements share common goals, including a reducon of land consumpon,
fostering healthy communies and privileging good design and quality construcon over
cheaper alternaves. It will be to the beneﬁt of both to work together to achieve these
objecves.

T B   B  W : S     S
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The available research on the topic of New Urbanism’s role in the restructuring
of exisng urban areas provides a substanal amount of informaon on neo-tradional
planning in pracce, even including examples in which the preservaon of historically
signiﬁcant commercial districts played a crucial role. Yet this literature is lacking in
terms of providing a set of strategies for how to equip the naon’s historic commercial
districts, downtowns and Main Streets to compete in this new era of commercial
development. Even within the preservaon community the likes of Richard Moe,
Carter Wilkie, Donovan Rypkema and Doug Loescher recognize that Main Street must
be proacve in its response to this dilemma, yet they stop short before explaining
what these soluons should be. So what is it going to take to ensure the viability of
America’s Main Streets while recognizing the momentum of return-to-urbanism forces
such as the CNU? The following is a set of guiding principles and strategies necessary to
improve the taccal advantage of Main Streets over their suburban compeon. These
recommendaons each stem from the belief that a soluon based on retaining the
strongest representaves of the naon’s built cultural legacy while allowing for the best
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in new construcon is the preferable course of acon for ouing the naon’s cies and
towns to stay compeve and viable in the new millennium.

Collaborate
The Redwood City Revitalizaon program did not happen overnight, nor was it executed
by any one public or private enty. It took the united eﬀort of the city and the RDA to set
up the necessary policy and regulatory framework to inject conﬁdence into the market.
This encouraged developers to build urban buildings in an urban area, even though
prevailing trends in the region were toward low-density suburban building typologies. By
adopng a Precise Plan that deﬁned and arculated clear goals for the short- and longterm—and showed what this would look like on the ground—more people will be able
to buy into the city’s vision because they understand that these physical intervenons
are part of a larger framework for enhancing quality of life and protecng the fabric of
their communies.

Be Willing to Compromise
As the availability of undeveloped land dwindles and the populaon increases, future
growth will begin to shi towards previously developed areas in lieu of untouched open
space. As smarter growth paerns catch on and developers come into the uncharted
territory of exisng cies and towns, they will be challenged to think creavely in order
to provide innovave soluons to the constraints of urban sites. Yet it is not solely
the developers of new construcon projects that will be forced to compromise. The
preservaon community will likewise have to think beyond the individual building level
and weigh their decisions in terms of what is best for the neighborhood, the city and
the region. Only then can the best new construcon play a meaningful role within the
context of exisng urbanism.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Although there are diﬀering currents of thought within the CNU about where and how
to develop—some advocate urban restructuring and inﬁll development whereas others
favor denser suburban growth paerns—the naon’s cies must priorize one over the
other. This is not to say that these two approaches cannot be pursued concurrently,
they should be. But the most environmentally, socially and economically sustainable
development paern—and the one that provides the most beneﬁt for exisng cies—is
the approach that incorporates sensive new construcon within the context of exisng
urbanism. This reduces the amount of open space consumed, reuses exisng buildings
and recycles the exisng infrastructure networks and amenies already available in the
naon’s urban centers.

Set the Stage
Ensuring that exisng assets, infrastructure and building stock are opmized to their
fullest potenal, the policy and regulatory frameworks in place must permit the
implementaon of these strategies. Smart, intuive and clear alternaves to urban
sprawl must be a viable opon for the development community to pursue. Streamlining
the bureaucrac framework within which these plans operate will be as useful for
developers as it is for local oﬃcials. These plans and policies do not have to be imposed
on the private market, but they must at least be legal routes to pursue. Presenng the
opon of urbanism will be the ﬁrst step in ensuring the desired outcomes are both
allowable and achievable.
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Prepare for Change
As the 21st century progresses, the lifestyle paerns of modern society will likewise
evolve. While there is no way to predict how people will live, travel, work and play in the
coming decades, enhancing the quality of life for future generaons by providing green
open space, reinforcing character-deﬁning place qualies through the preservaon of
cultural heritage, and enhancing accessibility to a mul-modal transportaon system will
be essenal. These elements have a meless quality because they address basic human
needs by providing beauful, safe and equitable places to live. Making sure that the
buildings we build today are ﬂexible enough to accommodate the needs of tomorrow
will ensure the longevity of physical investments in our cies.

Plan for Permanence
Outlining a clear yet ﬁrm vision for the future of downtown demonstrates the
seriousness of these intenons to the real estate development community. This game
plan should include short term goals that, once achieved, will boost conﬁdence in the
realizaon of bolder long-range objecves. When J.C. Nichols opened the ﬁrst lifestyle
center in 1923, he followed the mantra of “planning for permanence,” ancipang the
repercussions of his design intervenons decades into the future. Taking this approach
to reinvestment in exisng cies will encourage lasng, beauful and sustainable
building paerns over short term beneﬁt. Ulmately, what is best for the naon’s cies
is also best for the health of the regions in which they are located and for people to
which they are home.
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A

 

Ahwahnee Principles for Resource-Eﬃcient Communies
Preamble
Exisng paerns of urban and suburban development seriously impair our quality of
life. The symptoms are: more congeson and air polluon resulng from our increased
dependence on automobiles, the loss of precious open space, the need for costly
improvements to roads and public services, the inequitable distribuon of economic
resources, and the loss of a sense of community. By drawing upon the best from the
past and the present, we can plan communies that will more successfully serve the
needs of those who live and work within them. Such planning should adhere to certain
fundamental principles.
Community Principles
1. All planning should be in the form of complete and integrated communies
containing housing, shops, work places, schools, parks and civic facilies essenal
to the daily life of the residents.
2. Community size should be designed so that housing, jobs, daily needs and other
acvies are within easy walking distance of each other.
3. As many acvies as possible should be located within easy walking distance of
transit stops.
4. A community should contain a diversity of housing types to enable cizens from
a wide range of economic levels and age groups to live within its boundaries.
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5. Businesses within the community should provide a range of job types for the
community’s residents.
6. The locaon and character of the community should be consistent with a larger
transit network.
7. The community should have a center focus that combines commercial, civic,
cultural and recreaonal uses.
8. The community should contain an ample supply of specialized open space in the
form of squares, greens and parks whose frequent use is encouraged through
placement and design.
9. Public spaces should be designed to encourage the aenon and presence of
people at all hours of the day and night.
10. Each community or cluster of communies should have a well-deﬁned edge,
such as agricultural greenbelts or wildlife corridors, permanently protected from
development.
11. Streets, pedestrian paths and bike paths should contribute to a system of
fully-connected and interesng routes to all desnaons. Their design should
encourage pedestrian and bicycle use by being small and spaally deﬁned by
buildings, trees and lighng; and by discouraging high speed traﬃc.
12. Wherever possible, the natural terrain, drainage and vegetaon of the
community should be preserved with superior examples contained within parks
or greenbelts.
13. The community design should help conserve resources and minimize waste.
14. Communies should provide for the eﬃcient use of water through the use of
natural drainage, drought tolerant landscaping and recycling.
15. The street orientaon, the placement of buildings and the use of shading should
contribute to the energy eﬃciency of the community.
Regional Principles
1. The regional land-use planning structure should be integrated within a larger
transportaon network built around transit rather than freeways.
2. Regions should be bounded by and provide a connuous system of greenbelt/
wildlife corridors to be determined by natural condions.
3. Regional instuons and services (government, stadiums, museums, etc.) should
be located in the urban core.
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4. Materials and methods of construcon should be speciﬁc to the region,
exhibing a connuity of history and culture and compability with the climate
to encourage the development of local character and community identy.
Implementaon Principles
1. The general plan should be updated to incorporate the above principles.
2. Rather than allowing developer-iniated, piecemeal development, local
governments should take charge of the planning process. General plans should
designate where new growth, inﬁll or redevelopment will be allowed to occur.
3. Prior to any development, a speciﬁc plan should be prepared based on these
planning principles.
4. Plans should be developed through an open process and parcipants in the
process should be provided visual models of all planning proposals.
Copyright 2008, Local Government Commission.
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Charter of the New Urbanism
The Congress for the New Urbanism views disinvestment in central cies, the spread of
placeless sprawl, increasing separaon by race and income, environmental deterioraon,
loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built heritage as
one interrelated community-building challenge.
We stand for the restoraon of exisng urban centers and towns within coherent
metropolitan regions, the reconﬁguraon of sprawling suburbs into communies of real
neighborhoods and diverse districts, the conservaon of natural environments, and the
preservaon of our built legacy.
We recognize that physical soluons by themselves will not solve social and economic
problems, but neither can economic vitality, community stability, and environmental
health be sustained without a coherent and supporve physical framework.
We advocate the restructuring of public policy and development pracces to support
the following principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use and populaon;
communies should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well as the car; cies
and towns should be shaped by physically deﬁned and universally accessible public
spaces and community instuons; urban places should be framed by architecture and
landscape design that celebrate local history, climate, ecology, and building pracce.
We represent a broad-based cizenry, composed of public and private sector
leaders, community acvists, and muldisciplinary professionals. We are commied
to reestablishing the relaonship between the art of building and the making of
community, through cizen-based parcipatory planning and design.
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We dedicate ourselves to reclaiming our homes, blocks, streets, parks, neighborhoods,
districts, towns, cies, regions, and environment.
We assert the following principles to guide public policy, development pracce, urban
planning, and design:
The region: Metropolis, city, and town
1. Metropolitan regions are ﬁnite places with geographic boundaries derived from
topography, watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, regional parks, and river basins.
The metropolis is made of mulple centers that are cies, towns, and villages,
each with its own idenﬁable center and edges.
2. The metropolitan region is a fundamental economic unit of the contemporary
world. Governmental cooperaon, public policy, physical planning, and economic
strategies must reﬂect this new reality.
3. The metropolis has a necessary and fragile relaonship to its agrarian hinterland
and natural landscapes. The relaonship is environmental, economic, and
cultural. Farmland and nature are as important to the metropolis as the garden is
to the house.
4. Development paerns should not blur or eradicate the edges of the metropolis.
Inﬁll development within exisng urban areas conserves environmental
resources, economic investment, and social fabric, while reclaiming marginal and
abandoned areas. Metropolitan regions should develop strategies to encourage
such inﬁll development over peripheral expansion.
5. Where appropriate, new development conguous to urban boundaries should
be organized as neighborhoods and districts, and be integrated with the exisng
urban paern. Nonconguous development should be organized as towns and
villages with their own urban edges, and planned for a jobs/housing balance, not
as bedroom suburbs.
6. The development and redevelopment of towns and cies should respect
historical paerns, precedents, and boundaries.
7. Cies and towns should bring into proximity a broad spectrum of public and
private uses to support a regional economy that beneﬁts people of all incomes.
Aﬀordable housing should be distributed throughout the region to match job
opportunies and to avoid concentraons of poverty.
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8. The physical organizaon of the region should be supported by a framework
of transportaon alternaves. Transit, pedestrian, and bicycle systems should
maximize access and mobility throughout the region while reducing dependence
upon the automobile.
9. Revenues and resources can be shared more cooperavely among the
municipalies and centers within regions to avoid destrucve compeon for tax
base and to promote raonal coordinaon of transportaon, recreaon, public
services, housing, and community instuons.
The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor
1. The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor are the essenal elements
of development and redevelopment in the metropolis. They form idenﬁable
areas that encourage cizens to take responsibility for their maintenance and
evoluon.
2. Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-use. Districts
generally emphasize a special single use, and should follow the principles of
neighborhood design when possible. Corridors are regional connectors of
neighborhoods and districts; they range from boulevards and rail lines to rivers
and parkways.
3. Many acvies of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing
independence to those who do not drive, especially the elderly and the young.
Interconnected networks of streets should be designed to encourage walking,
reduce the number and length of automobile trips, and conserve energy.
4. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types and price levels can bring
people of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily interacon, strengthening
the personal and civic bonds essenal to an authenc community.
5. Transit corridors, when properly planned and coordinated, can help organize
metropolitan structure and revitalize urban centers. In contrast, highway
corridors should not displace investment from exisng centers.
6. Appropriate building densies and land uses should be within walking distance
of transit stops, perming public transit to become a viable alternave to the
automobile.
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7. Concentraons of civic, instuonal, and commercial acvity should be
embedded in neighborhoods and districts, not isolated in remote, single-use
complexes. Schools should be sized and located to enable children to walk or
bicycle to them.
8. The economic health and harmonious evoluon of neighborhoods, districts, and
corridors can be improved through graphic urban design codes that serve as
predictable guides for change.
9. A range of parks, from tot-lots and village greens to ballﬁelds and community
gardens, should be distributed within neighborhoods. Conservaon areas and
open lands should be used to deﬁne and connect diﬀerent neighborhoods and
districts.
The block, the street, and the building
1. A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the physical
deﬁnion of streets and public spaces as places of shared use.
2. Individual architectural projects should be seamlessly linked to their
surroundings. This issue transcends style.
3. The revitalizaon of urban places depends on safety and security. The design of
streets and buildings should reinforce safe environments, but not at the expense
of accessibility and openness.
4. In the contemporary metropolis, development must adequately accommodate
automobiles. It should do so in ways that respect the pedestrian and the form of
public space.
5. Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and interesng to the
pedestrian. Properly conﬁgured, they encourage walking and enable neighbors to
know each other and protect their communies.
6. Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate, topography,
history, and building pracce.
7. Civic buildings and public gathering places require important sites to reinforce
community identy and the culture of democracy. They deserve disncve
form, because their role is diﬀerent from that of other buildings and places that
constute the fabric of the city.
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8. All buildings should provide their inhabitants with a clear sense of locaon,
weather and me. Natural methods of heang and cooling can be more
resource-eﬃcient than mechanical systems.
9. Preservaon and renewal of historic buildings, districts, and landscapes aﬃrm
the connuity and evoluon of urban society.
Copyright 1996, Congress for the New Urbanism.
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Canons of Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE and habitat destrucon, accelerated by global selement
paerns of sprawl, pose signiﬁcant challenges requiring a global response. The scale and
extent of these problems has come into sharp focus in the decade since the execuon
of the Charter of the New Urbanism. Timely acon is both essenal and presents an
unprecedented opportunity.
THESE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES complicate equitable development the world
over. Holisc soluons must address poverty, health and underdevelopment as well
ecology and the environment.
TOGETHER, the transportaon and building sectors account for the majority of energy
and non-renewable resource usage, making the design and planning of the totality of
the built environment essenal in tackling these problems.
SMART GROWTH, GREEN BUILDING AND NEW URBANISM each have produced advances
in resource and energy eﬃciency. Yet they alone are insuﬃcient and are somemes even
at odds with one another in tackling this challenge. It is me for each of their speciﬁc
strategies to be integrated.
THE CHARTER OF THE NEW URBANISM provides a powerful and enduring set of
principles for creang more sustainable neighborhoods, buildings and regions. They
have provided guidance to policy makers, planners, urban designers and cizens seeking
to address the impact of our towns and cies on the natural and human environment.
Meaningful change has been achieved by simultaneously engaging urbanism,
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infrastructure, architecture, construcon pracce and conservaon in the creaon of
humane and engaging places that can serve as models.
YET THE PROFOUND NATURE of the environmental crisis calls for ampliﬁcaon and more
detailed enrichment of the Charter. It is imperave for a uniﬁed design, building and
conservaon culture to advance the goals of true sustainability.
AS A SUPPLEMENT to the Charter of the New Urbanism, a set of operang principles
is needed to provide acon-oriented tools for addressing the urgent need for change
in the planning, design and building of communies. These praccal principles shall be
global in scope and in informaon sharing. In their applicaon, acons must respond to
local condions and be connuously developed and reﬁned over me.
WE PROPOSE THESE Canons as me-honored operang principles for addressing the
stewardship of all land and the full range of human selement: water, food, shelter and
energy. They simultaneously engage urbanism, infrastructure, architecture, landscape
design, construcon pracce and resource conservaon at all scales:
General:
1. Human intervenons in the built environment tend to be long lived and have longterm impacts. Therefore, design and ﬁnancing must recognize long life and permanence
rather than transience. City fabric and infrastructure must enable reuse, accommodang
growth and change on the one hand and long-term use on the other.
2. The economic beneﬁts shall be realized by invesng in human selements that both
reduce future economic impacts of climate change and increase aﬀordability. Paent
investors should be rewarded by ﬁscal mechanisms that produce greater returns over
the long term.
3. Truly sustainable design must be rooted in and evolve from adaptaons to local
climate, light, ﬂora, fauna, materials and human culture as manifest in indigenous urban,
architectural and landscape paerns.
4. Design must preserve the proximate relaonships between urbanized areas and both
agricultural and natural lands in order to provide for local food sources; maintain local
watersheds; a clean and ready water supply; preserve clean air; allow access to local
natural resources; conserve natural habitat and to guard regional biodiversity.
5. Globally, human selements must be seen as part of the earth’s ecosystem.
6. The rural-to-urban transect provides an essenal framework for the organizaon of
the natural, agricultural and urban realms.
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7. Buildings, neighborhoods, towns and regions shall serve to maximize social
interacon, economic and cultural acvity, spiritual development, energy, creavity and
me, leading to a high quality of life and sustainability.
The Building and Infrastructure
1. The primary objecve of the design of new buildings and the adapve reuse of older
ones is to create a culture of permanence with well-craed, sound, inspired and beloved
structures of enduring quality. Places shall promote longevity and the stewardship of
both our natural and man-made environments.
2. Architecture and landscape design derive from local climate, ﬂora, fauna, topography,
history, cultures, materials and building pracce.
3. Architectural design shall derive from local, me-honored building typologies.
Building shells must be designed to be enduring parts of the public realm. Yet internal
building conﬁguraons must be designed to be ﬂexible and easily adaptable over the
years.
4. The preservaon and renewal of historic buildings, districts and landscapes will save
embodied energy, as well as contribute to cultural connuity.
5. Individual buildings and complexes shall both conserve and produce renewable
energy wherever possible to promote economies of scale and to reduce reliance on
costly fossil fuels and ineﬃcient distribuon systems.
6. Building design, conﬁguraon and sizes must reduce energy usage and promote easy
internal vercal and horizontal walkability. Approaches to energy design should include
low technology, passive soluons that are in harmony with local climate to minimize
unwanted heat loss and gain.
7. Renewable energy sources such as non-food source biomass, solar, geothermal, wind,
hydrogen fuel cells and other non-toxic, non-harmful sources shall be used to reduce
carbon and the producon of greenhouse gases.
8. Water captured as precipitate, such as rainwater and that internally harvested in and
around individual buildings, shall be cleaned, stored and reused on site and allowed to
percolate into local aquifers.
9. Water usage shall be minimized within structures and conserved through landscape
strategies that mimic nave climate, soil and hydrology.
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10. Building materials shall be locally obtained, rapidly renewable, salvaged, recycled,
recyclable and have low embodied energy. Alternavely, materials shall be chosen for
their durability, exceponal longevity and sound construcon, taking advantage of
thermal mass properes to reduce energy usage.
11. Building materials shall be non-toxic and non-carcinogenic with no known negave
health impacts.
12. Food producon of all kinds shall be encouraged in individual buildings and on their
lots consistent with their seng in order to promote decentralizaon, self suﬃciency
and reduced transportaon impacts on the environment.
The Street, Block, and Network
1. The design of streets and the enre right-of-way shall be directed at the posive
shaping of the public realm in order to encourage shared pedestrian, bicycle and
vehicular use.
2. The paern of blocks and streets shall be compact and designed in a well-connected
network for easy, safe and secure walkability. This will reduce overall vehicular usage by
decreasing travel me and trip length. Design shall strive to minimize material and ulity
infrastructure.
3. The posive shaping of the public realm shall focus on creang thermally comfortable
spaces through passive techniques such as low albedo and shading with landscape and
buildings. The techniques shall be consistent with local climate.
4. The design of the streets, blocks, plang, landscape and building typologies shall all
be conﬁgured for both reduced overall energy usage and an enhanced quality of life in
the public realm.
5. Roadway materials shall be non-toxic and provide for water reuse through percolaon,
detenon and retenon. Green streets integrate sustainable drainage with the role of
the street as deﬁned public space. Their design shall maintain the importance of the
building frontage and access to the sidewalk and roadway, balancing the desirability of
surface drainage with the need for street connecvity and hierarchy.
6. A wide range of parking strategies (such as park-once districts, shared parking, parking
structures, reduced parking requirements, minimized surface parking areas and vehicle
sharing) shall be used to constrict the supply of parking in order to induce less driving
and to create more human-scaled, amenable public space.
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The Neighborhood, Town and City
1. The balance of jobs, shopping, schools, recreaon, civic uses, instuons, housing,
areas of food producon and natural places shall occur at the neighborhood scale, with
these uses being within easy walking distances or easy access to transit.
2. Wherever possible, new development shall be sited on underulized, poorly designed
or already developed land. Sites shall be either urban inﬁll or urban adjacent unless the
building is rural in its program, size, scale and character.
3. Prime and unique farmland shall be protected and conserved. In locaons with lile
or declining growth, addional agriculture, parklands and habitat restoraon shall be
promoted on already urbanized or underulized land.
4. Neighborhoods, towns and cies shall be as compact as possible, with a range of
densies that are compable with exisng places and cultures and that hew ghtly
to projected growth rates and urban growth boundaries while promong lively mixed
urban places.
5. Renewable energy shall be produced at the scale of neighborhood and town as well
as at the scale of the individual building in order to decentralize and reduce energy
infrastructure.
6. Brownﬁelds shall be redeveloped, ulizing clean-up methods that reduce or eliminate
site contaminants and toxicity.
7. Wetlands, other bodies of water and their natural watersheds shall be protected
wherever possible, and the natural systems which promote recharge of aquifers and
prevent ﬂooding should be restored wherever possible, consistent with the urban-torural transect and the desirability of urban waterfronts as public spaces of extraordinary
impact and character.
8. Natural places of all kinds shall be within easy walking distance or accessible by
transit. Public parklands and reserves shall be protected and the creaon of new ones
promoted.

9. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types, sizes and price levels for a
populaon of diverse ages, cultures and incomes can provide for self-suﬃciency and
social sustainability, while promong compact cies and regions.
10. A steady source of water and the producon of a wide range of locally raised
foods within an easily accessed distance establish the self-suﬃciency and overall size
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of neighborhoods and/or small towns. Nearby rural agricultural selements shall be
promoted to preserve local tradional foods and food culture.
11. Projects shall be designed to reduce light polluon while maintaining safe pedestrian
environments. Noise polluon should also be minimized.
12. The design of neighborhoods and towns shall use natural topography and shall
balance cut and ﬁll in order to minimize site disturbance and avoid the import and
export of ﬁll.
The Region
1. The ﬁnite boundaries of the region shall be determined by geographic and bioregional
factors such as geology, topography, watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, habitat corridors,
regional parks and river basins.
2. Regions shall strive to be self-sustaining for food, goods and services, employment,
renewable energy and water supplies.
3. The physical organizaon of the region shall promote transit, pedestrian and bicycle
systems to maximize access and mobility while reducing dependence on automobiles
and trucks.
4. The spaal balance of jobs and housing is enabled at the regional scale by extensive
transit systems. Development shall be primarily organized around transit lines and hubs.
5. The sing of new development shall prefer already urbanized land. If undeveloped
land is used, then the burden for exceponal design, demonstrable longevity and
environmental sensivity shall be more stringent and connecons to the region shall be
essenal.
6. Sensive or virgin forests, nave habitats and prime farmlands shall be conserved and
protected. Imperiled species and ecological communies shall be protected. Projects
to regenerate and recreate addional agricultural areas and natural habitat shall be
promoted.
7. Wetlands, other bodies of water and their natural watersheds and their habitats shall
be protected.
8. Development shall be avoided in locaons that disrupt natural weather systems and
induce heat islands, ﬂooding, ﬁres or hurricanes.
Copyright 2008, Congress for the New Urbanism.
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